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farm, Garden and Household. 
Planning and Building Barns. 
l'.\t'\ year hundreds of farmers have 
nsiou to build new barns, or to repair 
.1 tv-model old ones. In either ease a 
hard work is usually pcr- 
ani ing and arranging to se- 
itest p< ssible convenience in 
i, and at the same time, 
i the ■ in m exceeding the real 
lings, when finished. The 
: general plan and style 
:: t..- lias *veu very great within 
iiaii' eer.tun. Many can remem- 
•: i.uel, -1 the hay and other win- 
s'as (iiu up in stacks in the open 
toe cattle were turned loose 
veather' and so strongly are we at- 
•< iiabits and customs that, 
nii-g -arger and better barns foi 
ii -tuck and our lbdder, many 
on. for a time, to the old 
it feeding a portion of the foddei 
a- ien yards or fields 
.easant to look back and see how 
i, .u b.-.rns nave improved from year 
u tie- time when cattle were 
* -1 j-,-. lie.!.- or rude hovels. The 
improved barn was simply 
-aitlc. with a seatlbld over 
v. o "i r rnvu-wav ill 
:i nitt. This drive-way was 
m; ; a team and load of hay 
winter for feeding cattle 
-i. ,:g tin: best carriage. As doors 
■ than close boarding, 
ims si-.dom allowed of 
■ m the team had to be 
u ! tin* mud had been de- 
y oi iuiprove- 
is tin adtiiiiou of another section 
1 -t .•, f .i storing hay, and. 
i tin' fodder w;ts put into barns 
-tacks .t became more nec- 
: Ccors a each end of the 
ilia' m ■ night be saved in the 
.i liii the no w and scaffold, 
i npos-ihi-- to back a team out of 
■ — inickly ast. drive through. On 
f in where more room was re- 
st a'k and hay, barns were 
g ugh t,<r two drive-ways, 
: d :ii each end and a commodi- 
w ir. rhe centre. Many barns 
<• m .v In* -ecu in all parts of 
iti'v at the present time 
l liv sixty feet was a common 
mm-m hurn Die hay kept 
age mow-, out the incon- 
l •u iulmg -lock at the two ex- 
ilic imbuing soon muue u 
oi ■ t*--ii-;it»l*- in the general plan, 
a xt increased in width to 
,">-eight or forty feet, and 
and stable run lengthwise, 
s.-w s.* ot the building. The 
a a .-i discovered that no more 
.. ."a up by one drive-way 
ir •'\' c n et. running length- 
w running' across it, must 
p' on ot the discovery as if 
i •'!■’ tc- first to proclaim that a 
ngci ving down than when 
: c. the pot or kettle—a proposi- 
is yet hardly acknowledged as 
me l our road builders. 
I o a Staving but one drive-way 
it ini engthwise of the barn 
en generally adopted. The 
a.gth am! width has been gov- 
n. new hat In the number and char- 
'd the stock kept The better class 
have been built with the drive- 
nd' to one side of the centre, thus 
iv width to the hay mow than to 
opposite Many barns, built 
pattern, have been built just 
a mil to give ample stable room 
-aic, and a- wide us would be eon- 
■ i. ci Mr Handling hay in the mows, or 
'.c a could in- safely spread. 
A: it her step in the path of improvement 
barn ;t: ding has been in the direction 
u s or basement stories, partly or 
e : nit ground. At first these were 
id it'c ii,.- -tables ol tlio old barns. 
-imply manure vaults, partly 
■ iiiai partly outside. They 
■d improvement as far as 
tic due of the manure was 
ml they were often horrible 
1 mfli to put man or beast. .Swine 
it- 'a kept iii them, but seldom with 
convenience, either to the pigs 
if the: keepers. 
A in me, i'tr under the whole barn was 
1 
pm 'cubic, it was considered a 
■i" i'u' a I mice, as it really was. Then 
me p ts-ibli! to give the pigs more 
■m. ;. uood platform for feeding and a 
• i"-d li :• -veping. and also some shed 
cm tc; attic or for farm carriages, 
in! :.! :dso open used lor sheep or 
ci' loth. There is one draw- 
mi iliars under barns. The 
'- mn-i in* looked to in season 
■ lived to rot and fall through 
v. eight ot live stock. Many 
"t ins kind have occurred, giv- 
-I !■ g> ai'iner- an argument against 
e.v'-tangled notions. and barn cellars 
pee il v bit: so fully are cellars appro* 
'" i" they have been once tried, 
•• 'ii> i,oiners have gone so lar in 
« :-e a- to claim that they would as 
ive ellar without a barn as a 
1 cellar. It is our opinion 
eel ars have been tried, farm- 
as soon tliink ot building 
-.vit ait a cellar as a barn without 
tin the past tew years, we have 
ini’ sag- in the general plan of the 
■ t Mie barns built. The improve- 
■oT.: !i ,s iiieth been in the direction of 
i.ni-ii and style, some of the best 
:nre- being finished in a style vastly 
ipeiioi to the best dwellings of our 
’■bet .iei grandfathers. lint nearly all 
•" farn. oarns are built pretty much after 
‘none -a drive-wav the whole length, 
1 1 :;i end. a stable on one side, 
" ! erhead and a capacious 
Such barns are very con- 
"■! '• u'ing hay at harvest time, 
ids being otter stored in the 
1 :l d 1 over night; but except for 
weeks ,i. having, this great'hole 
1 a litre, is, more or less, waste 
room. 
S'oim i.tnnei have made an improve- 
e at by i. iving the head scatfolds tem- 
porary. •aid as the barn is lilted, these are 
‘‘i ''own !• within seven or eight feet of 
! d and tilled with hay. This makes 
barn wanner, as less space is unoccu- 
I’b 1 —an empty barn being colder than 
ne tut f animals and hay. These scaf- 
bedsai-e leit just high enough to allow an 
tnply hay wagon to pass under, so that 
team is not obliged to back out after 
unloading. 
Mu land sufficiently sloping, this idea of 
w -e.dlolds over the drive-way and feed- 
.- 
1' '•'' aas been carried another degree 
w barfing up at one or both ends of the 
b;irn and driving in on a level with the 
scaffolds, thus giving a chance to pitch 1 aj down, instead of up, when 
PS '• ftpm the fields. This arrange* 
iupih i- only practicable where the lam? is 
considerably sloping, but wherever it is 
practicable it should be adopted, by all 
means, as a barn of this kind is worth 
more, according to its cost, than when 
atilt alter any plan we have ever seen. 
We have several such in mind, which. 
■ short distance, do not look as if they 
u d much capacity The roofs are small, 
.ml their general appearance is not at all 
imposing, especially when viewed from 
the hill side, but. on a closer inspection, 
.. "HI be surprised at the amount of 
storage room they possess. Such barns 
"Itcn cover all the manure made for sev- 
< al months, afford shed room for cattle, 
!‘l'"s 1 ” ;l1"' departments for poultry 
" die basement, ample stable and feeding room on the ground floor, besides large room- tor hay or carriages, while the floor 
move is used im storing carriages, larin 
machinery, or lor curing or storing all kinds ot fodder or other crops. 
Ho well is this plan liked by those who 
are acquainted with it, that many adopt it 
" here it is impossible to drive through the barn with a team, preferring to back out rather than build in the ordinary rnannet with one floor. (fibers build long woodet (n idges for driving in on a comparatively 
easy grade over the lower entrance. If £ 
barn is built with the intention of having 
it last through several generations, it wil 
pay to build it with a view of saving ai 
many steps as possible, and after such £ 
plan as will, in the long run, be mosi 
economical. 
II ls impossible to have all the desirable 
conveniences combined under one root, 
but we should endeavor to get as many ot 
them as possible, and we should not sacri- 
fice a great convenience lor the sake ol 
securing a minor one. For instance, the 
question of driving through or backing 
out is a question ot considerable moment, 
yet it may be of less importance than 
others which are involved in the decision. 
Usually we drive through or back out only i about one month during the twelve, while 
perhaps the whole plan and situation of 
the barn must be seriously injured by out- 
decision upon this point. It may be very 
desirable to have the cellar, or the stable, 
or the main entrance to the building, face 
the south, that the cattle, all through the 
winter, may feel the warmth of the sun, 
or that we can open and shut our doors 
without letting in a volume ot cold air. 
There are advantages in having the 
principal doors used, the stables and the 
cellar all open to the south, or to the 
southerly side of the building. There are 
also some disadvantages connected with 
such arrangements, as there are with near- 
j ly all others. When planning houses peo- ! pie soon find there are some things which 
are always interfering with their arrange- 
! ments. Among these the most common 
I are stairs and chimneys. These are al- 
I most always in the way—are, in fact, nul- 
j sances—never beginning or ending just 
where yon wish them to. 
1 1 ho same trouble is experienced m plan- 
ning barns with cellars. It is desirable on 
many accounts to have the cellar open to 
or lace the south. It is a great deal wann- 
er, ligiiter and more cln-erlul lor all the 
stock kept there and may be got at at all 
times, when, it it laced the north, it might 
be closed up tight with snow or ice. 
It is desirable to have the stable above 
on the sunny side, especially in winter. 
Cattle always look better and appear to 
feel better iii a light, sunny stable in win- 
ter than in a dark one. but il the stables 
are on the south side and the cellar open 
to the south, as is very common in many 
places, all the manure is delivered just 
where it is most in the way and most ex- 
posed to the weather, besides it cuts oil 
easy communication with the shed room 
beyond, which is really almost worthless 
under this plan. 
1,utterly, many barns have been built 
with the cellar open to the south, and the 
stable on the north side, thus bringing tiie 
manure at the back part of the cellar away 
from the diipping eaves and hot sun, and 
wnere it cannot mtenere wnn tne commit 
ot the animals while occupying the shed 
room in front. When practicable, the wa- 
tering trough is placed in the warmest and 
sunniest corner oi the cellar, and, some 
times, the south side is closed up with 
temporary boarding and windows, thus 
securing very comfortable quarters (or the 
stock while drinking or exercising. 
Basements arranged in this way, with 
the manure all at the back part, are, often 
used tor young stock running loose and 
lor box stalls for sick or lor breeding ani- 
mals. l’oultry is also kept in such base- 
ments with profit, when, if kept in cold, 
damp, or dark quarters, they would lie a 
bill of expense instead of a source of in- 
come. With the cellar facing to suit us, 
and the manure at the back part, the sta- 
bles must be on the north nr northerly side 
of the story above. 
A great many farmers, alter having 
given the subject much thought and study, 
have come to the conclusion that the ad- 
vantages gained are, on the whole, greater 
with the stable on the north side when the, 
slope of the land admits of having the 
cellar open to the south. The entrances 
to these stables are now quite generally 
made from the cellar by building up a 
graded walk tor the cattle. Cattle kept 
in such barns may be watered and exer- 
cised daily without stepping outside on 
ice or snow during the whole winter. 
Much may be done to give the stables a 
cheerful appearance by whitewashing them 
thoroughly on the sides and ove rhead once 
or twice a year, and by having large win- 
dows at the ends where the sun can come 
in. Very few barns are so light as they 
should be, for they can hardly be too light 
in cold weather. In this matter of light 
in stables, great advance has been made 
within a few years. The old barns ot our 
boyhood would have been perfectly dark 
had it not been for the wide cracks between 
the covering boards, except when the doors 
were opened or the little wooden shutters 
were slid back from over the holes in the 
walls of the stables through which the 
manure was thrown out 
Farmers often had to leave the doors 
open, even in the coldest or most stormy 
weather, to see while doing their chores. 
Now, with large glazed windows in the 
stables, and larger ones in the drive-way 
doors, if the stables and partitions are 
well whitewashed, cattle need not suffer 
for light even if the sun does not come di- 
rectly upon them. We shall have more to 
say about barns, in the luture, and shall 
be glad to hear from our readers. The 
subject is an important one. [N. E. Farm- 
er. 
Tiie Cost ok Livtxc. Valuable statis- 
tics in regard to the comparative cost of 
living in America and Europe are given iu 
the last Massachusetts labor report: 
One dollar will buy 20 pounds oi Hour 
in Boston, one or two pounds more in sev- 
eral European seaports, but the same or 
a considerable less in a majority of the 
places compared. In Boston one dollar 
will buy 5.50 pounds ot fresh beef, roast- 
ing piece. In no place in England will it 
buy so much by a pound or more, and in 
Europe still less, Copenhagen being the 
only place given where i t will buy more. 
Butter in Europe averages a pound more 
to the dollar than here, cheese less by 
more than that except in a tew spots; as 
for potatoes, they are cheaper here than 
in England, and dearer than in Ireland or 
Germany. Seven or eight pounds of pork 
for a dollar are sold here, and not much 
more than half as much can be obtained 
for that sum in England or Europe, and 
nowhere as much. In lice, milk and eggs 
they have the advantage of us. Tea costs 
less here than in England, but more than 
on the continent. With colfee it is about 
the same, though the difference is little. 
In sugar, the British are a little better off, 
the continentals a good deal worse. Coal 
is cheaper here than in Germany, and 
dearer than in England. Merrimac or 
common prints are cheaper here than in 
England or Europe. Boots are about the 
same here as there. There are but two 
or three places iu England or the Conti- 
nent where brown sheetings are cheaper 
thau here, while in brown shirtings the for- 
eigners are better off. Kent lor four 
roomed tenements is from two to four 
times cheaper in Great Britain and on the 
continent, than in Boston; in Austria 15 
times cheaper. Board also is from once 
and a halt to twice as cheap in Europe i and Great Britain as in Boston. 
Ram Mode ok Sharpening Roue 
Tools. The simplest mode of sharpen- 
ing a razor or other edge tool, is to place 
the blade for about half an hour in water 
containing one twentieth of its weight oi 
sulphuric or muriatic acid. I pon taking 
the razor out, w ipe it off lightly on a pieet 
of soft rag, and in a few hours attcrwan 
“set” it on a strop. The acid supplies tin 
place ol a whetstone, by corroding the 
entire surface uniformly, so that nothing 
but a good polish is afterwards needed. 
This process never injures good razors, 
while poor ones are improved by it. 
A party of men animatedly engaged in 
discussing politics before a country store 
attracted the attention ol an aged agricul- turist. “There’s somethin’ the mattei 
here,’ he observed to his wife; and draw- 
ing in his team, he lightly shouted to a consumptive individual on the outskirts, 
“What’s aloot ?” “Twelve inches,” was 
the sardonic reply. The aged agricultur- 
ist swore some and drove on. 
What of My Loved? 
BY HELEN A. MANVILLK. 
What of my Loved in the laud of the Leal ? 
Star of the midnight give answer to me! 
I>o they weep for the sorrows we earth-mortals 
feel 
And smile when our hearts are all burdened 
with glee ? 
Are the sorrows forgot that o’erburdened them 
here. 
In the joy that the turmoil forever is o'er? 
Are the skies ever cloudless, the waves ever 
clear. 
That roll by the sands of the Beautiful Shore? 
I have thought in my dreams that \ wandered 
to them, 
I have felt the warm clasp of their love- 
thrilling hands, 
As together we walked o’er the sapphires that 
gem 
A ith lustre resplendent the gold-fretted sands. 
; The hearts were all loyal, the friends were all 
true, 
That I found by the mystical,heavenly stream! 
(), would that 1 never wakened to rue 
That my vision was only the sport of a dream! 
I am thirsting to taste of the waters of bliss; 
The kiss of mv loved ones I’m longing to feel; 
O when shall I walk from the shadows of this, 
To the land of the faithful, the land of the 
Leal? 
The Love of a Tool. 
BY JAMES L. BOWEN. 
Lu stood behind the little counter where 
she passed so many hours of her life, her 
lingers resting upon the glass of the show- 
ease, which she tapped impatiently, while 
her eyes roved from Ned Snyder, behind 
the opposite counter, to the door, through 
which she hoped some customer would 
enter. 
Ned’s attention was divided between 
leering at Lu, with his shocking contor- 
tions of lace, and volunteering v arious 
clownish remarks, each of which elicited 
from their object only a movement of im- 
patience, a sliarper tapping ot tne glass 
with her fingers, but no word of answer. 
Finally Ned left his place, sauntered 
around behind Lu’s counter, and ended 
tne manaeuver by thrusting his face up 
belore hers. 
Oh, go away, Ned,” she exclaimed, 
turning irom him, “do go, now !” 
“What’ll 1 go away for ?” lie demanded, 
creeping up again in front ol her face. 
“Clo because I am tired, and want you 
to go,"—this in a tone of marked impa- 
tience, which Ned evidently understood 
that it would not do for him to disregard. 
“Go back behind your own counter, or 
stay here and I’ll go there. What do you 
suppose customers would think to see you 
acting in this way ?” 
Ned hustled over to his own side of the 
room before lie arfswered, in a matter-of- 
iact way : “Suppose they’d think we ought 
to be married !” 
“Married—you foolish fellow ! Why 
do you keep talking such nonsense?” 
“Wall, now 1 tell you there is lots of 
folks that talk in that way, whether you’d 
think it or not, anil course they’re right 
about it. Tell you one tiling—when we 
be married you don't drive me around this 
wav; just make up vour mind aboiit 
that!” 
The last part of Ned's information had 
been volunteered as the door opened to 
admit llomer Darkness; and Lu had 
scowled silence at the owner of the wag- 
ging tongue in vain. But it the young 
man who entered had heard anything of 
what was being said he did not indicate it 
by any change of expression. He greeted 
the twain with a frieuuly word to each, 
and passed through to the dining-room. 
When his footsteps died away, 1-u turned 
her great brown eyes to Ned, and said, 
sorrowfully:— 
“Ned, why will you talk so, and before 
people most of all ? Don’t you know that 
1 itoifl want vou to talK Unit way an<l .n 
mustn't 
“Mustn't! 1 Lord, wli.at words you use! 
But you’ll get over it some d ty—won’t 
always feel as bashful.” 
A voice from below called for Ned, and 
he tumbled Irom sight much to Lti’s re- 
lict. 
Any person seeing Lu Towner, day by 
day, would have understood how cheer- 
less her young lile really was. An evil 
star had seemed to rule at her birth. Her 
father, formerly engaged in a comfortable 
business, had taken to drink, ruined liis 
custom, squandered his little property, 
and finally died, soon after Lu's birth. 
Her mother, broken-hearted, struggled 
with adverse fortune for a few years, and 
then she, loo, died, leaving her little 
daughter to the care of her only relative, 
a married aunt. The aunt was kind, in 
so far as her nature knew the meaning of 
the word; but she had made Mammon 
her god, and nature had given her great 
power for physical endurance—two dan- 
gerous qualities for the same person to 
possess, especially it that person lie a 
woman. 
Lu’s uncle was the proprietor of a 
bakery, and in connection was a sales- 
room, and a boarding house. Mr. Towner 
superintended the former; his wile the 
two latter; and so it was that when Lu 
had mastered the rudiments of the com- 
mon school education, she was taken in 
as a sort of general help for her aunt, it 
was as though the sunlight of her dawn- 
ing life had gone behind some great cloud. 
There was so mueh that she could do, and 
she was so willing to do whatever might 
be demanded or her. From peeling pota- 
toes, chopping hash, and washing dishes, 
her sphere of usefulness gradually ex- 
tended through all the departments of the 
hoarding-house and sales-room; till now 
we tind her, at the age of twenty, alter 
eight years oi incessant toil, with no pros- 
pect of any change, so long as life and 
health should remain. From very early 
in the morning till very late at nigiit, 
through seven long days in every week, 
with only an hour or two of respite on 
Sunday, she was here, there, wherever 
her services were demanded, not con- 
scious that she was doing more actual 
physical labor than two like her should 
perform, besides shutting out from her 
young life the joys of companionship and 
ignoring all those social privileges which 
are so dear to young life. 
Lu was not especially pretty. At first 
glance she seemed so—her small compact 
tigure, oval leatures, and great brown 
eyes, so lull of honest truth, were cer- 
tainly the elements of beauty—but her in- 
cessant toil had wrought its lines upon 
hands and lace; insufficient sleep, con- 
tinued care anil the absence of social joy, 
tinged and shaded her whole life with a 
hue of sadness. Sometimes she smiled, 
but it was only for a moment, and fur- 
tively, as though she feared to allow even 
this expression of human feeling*—no one 
ever heard her laugh. Those who knew 
the most of her life said it was too bad to 
keep her there, year alter year, in that 
manner, but Lu never said so — never 
thought so, in fact. She had known no 
happier life—she never expected to. 
So it was that her heart was all kind- 
ness, and even for foolish Ned Snyder, 
with his unbearable ways, she had but 
such words as we have recorded; none 
more severe. In the depths of her heart 
there was lying a great store of love and 
tenderness, latent now, but waiting lor 
some other loving heart to develop, and 
thus to change the whole weary blank of 
her lite course, by the sunlight ot happy 
affection. 
Ned Snyder was familiarly known as 
“the fool.” In some respects the epithet 
was quite appropriate, for while he had 
sufficient intelligence to be of much ser- 
vice in the bakery, and even in the sales- 
room, he was yet ol such uneven mental 
balance as to puzzle the most astute phi- 
losopher as to his degree of mental sound- 
ness and accountability. Ned, too, had 
been adopted by Mr. Towner, just as he 
would have taken a horse for its keeping. 
It would be handy to have such a boy 
about the establishment, there was always 
something lor him to do, and there were 
always fragments enough left after the 
thirty or forty boarders had finished their 
meals to give the fool a royal repast. At 
first, life had not many pleasures for Ned; 
but as his sphere of usefulness began to 
develop, and lie sometimes talked about 
“packing up his duds" and going to sea— 
[ for Ned had a way of talking whatever 
came into his mind—lie began to receive 
1 better clothes, and occasionally little pres- 
ents, and spare hall-days, till his lot really 
in comparison became quite enviable. 
Lu had always been kind to him, out of 
the kindness of her heart, and many a 
favor had she taken pains to bestow upon 
him, because she pitied his forlorn condi- 
tion. Generally at the table she could 
manage to procure for him a nicer piece 
of meat or some little delicacy which had 
never been intended for him, and this she 
delighted to do, even though lie soon 
came to look upon such favors as a mat- 
ter of course, and to scold and growl if 
they were not bestowed. 
Yet, after all. Ned did not mean to be 
ungrateful, and as he could think of no 
other way of repaying Lu’s kindness, he 
had grown up into a conviction that lie 
must marry her at some time in the un- 
known future. Dreadful as such a thought 
must have been to her, eould she have 
brought herself for a single moment to its 
realization, and annoying as was Ned's 
constant reference to the purpose of his 
heart, it had become his mental meat and 
drink—the inspiration of his life. No 
more he talked of the sea; no more of 
shouldering his “Turk.” Even his nature 
bowed to the sway of love, and in the 
presence of Lu only was lie happy or con- 
tented. 
oNaturaJIy cMiough the ! eliel soon gained 
ground that Ned did not speak unadvis- 
edly, and tiiat some arrangements had 
been made by which Lu was actually to j 
become his wile. Naturally enough, the 
girl's uncle and aunt came in for more of 
blame than they deserved. 
“It’s just like them,” said one boarder 
to another, standing at a little distance 
and looking upon Lu, busy behind the 
counter, while Ned, near by. was feasting 
his weird eyes upon her; “Lu’s indispen- 
sable to them, and Ned is a treasure, in 
his way. Get the two married and they 
are bound to stay, as long as they can ren- 
der any sen ice.” 
“1 hope you are wrong,” the other re- 
turned, “for 1 don't like to think anybody 
can be that mean. It would be a down- 
right shame to marry such a good, faith- 
ful, kind-hearted thing as Lu to that horn 
idiot! I'd kirk the man who'll do such a 
thing, if there were no other way to pun- 
ish him." 
It was Ilomiir Harkness who said this, 
and shortly afterward he passed through 
the salesroom, which was deserted save 
by Ned. Mr. Harkness was a young busi- 
ness man of the city, very comfortably 
situated in life, and having for several 
years taken his meals there, he was on 
quite friendly terms with the feeble-mind- 
ed youth.” 
“Ned,” he asked, bending over the coun- 
ter. half confidentially, “you are going to 
invite me to the wedding, 1 suppose?" 
“What—me and Lu ?” 
“Yes.” 
“Yes. going to invite all the boarders,” 
the tool said in a very business-like man- 
ner. 
“When will it probably’ take place, 
Ned?” 
“Darned if 1 know—Lu won't say. Say, 
Lu”—the door had opened to admit her 
at that moment—“When be we goin’ to 
get married? This gentleman wants to 
know ?” 
Lu looked up at Mr. Harkness, for it 
was getting dusk in the sales-room. and j 
the gas had not been lighted. A moment j 
her lip quivered, and then tears sprang to j 
her eves. ! 
“(Si down Miahs, :\eil,” she replied, 
turning away ; “Mr. Towner wants you." 
“No, lie don’t either. You’ve got to 
tell me. now,” and the poor youth sprang 
forward with a soil of frenzy; but at that 
moment the sharp tones of his master 
sounded his name so emphatically that lie 
at once turned and went blundering away 
down the stairs. 
Lu was so evidently pained by the oc- 
currence, that the young man, seif-ac- 
cused, went near to her and stammered 
oul an apology. 
“Indeed, you are not to blame,” she 
said, quickly, smiling through her tears. ] 
! 1 am foolish to have his talk annoy me; i 
but i—-l can t Help it. l don l blame tne 
poor fellow much, hut 1 can’t stand it; at 
least 1 feel as though I couldn’t, though I 
don’t know how 1 can help myself” 
“1 will tell you how you can put a stop 
to his nonsense.” 
“Will you:’ Then tell me." 
“Marry me !” 
Lu’s lip trembled as she cast a furtive 
glance up into the young man’s lace, and 
her whole soul thrilled as she caught the 
magnetic lovebeam ol his eyes. 
“What do you mean ?” she demanded. 
“Just what 1 say, Lu. 1 admire you; 
love you. 1 have long wanted lo tell you j 
so, and to ask you this. Now what sav 
you—will you be mine ?” 
What could she say? She knew Mr. 
Ilarkness too well to suppose for a mo- 
ment that he was Hilling with her; but it 
seemed impossible to realize that the man 
she most revered ot all in her limited cir- 
cle ot acquaintances had really asked her 
to become his wife. Why did his request 
touch so deep a chord in her soul? Was 
it because it was the answer ol an aspira- 
tion she had not dared acknowledge, much 
less to cherish? Before she could com- 
mand liersell to frame an answer, a dull 
foot-fall sounded upon the stairs. 
Letmego; uncle is coming." And she 
tried to withdraw her hand. 
••Quick, then ; yes or no !” 
“1 guess so,” and with a skip she bound- 
ed into the dining-room, to hide the joy- 
llush which would mantle her checks with 
a stranger glow. 
Homer Ilarkness did not allow the mat- 
ter to rest long in that state. Satisfactory 
terms were arranged with the uncle and 
aunt, and it was decided that marriage 
should take pla»c at the good old New 
England anniversary—Thanksgiving. 
Early in the evening the ceremony was 
very quietly performed, and the happy 
husband started with his bride for a li ving 
visit to the home of his parents in a neigh- 
boring town. Ned had been given a holi- 
day lor twenty-four hours, which he was 
passing with a relative in another portion 
ot the city; so that an unusual sense of 
quiet, almost amounting to desertion, set- 
tled over the usually bustling establish- 
ment of the Towncrs. 
But at midnight the quiet was rudely 
broken, and the neighborhood rang with 
sharp cries ot “Eire!” A defective Hue 
m llie bakery had caused the misfortune; 
the flames leaped rapidly from room to 
room of the old wooden building so that 
when the fire department reached the 
scene they found the lire bursting out 
from basement to attic. 
Just as the firemen commenced opera- 
tions, Ned dashed upon the scene, breath- 
less and excited, lie saw the dense smoke 
pouring from the broken window ot Eu’s 
room, and wildly inquired for the occu- 
pant. But no one answered his question, 
for none understood his meaning. 
Calling her name wildly he rushed up 
the stairway. What transpired afterward 
only the eye of the Infinite saw. A dar- 
ing fireman attempted to follow him, a 
few moments afterward, but the hall at 
the head of the stairs was a sea of flame, 
through which none could pass and live. 
Hours later, when the fire was extin- 
guished, from out the ruins was taken 
something which, though bearing little re- 
semblance to the human form, could still 
be identified as all that remained on earth 
of Ned Snyder. 
Lu, recalled from the strange dream ol 
her new-found happiness, stood beside the 
coffined remains and heard the story of his 
death. The memory of the disagreeable 
days and years was all gone now ; she re- 
membered only his many uncouth acts ol 
devotion, and (he heroic manner of his 
death, in a supposed effort to save hoi 
from the flames. 
Who would have thought that he eared 
much tor me?” she said. “Poor fellow! 
| poor fellow 1” 
| “Yes, dear Lu,” her husband responded, 
i “you see that even such as he may love so 
i that lite is disregarded in trying to render 1 a service to the object of that love. Poor 
fellow, indeed; but his death shall not he 
in vain, for 1 will learn from his example 
to devote mj life to you, as long as life 
shall last, and it would indeed be to my 
shame should my love pnove less unselfish 
than the love of a fool.” 
Tho Man who Swore Off. 
He had been in the habit of taking three 
or four “nips” per day for the last fifteen 
years, but on New Year’s morning he 
arose and said to his wife: 
“Mary Jane Shiner, here I've been 
squandering at least a dollar per week for 
more than a dozen years!” 
“Put I thought you said a glass now 
and then aided vour digestion,” she re- 
plied. 
“All fudge and nonsense!” he contin- 
ued, “that was only an excuse to satisfy 
toy own conscience.” 
•And I've heard you say that it made 
you sleep better—helped \'ou to have a 
clear head,” she said. 
“Nonsense—worst kind ol bosh! I’ve 
drank up ¥800 in the last dozen years, 
and hasn’t benefited me one cent ” 
“Well?” 
“Hell, I m going to quit. I'm going 
to commence now. Xo more drink.13 for 
Shiner alter this ! 
“Good hoy—noble husband,” she said, 
patting him on tiic chin ; “now you begin 
to talk like a Roman—-now vou m"* going 
to test your stamina!” 
Shiner felt puffed up with pride for an 
hour or two, and then he began to feel a 
goneness along down his throat, He 
drank water, cold coffee, and milk, and 
got through with the day, although when 
lie went to bed he dreamed that he was a 
fla.sk of brandy and that a member of Con- 
gress was carrying him in his coat-tail 
pocket. At midnight lie awoke with his 
thumb in Ills mouth, just on the point of 
taking a ten cent drink, and at daylight 
he inquired of his wife whether it was the 
year 1875 or 1870. 
I hat forenoon while lie sat. in his office 
a meek-lookiiig stranger entered, took a 
paper from his pocket and said that he 
was soliciting aid for the Kansas grass- 
hopper sufferers. 
••Grasshoppers be hanged!” exclaimed 
Shiner. “The next fraud who comes in 
lu-re will get his neck broken !” 
Ilis chief clerk spoke to him about or- 
dering some goods, and lie whirled around 
and said he wouldn't order another dollar’s 
worth of goods in ten years. A young 
man called to secure a place, and Shiner 
threw the coal stove shaker and hit him 
cm the ear. 
When he went to dinner lie flattered 
himself a little that he succeeded in curb- 
ing hi< inclination to drink, and his wife 
patted hint on the shoulder and wtiis- 
pered: 
'•Samuel, you have got more stamina 
than the Czar of Russia !" 
Going down town again he entered a 
saloon, and asked the saloon keeper it he 
honestly thought that a moderate amount 
of brandy would atleet the health. The 
saloon keeper was sure it wouldn’t The 
bottles looked good to shiner, and there 
was a plea-ant smell a- he leaned over tin- 
bar. 
When he reached his office he kicked a 
chair over, hoisted the spittoon across the 
room, and sat down and dated a letter 
-V loily ottllrul to Ivivo him sub 
scribe something tor a new Sunday school, 
and lie bristled up and yelled : 
“No. sir, not a red! Sunday schools 
are killing the business interests of this i 
country!’’ 
After about att hour he went out and 
asked a doctor :i three drinks of gin per 
day would hurt any one. The doctor 
thought licit, if they were light drinks. 
Returning to the oilier. Shiner hunted up 
an old bottle and sat and held it a long 
time, ahd wondered how they were made, 
and then threw it into the coal box and 
went out on the street, and asked a life 
insurance agent if two or three drinks per 
day would hurt a man. “Of course they 
wouldn't,’’ replied the agent. Going home 
to supper Shiner asked three more men, 
and they all replied “no.’’ When he 
reached home he said the biscuits weren’t 
lit lor cannibals, gave the girl warning to 
leave, and called his wife’s brother, who 
was there m a visit, a humpbacked, will- 
ful liar. 
When Shiner went down town in the 
evening hi asked three more doctors if a 
little brandy was hurtful. Then he went 
into a saloon and asked for some pop. 
lie was a good while in drinking it, and 
then he asked to look at the label on a 
brandy bottle. When he had read it, he 
looked to see if the cork was in very tight, 
and asked the saloon keeper if he thought 
brandy would hurt any one. 
When Shiner reached home that night 
he threw his wallet at his wife, told the 
hired girl she might stay there bOOo years, 
begged Ins wile’s brother's pardon, and as 
he turned a handspring in the parlor, he 
broke out with— 
‘•So farewell. Mary Ann. 
y DU lini-t <lo tile best \ hi .m." 
Shiner was tight. 
A Social Sensation, 
The latest social sensation at Washing- 
ton, is that caused by the arrest of a young 
man named St. Clair, otherwise known as 
“Sis” Sinclair, This young man found 
great enjoyment in attending the numer- 
ous fashionable balls, parties and recep- 
tions given here during the present win- 
ter attired in ihe clothing of a fashionable 
belle of the season. Ills -getup"’ was some- 
what remarkable, and strange to say he 
played his ditlieult part so well that lie was 
not discovered until Wednesday evening 
last, while in attendance at the sociable 
giv-n by the Minnesota State Association 
at Masonic Temple. There he attended, 
and attracted much altention, being, as 
it were, one of the leading belles ot the 
evening, lie was arrested soon after leav- 
ing the Temple. lie claims to he but fif- 
teen years old, but his father says he is 
fvtenty. His dress was ot the latest fash- 
ion, and he wore four-button white kid 
gloves. His hair ornamentations were 
procured at the same place where other 
belles procure them, and were decidedly 
tasteful, lie managed his train with ele- 
gance and ease, lie had a very feminine 
appearance, and as a lady would be call- 
ed very good looking, in the pocket of 
the dress was found a note signed by a 
southern and somewhat obscure member 
of congress, who has failed to lie re-elect- 
ed, requesting the door-keeper of the house 
galleries “to admit the hearer at all times 
to the ladies' gallery,” besides three letters 
which he, as “Miss Sinclair,” had received 
from certain male admirers and a female 
friend. The ease was “fixed” at the Police 
Court, and no prosecution tollowed, 
though there were a great many curious 
persons there yesterday morning who 
wanted to see the young fellow. 
A Canadian woodcutter recently discov- 
ered a polished stone tomahawk imbedded 
in the wood of an oak tree. It is supposed 
to have been accidentally left in the side 
of the oak when the latter was a sapling, 
and the increasing liber of the tree finally 
covered the weapon. Judging from the 
rings counted on the tree, the tomahawk 
must have been stuck in its old position 
more than a hundred years ago. 
The watchman of the American Express Com- 
pany at Utica, Xew York, was knocked down 
and gagged, the key of the vault taken from 
him and several bags of valuables taken away 
The robbers escaped. 
Did lie Propose? 
“1 couldn’t do it,” said Marti n Elleir-lic, 
with a shudder. 
“Fooh!” said Guy Barnes. 
it was just the seductive hour before 
the gas jets are lighted and window blinds 
pulled down—the delicious twilight, \\ lien 
grate tires shine like burning masses of 
ruby, and people sitting beside them grow 
mildly confidential, it was snowing a 
little outside ; all the better, lor the click 
of the erystalized pearl against the plate 
glass filled up the silences, and made the 
cozy warmth of the room luxuriously de- 
lightful ! And Martyn Eilerslie’s pleasant 
brown eyes, fixed lull outlie fire, saw—no 
one can tell what or how much they saw! 
‘•Suppose she should say ‘No!’ ” he 
burst out, seemingly apropos to nothing 
at all. 
“Suppose she shouldn't,” observed Guy, 
drvlv. 
“1 tell you, old fellow, it's exactly like 
having a tooth out. Your friends stand bv 
and say: ‘Be a man; it's nothing!’ it 
isn’t they who are under the doctor’s for- 
ceps.” 
“Complimentary to Miss Clen.” 
“Nonsense. You know what i mean. 
But really and truly I’ve tried, and I can’t 
do it.” 
"Very well,” said Barnes, indifferently, 
“then it is an understood thing that you 
are to live and die an old bachelor." 
“I didn’t say that.” 
“Oh, i beg pardon. You expect Fanny j 
is going to propose to you; that is it!” 
“You are a heartless miscreant,” Ellers- : 
lie cried out, half laughing, halt impatient, 
as he sprang to his feet and tossed the 
remnant of his cigar into the fire, “and i 
shall not waste any more words upon you 
—unless, indeed, you’ll go round to the 
fair with me.” 
“Where Fanny Clen has a stand ? Not | 
if I know it! The money market is rather 
tight with me just at present, and these 
fancy lairs are no better than a den of rob- 
bers, where a defenceless young man is 
concerned.” 
And Martyn Ellersiie went on his wav 
alone. 
The hall was all a-glitter with gas lights 
and fragrant with flowers when he got 
there ; the pretty feminine spiders lurked 
each behind her well laden fable, all 
smiles and dimples, while the throng of 
victims ebbed and fiowed around them. I 
Mr. Ellersiie found himself greeted with 
acclamations. 
“You will take a share, Mr, Ellersiie?” 
“Do please put your name down here, 
Mr. Ellersiie ; there’s only ten blanks left.” 
“Oh, Mr. Ellersiie. you are the very one 
we are waiting for. I’ve kept seven for 
you—seven is always a lucky number.” 
“Mr. Ellersiie! Mr. Ellersiie! don’t, 
pray, spend all your money until you’ve 
taken a share in this mammoth doll, with 
a trunk lull of clothes.” 
And thus our hero was Hung hither and 
yon, on the waves of the fair, drawing 
nearer, however, with every subscription, 
to the table over which shone the blue 
stars of Fanny Clen’s eyes. 
But when he got there lie was smitten 
with a sudden silence. 
Fanny looked wonderingly up. 
“It’s a fine evening.” he hazarded 
“Is it?” asked Fanny. “W hy, 1 thought 
it was snowing !’’ 
“So it is,” said our hero, growing v>tv 
red, and overturning with his elbow a 
crimson Venetian Husk (l’or which he im- 
mediately had to pay a sovereign.) “L— | 
l mean it isn’t a very fine evening." 
“Oil ’” said Fanny. 
Slim All. U.-L'llll” Ill« 
ly that he had made a donkey of himself. 
And then he went away, and didn't see j 
Fanny C'len again the whole evening—■ 1 
probably because she was the only person 
in the whole room that he cared a iig 
about seeing at all. Ibit so unkind is fate 
to love and lovers. 
dust as he was edging his way out of j 
the place, in a ven dispirited and dejected 1 
frame of mind, there was a rush and a ! 
(lutler, and lie heard his own name called 
in all tile notes of the human gamut, 
“What is it?" he demanded, vaguely! 
staring around him. 
“You’ve drawn the big doll !" cried lit- 
tle Sibyl Percy, dancing up to him, and 
laying in his arms the huge waxen abom- 
ination, with its liossv yellow curls and 
imposing pink and white complexion; 
while somebody else brought the big j 
trunk and little bandbox. $ 
“it's just like travelling with a wife," 
said Sibyl, mischievously 
“Hut what the—alicin! what am 1 to do 
with it?” asked our bewildered hero. 
“Give it to somebody,” said Sibyl, in- j 
wardly hoping he would act promptly on 
the suggestion, anil bestow his prize on 
her. “Any one would he delighted to re- : 
ceive such a present.” 
“I)o you think they would?" asked Air. 
Ellerslie, vacantly. And then—he went 
away. 
“Great stupid fellow!” cried Sibyl,1 
spitefully, and she tripped hack to her ] 
table. 
“1 never saw such a goose," said Laura 1 
Barrington, who had three little sisters ot 
her own at home. 
“But what am i to do with it?" said Mr. 
Ellerslie to himself, as lie traversed the j 
wintry gloom ot the midnight streets. 
“Oh. i have it! L'll give it to Fanny j 
< 'lea—and she can make a Christmas pres- 
ent of it to her little black-eyed cousin ! 
And lie laid the doll, rejoicing, on a 
sola, and went to bed, sinking into dream- 
land just about the time that Fanny Cle.'i 
was taking the hair pins out of her mag- | 
niticent golden hair before the dressing j 
bureau in her own apartment. 
“Why, Fanny, what ails you?” cried 
Dora, her eldest sister. “You're crying." 
“Fin so tired,” guiltily confessed poor 
Fanny'. 
And she wept herself to sleep, thinking 
how foolish she had been, and that ot 
course Martyn Ellerslie didn't care a straw i 
about her. Why should he? 
Mr. Ellerslie rose tin; next morning lu:I 
of his momentary resolve, anil made such 
a toilet the very landlady’s little boy, see- 
ing him go out with a big doll—neatly en- 
cased in her pasteboard box—under his j 
arm, ejaculated, proiauely: 
••Oh, my eye, what a swell!" 
The black-eyed little cousin admitted j 
him. Vt*s, cousin Fanny was at home—• 
would hu walk into the parlor? 
And our hero, before he had fairly made 
up his mind in what terms to bestow his 
gilt, found himself bowing to a lair-haired 
vision in a sunny little room, surrounded 
by heaps ot cut flowers. 
“How do you do, Mr. Ellerslie ?” said 
Fanny, coloring and sipiling. “I am mak- 
ing bouquets, you see, for to-night.” 
“Exactly so,” said Martyn. and then he 
reflected how much more appropriate a 
remark he might have made, and turned 
very red. 
“Pray sit down,” said Fanny. 
“I—I—the tact it, Miss Clen,” said Mr. 
Ellerslie, plunging in sheer desperation 
into the midst ol his subject. “I have 
called—I hope you won’t he vexed—vou 
have only to say so if you don’t like it.” 
Fanny dropped her spring of heliotrope, 
and looked up in surprise. 
“I know it isn't of much consequence,” 
went on Mr. Ellerslie, turning the paste- 
board box round and round in confusion, 
“but if you'll accept it—I've known and 
esteemed you so long, and”— 
The damask roses deepened on Fanny’s 
fair taen. It had come at last, then, the 
proposal she had anticipated so long and 
anxiously. 
“Not of much consequence. Oh, Mr. 
Ellerslie she repeated, reproaehlully. 
“Would you care for it?” he demanded, 
quite oblivious, in the embarrassment ot 
the moment, that he hadn’t even named 
the gilt. 
“Care for it?” the tears sparkled into 
Fanny’s eyes. “When you know that 1 
love you, Martyn.” 
And she ran into the arms ot our aston- 
ished hero. 
When lie went down to the door steps 
j he was an engaged young man, how and 
i when lie scarcely knew himself. And, as 
fate would have it, the first personage 
against whom ho tumbled was Guy Barnes. 
“Hello !” said Guy. “What’s up?” 
“Don't speak so loud,” said Ellerslie, 
passing his arm through that of his friend. 
“She’s engaged to be^my wife.” 
“Who is? the divine Fanny, the fairest 
of her sex ?” 
“Of course, whom else should it be !” 
“But 1 thought you couldn’t screw your 
courage up to the proposing mark ?” 
“1 didn’t propose.” 
Guy Barnes stared. 
“Tou—didn’t—propose? Then how 
could she have aceepted you ?” 
“That’s just what 1 can’t exactly com- 
prehend myself,” said the puzzled lover. 
“We are engaged — that is certain — but 
I can’t for the life of me remember when 
or how I proposed.” 
“But of course you proposed,” persisted 
Guy. “People always do get a little Hur- 
ried. you know.” 
“Do they? Well, I suppose that was 
the case with me. But 1 don't remem- 
ber—” 
“Oh, don't be suck a ninny !” said Guy 
Barnes, impatiently. 
“1 wish 1 could remember just what 1 
said, though," observed Mr. Ellerslie. 
And even after he was duly married he 
never could quite recall whether he pro- 
posed or not But as long as dear little 
Fanny was all his own what did it signify ? 
Life in 'Washington. 
i attended the other Sabbath the un- 
noted funeral ol a woman who, lying there 
alone and almost kinless in death, forced 
on my thoughts the keenly contrasting 
light and shade of personal fortune in this 
eapitolian city.' Her grandlather was a 
member from Vermont ot the first Con- 
gress held in l’hiladelphia. He was a 
grand gentleman ol that day, who went 
and came followed and served by his 
colored body-servant. Her grandmother 
(married al fifteen) was a tine, helpless 
lady, who did not dress or undress herself, 
ami whose husband did not allow her to 
know what she was to have for her dinner 
until .-lie was ready to eat it. She lived 
and died helpless, rich and honored. Her 
son. the lather ot the lovely dead woman, 
was also a member ot Congress. He 
served long and brilliantly tor consecutive 
term- in Washington, llis children grew 
up at the capitol, surrounded by servants, 
commanding luxury and all the pleasant 
honor- of oilieial position. There was no 
political gift in the keeping of his native 
state that their father might not have 
commanded had lie not been hopelessly 
overtaken at last with the curse ot the love 
ot strong drink. He died poor. When his 
body was laid away in the Congressional 
cemetery hi- family came back to line! 
themselves on the populous plateau of 
“working people.” From that hour be- 
gan the life consecration of a sister to a 
brother. That brother never rose to his 
lather'- or grandfather's position. With 
many of theirgif’ts. he inherited the weak- 
ness of his lather. He filled a place of 
trust amid the clerkships of the capitol; 
but lie idled it and kept it onlv through 
the never-ceasing watcldulness ami care 
of the sister who gave her life to him. He 
was respected and honored for many per- 
sonal Virtues, but he only kept his oilieial 
position through the love and care of his 
sister. Two years ago he died, leaving 
the ministering angel ol his life—past 
youth, poor and alone. In time a place in 
the treasury was given to her—a place so 
poor that it subjected her to the.most dis- 
cordant surroundings, the most uncon- 
genial associates, while the stipend re- 
ceived for her labor was barely sntlieient 
to pay lor her food and shelter. This very 
winter Senator Alurrill, ol Vermont, was 
able to procure ie-i a more congenial posi- 
tion, with increased pay. She had searce- 
l\ entered noon ii, scarcely written to her 
good lriond a note ot warm thanks for it, 
when, alone in tile night, in a hoarding 
house on Pennsylvania avenue, the final 
summons came. She called a woman 
friend in the next room and in half tut 
hour was dead. Her cotlin was covered 
and hung close with the (lower-crosses and 
garlands brought by friends who honored 
her; yet in all the company who gathered 
in that lonely lodging-house there was not 
one who really needed tier or one to whom 
s te belonged. Tears were shed, but they 
were tears ot human tenderness, that a 
woman so loving and unseJlish should 
have died at last unheeded and alone. 
Through that gray wintry Sabbath sympa- 
thizing men and women went with her a> 
tar as they "otthl go—to the dreary Con- 
gressional cemetery—where they laid her 
beside the brother with whose Huai passing 
the supreme, object! of her own life went 
out. Few knew of her dying. Her death 
and hintin': wet-' barely noted. She was 
not. a member ot Congress; not a man 
great upon the earth, she was only a 
woman who had given her whole lite in 
love and sacrifice to a man. and that man 
was her brother. Surely we know not 
who our angels are ! They look into our 
eyes: they go in and out of our doors; 
they serve us, they love us, they die for 
us; and we see them not till we pcreeb e 
them I v spiritual sight, beyond the .hasp 
ot hau l or the reach of our mortal arms. 
A Tragic Suicide. 
i lie details of the tragic suicide oi the 
young man who jumped from the dome oi 
the Capitol in Washington, on \\ ednes- 
day, as brielly announced by telegraph, 
make a terrible story. The galleries and 
corridors were unusually crowded with 
people who were stupefied with horror 
when they learned tiie cause of the excite- 
ment. The name ol the suicide was 
Thomas McMahon a young mechanic who 
resided in Washington, lie lett his lu me 
in tiie morning evidently depressed ir 
want of work, and went to a pawn sin o 
where he pawned a vest for seventy-five 
cents. Thence lie went to tiie Capitol and 
asked for food and money, but being un- 
successful iul ascended tin* dome and de- 
scended to ids di util. 
it was a bold and swift leap into instant 
death, and to those who were without the 
eastern front of the Capitol or standing at 
the windows of tiie House i lull it appear- 
ed as if a large India-rubber ball had been 
pitched Irom the top of the dome and had 
gone hounding and rolling down over the 
curved iron ridges of its surface, clearing 
tiie second colonnaded gallery in its de- 
scent and falling l'jo feet below to the 
very edge ol the apex ot the roof of the 
eastern iroi.t. where it was recognized as 
the limb and mangled lorm ot a lifeless 
man. Wince his head struck, the copper 
was indented several inches. A large 
crowd ot people viewed the remains dur- 
ing the afternoon and witnessed their re- 
moval. The lace was unrecognizable, and 
every bone in tiiu body above the knees 
appeared to have been broken into splin- 
ters. 
Idle largest diamond in the United Slates 
is among the glittering objects of interest 
in tiie show window of Col. Andrew s dia- 
mond place on Montgomery street. It at- 
tracted a great deal of attention, tester- 
day. Its weight is 51 1-8 karats. It was 
found in Africa two years ago, and was 
taken to Amsterdam, where it was cut 
and polished. Twenty-two months were 
occupied in subjecting it to these pro- 
cesses. it is slightly oil color, and con- 
sequently its value is only placed at 
000. Col. Andrew’s brother, residing in 
London, secured tiie gem and forwarded 
it to this city. Tiie next largest diamond 
in America is owned by “Boss” Tweed 
and weighs 17 1-2 karats. The late Jim 
Fisk had one of 15 karats’ weight. The 
most valuable diamond owned in San 
Francisco up to this time is in the posses- 
sion ol I.loyd Tevis, and is said to bo worth 
S15,100. [San Francisco Chronicle. 
A Clerical Swindler Unmasked, 
New Yokk. Feb. 22. The Times de- 
scribes the remarkable career of an alleg- 
ed swindler, whose wily operations have 
lor a long time been puzzling the authori- 
ties here. Some time ago it was discover- 
ed that the sawdust swindlers were opera- 
ting through the 1‘ost Office. More than 
a dozen swindling schemes were found in 
active operation. The dishonest officials 
were permitted to silently steal away, as 
their conviction as mail depredators wa- 
impossible. The man whose rascalities 
have made him the latest victim ot official 
surveillance is D. C. Ormsby, whose onlv 
recognition to official favor has been his 
three-mile prayers and his half-mile graces. 
By sheer impudence and persistence la- 
imposed on the most distinguished of our 
clergymen, editors and merchants—im- 
portuned the President and pushed himsell 
into the position of Superintendent of Sta- 
tion I) in this city, the eighth largest Post 
Office in the United States. The “Man in 
the Iron Mask” was not more ot a mystery 
than was this clerical office-holder to all 
the politicians, until a gentleman recog- 
nized him as an ex-Chaplain of the army, 
who had absented himseP' from his regi- 
ment without leave. Nothing was heard 
of him afterward by the officers ot his reg- 
iment, but it appears be came North and 
obtained a commission as Chaplain trom 
President Lincoln, and was sent out to 
Gen Thomas’s army. 
At the termination of the war he return- 
ed to this city. His first appearance in the 
Givil service was as clerk to a Custom 
House weigher. Here he was detected in 
some dishonest practices, and was turned 
out. Nothing abashed, he sougiit out va- 
nous gentlemen oi me u mon leaguec iui>. 
anti recounted the trials he had passed 
through by field and llood. Ilis objective 
point was, this time, the Post Office. He 
had all the outward appearance of a clergy- 
man, always wearing black gloves and a 
white cravat. One of his first calls was 
on Rev. Dr. Bellow^. To this gentleman 
he told a piteous and heartrending tale, 
and succeeded in obtaining a strong letter 
commending him to the President. With 
this in his possession, he called on Jacks >n 
S. Schultz, Peter Cooper, William Cullen 
Bryant, Dexter A. Hawkins, William I 
lloppin, William R. Dodge, John Corf 
rune and other well-known gentlemen 
Notwithstanding ho was a stranger to ad 
ot them, they each vouched for him with- 
out any hesitation. A distressed clergy 
man, without a pulpit, thrown on tin -old 
charities of a great city, excited their 
most earnest sympathies. He journeyed 
to Washington, saw the President, and 
securing an appointment as clerk in de- 
Post Office he soon afterward wa- prom. : 
ed to the best position in the I’osmiasl. r 
gift. 
BuL a short time after taking charg. i 
the station he was detected by bis sun 
mates in an irregularity and he was : 
moved from cilice. This did not dism 
him. He represented to his patrons tha 
this was a conspiracy that had been form 
ed against him because of his religit 
creed. It so happened that his deputy 
who framed the charges, was a Catholic 
and that circumstance was urged by 
Ormsby in his behalf. He proceeded t“ 
Washington, and the authoritie- there 
were led to believe Ormsby the victim oi 
a conspiracy, and Postmaster* lencral 
Creswell ordered the “retired clergyman' 
restored to his office, while those who had 
“conspired” against him were disiiii-- 
ed. soon after this another irregularity oe 
curred and another investigation was or 
tiered, which, however, resulted in tie 
complete vindication of the clerical office 
holder. Several times during his official 
career he was confronted by his old com 
rades in ayins and accused of deserting hi 
regiment, but he always denied his identi 
ty. But fate at last brought this impost... 
t<. giict. it was discovered that the saw 
dust operators continued to receive large 
quantities ot letters It appeared that tile 
principal swindlers hadeffeete.l an arrange 
ment with Ormsby and two other offici ii- 
whereby they were to have their lett.-i 
delivered to them clandestinely, and (inns 
bv delivered them by hundreds at mid 
night. But soon the sawdust mendiseovei 
eil that < frinsbv was in the habit of c xtraei 
ing a portion of the money contained in 
tlie letters, and one of them forthwith ex 
posed the tlospel pretender, lie ami his 
confederates fell into the trap that was s,-i 
tor them, being caught with the o\ idem-e 
ol their guilt in their pe--..--i, m. they 
were taken on to Washington, and there 
this clergyman went back on his eunf. der- 
ates, -till persitting in charging that tin- 
whole thing was a conspiracy. After 
this exposure he was ignominiotisly di-- 
missctl. and the climax ot this miscreaiiL's 
meanne-s was reached, when lie request 
ed the return of a gold wan-ii ami cha u 
that he had presented n the wife of one, 
who, through mistaken .-al, h I shiccl.-d 
him in hi. \ illaiiiy. 
Lost on tho Prairie. 
I'rmu the Greeley ulora*!" iin/- 
About noon on Wednesday last AmIi'i• \*. 
Smith, a teamster, started trom Mark !. 
15runt’s ranch on the St. ( hath t) gu tu 
the Cedars, near tiie Hull t'urral, t >r 
load of posts, lie took with him duseph 
(ireen, about tliirteen years c 1 On their 
arrival at the point designated they cstai. 
lished a camp. made a lire, and left th. 
bedding and extra clothing, l’liev then 
started with their team for the plae 
where the posts were lying, intending t 
load up and return to the camp that nig ; 
They loaded up the wagon and had lra\- 
eled some distance toward then* camp, 
when some portion of the wagon broke 
down, anti Smith, leaving tie- boy in 
charge of the team, started for camp r 
get a rope with win :h to tk tip the mule- 
He arrived at llie camp, found tin- n pe. 
tied tire mules, and he and the iioy tried 
to find their way to camp, following the 
trail in the snow previously made 
Smith. They went a sir rt distan 
toward camp, when the wind begin 
blow with such power that the trail wa- 
soon obliterated, and tlie two unfortunate- 
discovered to their horror that thev were 
lost on the prairie. 
After wandering fill' some time in the 
darkness, it being intensely cold, and 
Smith having left his coat at camp, they 
found their way into tho cedars, lle.v 
Smith gathered splinters and finish and 
tried to make a lire, but the wind blow 
them out, his benumbed hand- being 
powerless to defend the flame.-. Again 
they resumed their wanderings, until the 
bov, overcome by the extreme drow-ine- 
which always precedes death by Ireezing. 
I flu red ho would go no further. Smith 
I ti. took him on his hack and carried 
him, he thinks, for about three hours, 
when he found him to be dead. The boy 
was then laid under a cedar tree, and the 
place marked as well as possible. Th 
was near daybreak on Thursday morning 
Smith wandered about nearly all day 
Thursday, and when night came succeeded 
in finding his way to the house of a Mex- 
ican, living on the Huerfano, where he 
was kindly taken in. <>n Friday he 
started to find his team and the body oi 
young Green. After searching all day 
both were found, the boy's face bearing 
evidences ot an almost painless death, and 
the mules nearly ready to die from starva- 
tion and cold. When the nudes were 
found they had almost eaten up the wood 
rack of the wagon. 
There were two of them. She, with 
bent head and parted lips, was listening 
intently, lie, with face flushed and voice 
vibrating, was saying, “In all this wide 
world, darling, there is no being so dear. 
And then Mr. Holcomb’s clerk started 
a quarter of a ton of snow from the roof, 
and a man looking like an allegory ol 
winter, was dancing out in tho. street, 
shakiug his fist upward, and screaming at 
the top of his voice, “Come down here, 
you ugly viper, and I'll kick vour gol 
darned head in, gol darn you!'’ [I>au 
bury News. 
“The little I have seen ot the world 
teaches me to look upon the errors ol 
others in sorrow, not in anger. \\ hen 1 
take up the history of one heart that lias 
sinned and suffered, and represent to my 
self the stuggle and wmptation it lias 
passed through—the brtel pulsations of 
jov, the feverish inquietude of hope and 
fear, the pressure ot want, the desertion 
of friends—1 would fain leave the erring 
soul of my fellow-man with Him from 
whose hands it came.”—[Longfellow. 
The Beecher Trial. 
The plaintiff's ease having been closed, 
on W ednesday morning lien. Tracy opened 
for the deU nee, with a review ol the ease, 
and a statement of tacts expected to be 
proved. He ran over the career ol Beecher 
:i< a Christian minister, his labors, liis great 
effectiveness as a preacher, &e. lie then 
gave a sketch of his acquaintance with 
Tilton. He said— 
I want you to considm v ntlcinan, that Sirs. 
I ilton i- tie' true defendant in ihis ease, sin 
whose lips are sealed in the matter. Theodore 
Tilton's every wish was nn t by Mrs. Tilton, 
who did ,,■ r \ thing in her power to make him 
happy. lt'ligiim in lit. was one of her greatest 
cures and site was solicilious that the husband 
id her was walking' in tie right path, hut she 
was blinded to Hatter;.. Tilton refused to break 
away from his associates and the companion- 
ship'of those who scoffed at religion, and now 
he would try to make us Relieve that she tell 
into that |dt which she was endeavoring to draw 
him avvav from. 
He said that the eliargo in this ease was adul- 
tery and the burden of giving the proof of it 
lay' with the prosecution. It was not for the 
defendant to prove Ids innocence hut for the 
other side to prove his guilt. They knew how 
difficult it wa- for anv one charged with the 
commission of this offence to prove his inno- 
cence hv deny ing it on the witness stand. When 
he is accused of this offence nil he could do is 
to give a denial of it and bring his previous 
good character-to bear upon it. These parties 
had been acquainted for twenty years, and dur- 
ing that time tlii- lady was tile wife of Theo- 
dore Tilton: she was a member of the church 
and lier husband and pastor up to four years 
go were the warmest friends. He visited their 
house lit M Tiiton's request during that time, 
amt tie tv wa- not the -lightest evidence to show 
that tli" defendant was guilty of the offence im- 
puted to him. there was not the slightest evi- 
dence either in connect the offence with this 
••white smiled woman" of having criminal in- 
tercourse vv iih In r pastor. 
i he alleged confessions ot Beecher he 
stihl were t• *t:111 %' unreliable, coming from 
those w lie were not entitled to be believed, 
mid who had the strongest motive lor tast- 
eiiing guilt upon Beecher 
"Tlii' pi mill." resumed Umi'l Tra**v, "was 
n ‘''inspirator with Henry t '. tlowen against the 
■ liai e l. r ot Henri W ard Beecher. It Henry 
B iweii should di e ii' hi- ignorance ol tlie 
h'tter demnudiug that Mr. Beecher should leave 
iii- t'li pit. then I old not :el, you to believe 
ill- plaintitf. ."mu against himself: blit Mr. 
Bowi n had hacked out early lie did not want 
to go any furl her in Unit path, and Tilton was 
forced to seek another friend. 
i' was liard necessary, sui t counsel, that 
h" should devote lmiidi title' to describing 
Td'uncis 1>. Moulton. They had seen him in 
ill" court-mom for ten days, and were liable to 
I•'rtil soiiir opinion. He was a man cold, lear- 
i'". and calculating: one who was calculated 
to d teciye the very leet. II" admitted that be 
w a heathen. ii" wastin' junior member of 
ni" of Hi largest "ommeivia! firms in this city. 
'There were inlerests in Albany and elsewhere 
which ulled the attention of tiiis junior mem- 
ber there, and hi- partnership with this firm 
<• a-"d wlicn Iii- inlhieiicc in these quarters 
wa- destroyed. Moulton had access to the col- 
vans of tic B-pubiiean organ controlled by 
Tilton in 1 —7ii. Mr. Moulton tells you that lie 
I."value "eqmiimcd witli Beecher's crime, and 
obtained his friendship after learning that lie 
d< bauch d ids old friend's wife. There 
never was a not" written by Air. Moulton 
which was nut written with Air. Tilton’s con- 
st in. and n ner was there a statement made by 
Moulton which was ti"t dictated by Mr. Tilton. 
Allot tie! tiling lie\ should hear in mind was 
tlie loiter iif August a, -cut by Moulton to 
Beecher. Ii was copied in shorthand by Mr. 
Tilton liet'ore it was sent. Yet Moulton tells 
y ou that Tilton never copied the correspond- 
ence in bis possession, and Tilton admits that 
lie took shorthand notes of mo>i of them when 
they were read to him. 
This was tlie man who Mr. Tilton chose for 
hi- friend and confidant to destroy Mr. Beecher. 
They resorted to tiiis slander; we have seen 
bow Alls. Tilton u as harrowed to make tiiis 
accusal ion against her pastor, and tiiis sugges- tion was made by the Devil. Aloultoh had gone 
to Beecher's house and asked him to come to 
bis hon»e and hold an interview with Air. 'Til- 
ton. On the way he inquired the object of the 
interview, and Moulton said Tilton would tell 
him. Aloulmn on the way prollered his friend- 
ship to Beecher, and introduced this man whom 
he accii.-es of adidterv to hi- wife, and took him 
up lo that wile’s bedroom. That wife sympa- thized with the adulterer, and on one occasion 
even kissed him on the forehead. When Mr. 
11 j ‘1‘ v' house. I want to call vmir attention to wliat Tilton dm. in- >am 
to Beecher, "1 suppose you received iny letter-!''’ and on Beecher'' reply that he had, Tilton said, 
”\v< I!, I wall! you to consider ibis letter nevci 
written." Beecher interrupted him, and asked 
what ii was Bowen bail been saying about him, 
and I i I ton let! tin* story ol bis wrongs, and di- 
Ki'es'.-d to tell Beecher of the Bowen stories. 
All ol ihi- story said the counsel, since the 
time of the church committee, lias been iiicon- 
-i'tent with tile actions of the plaintiff to sus- tain the charge of adidterv. On that stormv 
night of the interview in Moulton's house, they 
brought Bcecln r there to make their charge agnin-t him. and that, charge was not to be auul- 
tei'v. 1 lil t wen- no charges of adidterv until 
-Mr-, i iltMl) left her home at Hie instigation ol Mrs. -Morse, and they found Bud Beecher was 
in consultation with her. and Tilton was threat- 
ened with dismi-sai from the Independent, and 
thi- •,.lot lie hatched up with Henry C. Bowen. He toniieii this conspiracy to drive Bueeher out 
"• Brooklyn, and the oniv question was when 
Trail'd- lb Moulton entered it. H Theodore 
1 11 ton wa- a man of lli-sli and blood be could 
11111 In*vc“ carried tin- dread secret in his bosom 
lor six mi,mbs without letting it out. Before 
1 hi" ;t \\; not adultery. hut a charge > f makin(r 
improiii r proposid- and advances to his wife. 
° 
New Aoi’.K. vms. its. The opening address oi i.eii. 1 rary eoniinue- lo oeeasioh comment 
"ii all sides. ] lie card oi Air. Bowen, in which 
1 hat gentleman denies being engaged in any "eonspiiaev" against Mr. Beech.r. naturally 
*'x1 aii — a good deal of talk, and it is said the 
o nisei : .)• the deli nee dare not call Bowen on 
He witness -laud, notwithstanding his chal- 
ienge To them lo do so. A Sun reporter called 
>" inter' imv Air. Bowen after tlie publication of Ins aid lait hi- lips were jiroof against the '"'Tindal. I will go oil the witness stand three 
minute- aide;- 1 am summoned, if it i- neoes- 
'•ii v," h" -aid “and will there toll all that 1 
ki*"W'. I think 1 am the only man in all this 
luisiiies- who has p, pi p,j,|, with those to whom 
I made p- Iiui.-e-. and I mean to keep the secrets 
that I ha e reposed in me until I am called on 
'"r them in a court ot. listin'. I have not been 
"Iil'p-eiiae-l yet. except for some books and 
pa]"‘I’-. til d when I refused lo let the hooks go 
''-Vo M I -b"Uei I. allowed to proiluee them 
hi.v.-cll. i "a- told I i a I I was not wanted. Air. 
.Miris-.'in w o; d i! .it It" did not want me. and" 
I re viM d id,* -a-ii intimation from the other 
'id Mdl iii t.dl till you know if tot! are 
'"‘ib'd asked I la* v porter Why eeriainlv.’’ 
iii'W.-red Air. BoW. li, with a loud faugh. j)o 
OK think I am going to lie committed for eon- 
t-nip! ? iih. no. Besides, 1 never believed, 
Hell. Tracy. that lying is justifiable, and I 
ball not perjtir* my'ell for anybody. Both lb men were at one time in mv employ, and 
in,, p .sition in regard to them is on.* ofm'-nm-rn. 
11 »>>> P'-1- U">r c uisu't* me about his prop- rlv I ilnn't pn ,li-b ii the next day all over the world. >o in Iki-rase. I say lioldly that both 
partir- have In mi i> me through I heir friend* 
in sec wliat in' feeling* are and wliat 1 intend 
to testily to. Nobody knows besides myself, and nobody will know anti! I iill called.” Mr 
Bowen -poke with spirit, and repeated over 
till over tiiat a I! lie wislied was a subpoena to 
give to tin- world without a syllable of reserva- tion a toll explanation of all that he knows about the ease ami of his position in it. lie 
l>oked verv much lull in a sly way at the anxie- 
ty both parties expressed to have him stay out 
°* court-room, and although they took pains give him great notoriety, yet they were not willing to let him tell wliat lie knows about 
their lives. Mr. Shearman savs that if Mr 
Bowen will say what ho will testily to, there 
"ill be no hesitancy in subpienaing hint. Mes-r- \\ oodrnlt ,v Bobinson deny the state- 
ments against .Moulton made bv Tracy, as fol- low-: "Some remarks of Gen'. Traey in the l iiton-Beeeher controversy render it proper that we should say that Mr. Moulton lias been 
a partner of the linn oi Woodruff & Robinson 
lor more than t •» years; that at no time has he 
had any duties to perform which involved anv need of seereev. or which were in fact kept se- 
cret from hi- partners, nor anv which differed 
front l hose of other members of the linn; that hi* conduct a* a partner ha- alwa\s been frank 
and iu*t, and that the dissolution of the linn lias not been influenced by the above controver- 
sy, but was resolved on a year ago." Both these manifestoes are widely discussed and 
many think Gen. Traev lias placed himself in a 
position from which he cannot extricate him- 
self. Without doubt Trae will he held respon- sible in a legal point of view after the conclu- 
sion of the present trial. It is stated that Gen. 
1 racy \vill conclude )ii> address to the jury bv 
the hour of adjournment to-morrow, and that 
Tuesday morning .Mr. Beecher himself will he 
called to the stand, and will he examined by 
Evaets mid Porter and cross-examined by Ful- lerton. Jle is expected to lie on tlie staiid ten 
or twelve days. Bowen will not be called on 
to testify by Beecher. Bessie Turner and Mrs 
Morse will be witnesses on behalf of Beecher, 
as well as Mrs. Porter with whom Mrs. Tilton 
boanteii when sin- wrote the Catherine Gaunt I et,< •m.,vp the alleged conspiracy Beeeh- 
Hralli: v"'/. .illul.i}. t aid" It and others of his congremi- tni". who will swear that the subject of adultery 
was never spoken of by Tilto iimifln ? 
ing of the Church CommitteeJufv “as Judge Fullerton, oi the counsel for Tilton states that they are going to invite Bowen to take the witness stand. Victoria WoodhuU h out « ith a letter declaring in strong terms that neither the plaintiff nor the defendant in the 
ease dare subpoena her, though she is willing to testify. She alleges that she can throw light 
on the whole question which both parties fear 
to have thrown on it. 
New lOKK, Feb. 2(1. The following card 
from Henry C. Bowen is published : 
The statements made bv Mr. B. F. Traey in his opening address to the court and jury in the 
Brooklyn scandal ease, so far as the said state- 
ments refer to me as having been engaged in 
any conspiraev whatever, are malignant fabri- cations from beginning to end, destitute of even 
one particle of truth, as said Traey can lfcarn if he will call me to the witness stand, in whieli ■event he will learn that I do not believe in the doctrine Bind to be taught by him that “lying is justifiab.c under certain circumstances.” 
New York, Feb. 90,C> B°WEN' 
Written for the Journal. 
The Gentleman. 
When the Knights of the ancient clays of 
/hivalry, with their feats of arms and gentle 
acts of courtesy, of which many records re- 
main to u>, had passed away, there succeeded 
them, upon the stage of life, a race of gentle- 
men of whom Sir Philip Sidney and Lord Her- 
bert of Cherbury were tlie fitting representa- 
tives; this was the transition state, 'then 
came those whose true sphere was the draw- 
ing-room. as the tented field had been that of 
the true Knight. Of this species the. last indi- 
vidual. and tlie best specimen of the whole, 
was Horace Walpole. Finally appeared what 
Dr. Johnson said was tlie new species ot gen- 
tlemen, professional men. Thus the character 
ol gentlemen, like the character oi every other 
class, varies with the changes of social life. 
So dslicatc is the nature of those qualities 
that constitute a gentleman, that there is but 
one exhibition of this description of persons in 
all the literary and dramatic fictions, from 
Shakespeare .downward. Scott never at- 
tempted it. Buwler, in •‘Pelham,’' same wide 
of the mark. Thackeray just missed it in 
••Colonel Newcombs;” but I do not suppose it 
was his aim to make a mere gentleman of the 
Colonel. It was reserved for the author of two 
very singular productions, “Sydenham” and 
its sequel, “Alice PauDt”—works of remark- 
able merits and extraordinary faults,—to por- 
tray this character completely, in the person of 
Mr. Paulet. 
committed, both in practice and opinion, and 
which consists in confounding the gentleman 
and the man of fashion. Xo two characters 
can be more distinct than these. Good sense 
and self-respect are the foundations oftbe one— 
notoriety and influence the objects of the other. 
Men of fashion are to he seen almost anywhere; 
a pure and mere gentleman is the rarest tiling 
alive. Brummel was a man of fashion; but it 
would he a perversion of terms to apply to him 
“a very expressive word in our language,—a 
word denoting an assemblage of many real vir- 
tues. and of many qualities approaching to vir- 
tues, and a union of manners at once pleasing 
and commanding respect,-—the word gentle- 
man.'' The requisites to compose this last char- 
acter are a natural ease of manner, and an 
acquaintance with the “outward habit of en- 
counter’'—dignity and self-possession—a re- 
speet for all the decencies of life, and perfect 
freedom from all affectation. Dr. Johnson’s 
hearing during his interview with the king 
showed him to he a thorough gentleman, and 
demonstrates how rare and elevated that char- 
acter is. When iiis majesty expressed in the 
language of compliment liis high opinion of 
Johnson's merits, the latter bowed in silence. 
If Chesterfield could have retained sufficient 
presi nee of mind to have done the same on 
siH'li an occasion, lie would have applauded 
himself to the end of his days. 
"We may define politeness,” says La Bruyerc, 
“though we cannot tell where to fix it in prac- 
tice. It observes received usages and customs, 
is bound to times and places, and is not the same 
tiling in the two sexes, or in different conditions. 
Wit alone cannot obtain it; it is acquired and 
brought to perfection by emulation. Some dis- 
positions alone are susceptible of politeness, us 
others are only capable of great talents or solid 
virtues. It is true politeness puts merit for- 
ward, and renders it agreeable, and a man must 
have eminent qualifications to support himself 
without it.” Perhaps even the greatest merit 
cannot successfully struggle against unfortu- 
nate and disagreeable manners. Lord Chester- 
field said that the Duke of Marlborough owed 
his first promotions to the suavity of his man- 
ners, and that without it he could not have 
risen. La Bruycre has elsewhere given this 
happy definition of politeness, the other pas- 
sage being rather a description of it. “Polite- 
ness seems to Pc n curtain care, by the manner 
of our words and actions, to make others 
pleased with us and themselves.” 
It is an express and admirable distinction of 
a gentleman, that, in the ordinary afiuirs of 
life, lie is extremely slow to take offence. To 
conduct prompted by momentary wantonness 
and absence of reflection, suggested by no de- 
rided feeling, and pursued with no settled pur- 
pose, he scorns to attribute ungentle motive, 
and dismisses the provocation without dignify- 
ing it by consideration, and if be should hear a 
remark from a person careless of Ids speech 
which he could construe to he disrespectful to 
himself, lie will presume that the author ot the 
remark is swayed by the same exalted senti- 
ments as those which dwell within his own 
bosom, and he will not for a moment suffer his 
serenitj to be sullied by suspicion. “Always 
to think the worst,” says Lord Bulingbroke, 
meaning always to impute the worst inten- 
tions, “I have ever found to lie the mark of a 
mean spirit and a base soul.” 
In whatever society, or in whatever part oi 
the world, a gentleman may happen to he, he 
always complies externally with the. spirit and 
usages of the place. A man of gentlemanly 
feelings would kneel at Rome when the host is 
passing, though lie thinks the whole affair ridic- 
ulous, and if a republican, would repress his 
I political sentiments in the society of aristocrats. 
IIis constant effort is never to wound the feel- 
ings of another, and lie is well aware that prej- 
udice can excite feeling quite as strongly as 
truth. Of course this compliance is not to be 
made at the expense of honor and integrity; 
the difference between respecting peculiar no- 
tions, and pandering to error, is abundantly 
wide : lie should do what Truth demands, when 
Truth is in a good humor with all mankind. 
The mail who obtrudes his own peculiar notions 
of right where lie knows that they will offend 
and not convince, and then extols his noble 
frankness and incorruptible sincerity, is as des- 
titute of sense as of good manners. 
A gentleman is distinguished as much by his 
composure as by any other quality. A par- 
vena, or one newly risen into notice, is inecs- 
| suntiy troubled by the apprehension of being in some respect ridiculous, or not altogether 
comtne it faut, or as he should be. A gentle- 
man always possesses :i certain self-respect 
not, indeed, touching upon self-esteem, and far 
removed from selt-conceit,—which relieves him 
from the fear of failing in propriety, or incur 
ring remarks for errors in behavior. It is this 
modest pride which gives him that charming 
ease, which above all tilings marks his manner. 
That true good breeding consists not in the 
manner, but in the mind, is one of those insipid 
common-places that the world delights to be told. That a sauvity and blandness of address, 
a pleasing exterior of appearance, and an insin- 
uating habit of demeanor, may be perfectly attained bv one to whose feelings honor is ii 
stranger and generosity utterly unknown, it would lie absurd to deny. Hut there goes more 
than this to the formation of a thorough gentle- 
man. Separated from native loftiness of senti- 
ment, we rarely discover those courtly and, if I may say so, those magnanimous manners 
which constitute a high-bred man. Indeed, a 
gentlemau, in the highest signification of the 
term, is a noble animal. Viewed as furnished 
with all those qualities which should unite to 
complete the impression, he mav be considered 
as the image of a perfect man. 
lie has much that is valuable of Christian ac- 
complishment, lie has its gentleness, its disin- 
terestedness, and its amiubleuess. employing in the regulation of his own conduct the strict- 
est standard of propriety, and most lenient in 
his expectations of that of others; “cautious in 
accepting quarrel, more cautious in giving cause tor it; lending to virtue the forms of courtesy, and borrowing from her the substance of sin- 
cerity; forming his opinions boldly, expressing them gracefully; in resolution firm, in action 
brave, m conference gentle; always anxious to please, and always willing to be "pleased; ex- pecting from none wlnit he would not be inclined 
to yield to all: giving interest to small things, when small tilings cannot be avoided, and gain- 
ing elevation from great, when great can be at- 
tained; valuing his own esteem toe highly to he guilty of dishonor, and tiie esteem ol others too 
considerately to he guilty of incivility; never violating decency, and respecting even the prejudices of honesty; yielding with an air of 
strength, and opposing with an appearance of submission; full of cdbrage, but free from os- 
tentation; without assumption; without ser- 
vility; too wise to despite trifles, hut too noble 
ever to be degraded by them; dignified, but not 
haughty, firm, hut not impracticable, learned, hut not pedantic; to his superiors respectful, to liis equals courteous; kind to his inferiors, and wishing well to all;”—such are the qualities of a gentleman; and is there anything wanting 
complete the portrait of man as he ought to be? 
♦’.J1 ? S*10UU be thought that I have degraded 
f,V i!'„!lra<'ter of Rontleman by the minuteness 
outworn Precepts, or sought to substitute the 
swer lmist1?™ o,r ,tlle imv»rd reality, the an- 
nity a chiva?riehaVn 8 commerci“1 commu- nrae’tie«hieVoiI?iCi«nJ roni!mtic bearing is not 
not be atrreeaKtin <r??msn intercourse would suo’jresteiPin'thl?U, T,hc Inettlo<i of conduct is m5tad,ti^s^%^a^s0eV^ti7P’.;,t!?:rotr o? ciWlUv9.’ WC CUn> at le8St’ «^avoer tonhe0mene 
The above suggestions arc not the less wortl.v ot heed by the rising generation because thev haye been gleaned from the writings, ion® since out of print, of tin obscure gentleman 0 n 
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The Force Bill, 
The bill which was but dimly foreshad- 
owed in the Congressional caucus a few 
weeks ago, and which by its extraordi- 
nary and threatening provisions excited 
the tears of all men of patriotic impulses, 
has passed the House. 
The force bill was amended in some 
particulars before its passage, but it is 
understood that the most obnoxious feat- 
ure was retained, viz.: the one by which 
the President is authorized to suspend the 
habeas corpus at his pleasure whenever, 
in the states of Louisiana, Mississippi, Ar- 
kansas, and Alabama, “unlawful combina- 
tions shall be organized or attempted.” 
Wide sweeping language this, tor a law 
which gives authority to imprison citizens 
without redress. The language of the 
Constitution is not “unlawful combina- 
tions,” as authority for the suspension ol 
the writ, but it reads thus: “The privilege 
of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be 
suspended unless when in cases of rebel- 
lion or invasion the public safety may re- 
quire it.” A “rebellion” or an “invasion” 
is a very different thing from an “unlaw- 
ful combination.” Under the head ol 
powers ol Congress, authority is given 
that body to “declare war,” to “borrow 
money on the credit of the United States,” 
to “coin money,” to “establish post-offices 
and post-roads,” to “establish a uniform 
rule or naturalization,” etc. Can any of 
these powers be delegated to the Presi- 
dent to be used at his discretion ? Cer- 
tainly not, and neither can Congress dele- 
gate to him that other authority, given to 
it in certain cases, to suspend the great 
writ of liberty, without which we are not 
a free people. One of the sections of the 
bill makes it a felony punishable with 
$10,000 and ten years’ imprisonment at 
hard labor for two or more persons to 
forcibly overthrow a State Government 
or any of the constituted authorities of 
the same, “or interfere in any loroible or 
unlawful manner with the due execution 
ol the laws of a State of the United States,” 
or to “conspire for such purposes.” These 
words, “conspire for such purposes,” give 
to the carpet-bag thieves who are now in 
authority in some Southern States all the 
authority they desire to imprison in the 
penitentiary those who may warmly pro- 
test against their proceedings, and by or- 
ganization seek to avert robbery. 
The answer to the question what consti- 
tutes a state government, concerning the 
overthrow, or attempted overthrow, or un- 
lawful combinations against which, such 
penalties are levelled, is not made clear. 
In at least two of the states named there 
are two organizations, each claiming to 
be the true state governments, and an 
honest citizen, with the best intentions 
may err in judgment. If the honest citi- 
zen does so err, he is liable to a fine of 
$10,000 and imprisonment. “But,” we 
hear some follower of the administration 
say, “the l’resident makes that certain by 
recognizing and proclaiming the rightful 
government, in case of dispute.” Hoes 
he, indeed? How was it in Arkansas? 
In May last, President Grant, by his pro- 
clamation, informed the country that Eli- 
sha Baxter had been elected Governor of 
Arkansas, and that iie should sustain him 
as such, and that Brooks who claimed the 
office was member of “an unlawful com- 
bination.” In February he declared, in a 
message to Congress. Brooks to be the 
lawfully elected Governor, who had been 
illegally deprived of liis office. Now in 
this whirligig of decisions—this boxing ol 
the political compass—how is the well dis- 
posed citizen to act? Shall he sink his 
manhood and citizenship to follow an ad- 
ministration that is here to-day and there 
to-morrow ? If not, how is he to avoid 
being classed as a member of an “unlaw- 
ful combination,” a id thus become liable 
to a fine of $10,000 and ten years imprison- 
ment ? 
The German government is striving by 
precautionary measures to stop the emi- 
gration oi Germans to other countries. 
Brazilian emigration agents have been 
prohibited from making advances of 
money to persons desirous of going to 
Brazil. The vast army in Germany is 
making a fatal drain upon her productive 
powers, and the emperor is beginning to 
perceive that after he has placed a needle- 
gun in the hand of every man in his do- 
minions ca]iable of bearing arms, the 
great armies of his powerful neighbors 
still outnumber his. lie has no men to 
spare. 11 is restrictive policy calls into 
notable contrast the conduct of the France- 
loving Alsatians who clung to their gov- 
ernment with a dfivotion superior to their 
love of home and native land. The tenac- 
ity with whidh these German-Frenchmen 
adhered to their political relations with 
France finds no counterpart among the 
Germans, who appear willingly to sever 
their political connection while retaining 
a linn loyalty to fatherland. The harsh- 
ness and rigor oi German laws, which 
sink the individual to exalt the empire, 
lie at the bottom of this indifference. 
On Friday George L. Ward of Boston, a 
stockholder and director of the Maine Cen- 
tral Railroad, applied to Judge Fox of the 
U. S. District Court, Portland, tor an in- 
junction restraining the State Treasurer 
from enforcing the collection of the tax 
against the Maine Central, claiming that 
this road is exempt. The case will be 
heard this week. 
Gen. Grant's Intentions. 
E 
A leading Democratic paper in Indiana 
comments upon a recent article in tiie 
Richmond Enquirer concerning the inten- ^ 
tion of the President in regard 4o the 
coming Presidential election. The En- .j 
quirer seems to be extremely anxious lest j 
Gen. Grant should make himself president 
in 187(1 by a roup d'etat, and that paper is j 
ot opinion that the present policy of throw- , 
ing the South under military control is g 
simply adopted with the design ot secur- j 
ing all her electoral votes tor the presi- c 
dent, or at least preventing the recoil- g 
structed commonwealths from casting t 
them in favor of any other candidate. It j 
any such scheme of wild ambition has t 
gained possession of Gram’s mind, it must 
be confessed that he is a man in every 
wav calculated to carry it out. But is it 
not too desperate an undertaking even for j 
his stolid courage and matter of fact intel- ; 
lect to carry out ? He may calculate, of 
course, upon a part of the republican 
party to support him in the most desperate 
policy—even to the utter subversion ot 
the government; but the main body of the 
party will hardly go with him in this final 
leap towards military despotism. He can 
rely upon the small regular army, whose 
only power is in the prestige which it car- 
ries as representing the majesty of the 
nation, but he lias no other source of 
strength. The House of Representatives 
is against him even now by a strong ma- 
jority. The Senate is with him by a bare 
majority of ten, and would be intensely 
'nostile should he attempt usurpation. The 
states of Alabama, Arkansas, California, 
Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Indiana, 
Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mis- 
souri, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jer- 
sey, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, 
Texas, "\ irginia, ai d Wisconsin are in the 
hands ol’opposition governors, and proba- 
bly not more than half a dozen rotten 
boroughs would muster to his support in 
case he attempted to seize the federal 
power by force. 11 is only hope lies in the 
use of insidious and peaceful methods, 
and, even granting that lie can command 
the support ot his own party while pro- 
ceeding in apparent obedience to the law, 
yet the task which he lias before him in the 
way ol coercing the South into his support 
is a triile discouraging. The following 
figures, adopted irom the Albany Argus, 
give a clear idea oi the labor which, ac- 
cording to the Richmond paper, he has 
undertaken. In the first place a view of 
the electoral votes ol the Northern states 
is submitted, with an estimate of their 
probable vote: 
Democratic. All other.-. 
Connecticut. (! ( ulifornia. fi 
Indiana.la Illinois.21 
Nevada. 3 Iowa.11 
New Hampshire. 5 Kansas. .3 
New Jersey. it Maine. 7 
New York.. 35 Massachusetts .... 13 
Ohio.. 22 Michigan.II 
Oregon. 3 Minnesota........ a 
Pennsylvania.2D Nebraska. } 3 
"Wisconsin,..10 Rhode Island.,. ... 4 
Vermont......... a 
Total.137 
Total.D1 
The political complexion of what are 
classetl as Southern states is still more de- 
cidedly against the administration j 
Democratic. All others. 
Arkansas. G Alabama.10 
Delaware. 3 Florida. 4 
Georgia. ... 11 Louisiana. s 
Kentucky.12 S.aith Carolina. 7 
Maryland. s 
Missouri.15 Total.37 
North Carolina. 10 
Tennessee..12 
Texas. s 
Virginia.11 
West Virginia. 
Total.]u| 
Now. while it may be c r.int*m 11,.> 
ol the Northern states named above will 
fail to go democratic in iS7C—although 
such a failure is improbable in the event 
of Grant again becoming a candidate— 
yet here is a clear majority, unless the 
president can override the popular will in 
such states as Tennessee, Kentucky, Mary- 
land, Virginia and Georgia. No man in 
nis senses will hold that this can be done. 
Messrs. Herriman, Warmington A Co., 
of Liverpool, ask us to call the attention 
ol American shipmasters and owners to 
tlie new dry dock regulations at that 
port. I util recently sailing ships could 
not be registered for entry to the graving 
docks previous to arrival, while steamers 
could be booked six weeks in advance of 
their entry. That linn can now register 
sailing ships sixty days previous to their 
entry, by paying a deposit ol five pounds, 
which sum goes in part payment of dock 
ilues. lint should the ship fail to enter in 
the sixty days, the deposit is lost, and the 
ship goes to the foot of the list. Rut with 
common prudence this can be avoided. 
Liverpool anil Rirkcnhead have now a to- 
tal oi 11,900 leet of graving dock accom- 
modation. 
MI'XICII'AI. Ei.i:< iioxs. The Democrats 
carrieil Portland on Mord.13, electing Ros- 
well M. Richardson Mayor by -R; 1 majority, 
and Enoch Knight .Municipal Judge bv 
about iOo. The republicans have majori- 
ties in the two boards 
Kennebunk lias gone Democratic for 
the first time in 18 years. 
Lewiston and Aubur 1 go Republican. 
In Bath. \\ m. Rice, citizens’ candidate, 
was elected Mayor over Kimball, regular 
Republican. 
in Rockland there was no choice of 
Mayor. Bryant. Democrat, had COS; 
Lovcjoy, Republican, Ixl ; Bowler, pro- 
hibition, Sol. 
In Saco the Republicans elected ffieir 
Mayor, Geo. A. Carter. 
In Bueksport, the following officers 
were elected—Phineas E. Ilayward, Joseph 
Pillock, L. 1. Door, Selectmen: 1, ]; 
Warren, Town < lerk W 11 Pillshurv, 
Treasurer. 
On Saturday the Republican party fin- 
ished the act of cutting its throat. The 
so called Civil Rights Hill was passed in 
the Senate, and has gone to the President 
for his signature. In the House the f orce 
Bill was passed, after having been amend- 
ed so as to apply only to Louisiana, Ar- 
kansas, Mississippi and Alabama 
—The late rains produced severe freshets 
in Connecticut, resulting in some damage. 
—The Legislature, in the last hours of 
the session, passed the bill for tiic seizure 
of liquors in transitu. By this law they 
may he taken while in the custody of ship- 
masters, expresses, truckmen, ,tc. The 
act is as follows— 
Section* l. Xo person shall know high* in-ino- into tins State, or knowingly transport from place to place in this State, any intoxicatin" liquors with intent to sell the same in this State in violation of law, or with intent that the same shall be sold by any person, or to aid any per- son in such sale, under a penalty or line of fifty dollars for each offence. 
Sect. 2. All such intoxicating liquors in- tended for unlawful sale in this State may he seized while in transit, and proceeded against the same as if they were unlawfully kept mill 
deposited in any place. 
—Barnabas has been confirmed—not as 
a church member, but as an appendage to 
the Belfast Custom House; not very use- 
ful, but highly ornamental. Codfish have 
taken a rise. 
—Rro. S. omv harbor is clear. How is it with 
Belfast harbor? [Camden Herald. 
The ice is very firm, and trade with the 
neighboring towns and islands is brisk, i 
We now go down to the sea in sleighs, ■ 
and do business on the mighty waters.” 
That spot ot open brine in the rear of the 
Herald office has been the subject of much 
conjecture, Why this should be thus has 
puzzled some very learned persons. While 
we do not profess to account for it wholly, 
some light may be thrown upon the sub- 
ject by a case in point. In the early days 
of the overland emigration to California, 
a Dutchman and his sou were wending 
heir way with an ox team to the land ot 
promise. At the close of a sultry day 
he old man halted the team and started 
with the pail towards a promising looking 
spring near the road. To his great con- 
sternation the water was boiling hot! 
Dropping his pail he started for the wag- 
on, shouting—“Trive on, Hans, trive on! 
Hell ish not more ash von mile from dish 
blace!” 
—Boys continue to slide down hill, 
smashing themselves and unlucky pedes- 
trians. Will Harader. of Bath, was knock- 
ed senseless by a hand car while coasting, 
Monday evening. In Liucolnville, as Mr. 
Richard Frohoek was crossing the road 
with a yoke of cattle, a small boy coast- 
ing down the hill, ran into Mr. Frohoek, 
knocking him down on the ice and cutting 
a gash in the back of his head. He was 
picked lip insensible and carried to his 
house. In Worcester, one boy was killed, 
a girl received a broken leg, another a 
I sprained ankle, and several others severe 
bruises while sliding down hill. 
—Last year the Democrats ol' l’ortland 
ran for Mayor the excellent and devout 
Capt Sturtevant, and got defeated. This 
spring they supported Gen. Richardson, 
who is not, we think, considered specially, 
gitted in prayer, and run him in like a 
greased locomotive. Still, it would not 
be fair to infer that piety is unpopular at 
the metropolis ot Maine. It may be be- 
cause those'fellows at Washington are cut- 
ting up so badly. 
—The Camden Herald has secured a 
correspondent at Butter island. The first 
letter from that oleaginous locality makes 
a pious allusion to the ice thus—“God has 
built us a bridge, but he that gives can 
take away.” Let us all hope that such an 
intention may be consistent with Ilis in- 
scrutable purposes. 
—Gen. Tracy ridicules the letter of Til- 
ton in which, alter receiving the $5000 
from Beecher, he sends back the greeting 
—“Grace, mercy and peace.” Still, the 
$5000 ought to purchase a good deal ot 
those articles, besides liberty to kiss Eliza- 
beth again, when he found her “feeling 
so so.” 
—Rev. i.saac Kallock of Rockland, more 
recently ot Tremont Temple, and latest of 
Kansas, has been called to the pulpit ot a 
new Baptist church in San Francisco. 
Isaac has very persuasive ways with him, 
and at one time occupied public attention 
almost as much as Brother Beecher does 
now. 
—Quite a large number oi Republicans 
voted in the House against the obnoxious 
Force Rill. Among these was Hon. Eugene 
Ilale, of this district, and in the name of 
his conservative constituents we desire to 
thank him for his independent course. 
—The election in New Hampshire takes 
place next Tuesday. The canvas is a very 
active one, and prominent men from other 
-.tat-cn m-o "iuin the stump. upon either 
side. The Democrats are feeling very 
sure of holding the state. 
— The New York Times, leading Repub- 
lican paper, has an article in severe con- 
demnation of the force bill. It says the 
provisions are unconstitutional, and that 
the constitution cannot bo violated with 
impunity. 
—The Camden Herald learns that the 
ice is drawing the piles of wharves in Bel- 
fast. This was truo to a limited extent 
during the recent high tides. But it hasn’t 
damaged the bridge of the Bay and Rivet- 
Railroad any. 
—Such an amount ol stealing is done by 
the negroes of Alabama, that the legisla- 
ture lias passed a law making it a peni- 
tentiary oft'ence for any one to buy or sell 
produce between sunset and sunrise. 
—The Boston Herald has a laborious 
gatherer of news in this city. As soon as 
the Journal is out, he revamps its news 
items and telegraphs them to Boston. Then 
he subsides tor a week. 
—The Force Bill will be fought hard in 
the Senate, and the belief is that it cannot 
geL through. The Democrats will force 
the Republicans to either drop.the bill, or 
else throw over all the appropriations, 
\Yn arc glad to note the fact that a post- 
office thief has been caught at Pittsfield, 
in this state. These official chaps who 
search other people’s letters for money 
are getting to be too plenty. 
—The resolution to admit Pinehback still 
lies on the table in the Senate. Pinch is 
getting mad about it, and threatens to tell 
what lie knows about radical operations in 
Louisiana. 
—There are anxious inquiries about the 
new law lor seizing liquors in transitu. 
Is a man who has taken something liable 
to be introduced to a stomach pump ? 
—\\ enilell Phillips hasn’t yet accept- 
ed the invitation of Senator Gordon, of 
Georgia, to go South with him; and see 
lor himself how things are. 
—Let us all thank the Lord that the 43d 
Congress to-day gives up the ghost. Exit 
Ben Butler and all his tribe. Now for the 
reign of better men. 
—Sam. Bryant made a splendid run for 
Mayor of Rockland on Monday, falling a 
few votes short of a majority. Ho will 
reach it next time. 
—An important arrest has been made 
at Attleboro, Mass., of counterfeiters who 
were flooding the country with bogus frac- 
tional currency. 
—The Portland Democrats were up and 
doing last Monday. We are glad to see 
that Enoch was translated into a soft ju- 
dicial seat. 
—The New York Herald pokes fun at 
the Beecher case by publishing the report 
of a day’s proceedings in the year 1900. 
—The bill to allow women to hold cer- 
tain offices in Maine was strangled in the 
last hours ot the session. 
—The Maine Legislature finally ad- 
journed on Wednesday evening after a ses- 
sion of fifty days. 
—It is not yet settled whether Wagner 
and Cordon will become victims to the 
throat disorder. 
—Temperance delegates are persuasive- 
ly visiting the rumsellers of Ellsworth. It 
is thought they will close up. 
—The Camden Herald has a new assist- 
ant editor by the name of T. Pot. 
Gov. Crosby's Annals of Belfast. 
Mb. Editor : In common with many .other 
readers of the Journal, I Lave read with no 
small degree of interest each chapter of the 
“Annals of Belfast” its they have successively 
appeared. 
It is but simple justice to tlie writer—Ex- 
Gov. Crosby—to say that his laudable endeavor 
to rescue from “the destroying tooth of time’' 
the history and traditions of our now fair city 
lias entitled him to receive the grateful com- 
mendation of his fellow citizens. He has 
brought before the mind's eye a panoramic 
view of Belfast as it appeared in its stages of 
growth and progress from ls05 to 18o.">. and lias 
given renewed vitality to those who, in former 
years, served their generation, acted “life’s 
brief role,” and passed on to “the undiscov- 
ered country.” 
As Mr. C. has traced out municipal history 
from the time tlie rude log cabin and humble 
cottage dotted the roadside down to the period 
when attractive houses and elegant mansions 
became a marked feature of the progress of our 
social change, we realized the transposition into 
practical prose of the poet’s lines,— 
“Life, active, prosperous life, 
Itan thro’ the woods and mantled o'er tlie land. 
As the tree fell the log hut sprang in place: 
The log hut, like the tent in fairy tale. 
Expanded to the village.” 
And the village in turn, we may add, became 
tlie city. 
All that pertains to our industrial and mate- 
rial interests during tlie Half century covered 
by tlie “Annals” lias been touched upon by the 
skillful pen of the writer, and invested with a 
new interest. 
Mr. Crosby's biographical delineations, which 
have been drawn with just impartiality and 
with due discrimination, have added much to 
the value of his “Annals,” and will be the more 
appreciated when living witnesses will not be 
found to recount tlie deeds and merits of the 
former fathers of the town. Future genealo- 
gists will yet brush the dust of years from the 
bound volumes of the Journal, and discover that 
our annallist has saved.from oblivion just the 
biographical facts and data he had been in 
quest of. 
These entertaining sketches of our local his- 
tory ought to be fixed in a permanent form; 
but I am pleased to know that another, and 
very competent gleaner, is in the field, who will 
make available for coining time all the essen- 
tial facts that have been brought to view by the 
writer of tlie “Annals.” Judge Williamson's 
forthcoming History of Belfast will be a very 
elaborate and exhaustive work, and hence will 
render unnecessary the publication in book form 
ot these valuable and interesting chapters. 
Our worthy Ex Governor, who undertook 
the task of writing these “Annals” con «more, 
has done a good work for tlie place of his na- 
tivity, and merits the lasting gratitude of our 
citizens for the creditable manner in which, as 
“An Old Settler,” lie has compiled hi- “Annals 
of Belfast for Half a Century." .1. 1.. 1.. 
Eeb. 20, 1873. 
Letter From R.ocRlaud. 
(orrespondence of the Journal. 
Rockland, March 1. 
Contentment is worth two in the bush. 1 
am content. The polls of Rockland have been 
pul in requisition, and the candidates mounted 
for inspection. The general battle to-day was 
not decisive. The three aspirants to the May- 
or's seat have displayed truce signals, and each 
called around him his faithfuls for a council of 
war. 1 shall not respond to the next reveille. 
When “the bugles sang truce" I went to my 
lent and lay down in despair. We, the “unter- 
rified" in your correspondent's ward, have met 
the enemy, and we are theirs 1 The blood <>f i he 
vanquished stains the “bruised arms." but, no 
brains have been discovered. I don't think the 
quartermasters furnished any for the campaign. 
The dead will furnish a good subject for a pro- 
longed sitting of our political coroners. Their 
epitaph should be, “Died of too much caucus." 
I was a candidate, but I ceased to he a toov 
moments since. The warden informed me J 
could retire, as my services were no longer 
needed as a candidate. I have learned a deal 
concerning caucuses in this tight The deal 
comes chiefly from the bottom. Sit-hack- 
euchre is the game. The man who sits back 
srftts euchr^tl J -at buck. The mini who vita 
down suddenly on the ice has a field whereon 
to moralize. I am the individual who pos- 
seses said real estate. But I am not in a frame 
of mind to cultivate mv ae(h)res. M ould 1 
were a Granger. 
Why 1 failed of an election will always re- 
main a mystery. My constituents all said I 
had a sure tiling. 1 think f may have, but it 
looks to me very much like a leal. Visions of 
civic honors no longer dazzle me. My speech, 
prepared for delivery when Ishould be thronged 
by congratulatory constituents, will never see 
the light. I had prepared it especially to suit 
everybody. The “unterrilied" were to he con- 
gratulated upon the general rc-sitli; the Repulr 
lieans were to understand that I was “ju-t as 
good a Republican as anybody, only the Demo- 
crats hadn't found it out the prohibitionists 
were to he promised an uncompromising war 
upon the “infernal traffic.’’ and a revolution in 
favor of “wide-rimmed cart wheels-’ had been 
prepared for the Grangers. I have concluded 
not to make the speech. 
The day before election, I shook hands sev- 
eral limes with every man in my ward; 1 \H!- 
cd all tne places where they keep the motiv * 
power, and stood treat as long as I could stand 
anything. I paid everybody 1 owed a dollar in 
the opposition party, even to my doctor’s bill 
and minister tax. These last two required sonic 
nerves, but I was bound to win. r quieted, as I 
thought, tlio nerves of the opposition, by con- 
fidentially informing them that thet were all 
right, and wouldn't need to work any. 1 can- 
vassed the ward and computed the local value 
of noses. 
i had a list, of “doubtfuls.” 
I haven't any such list to-day. 
My doubts arc all removed. 
Blit as r said, I am content. I conclude we 
are to have no Mayor, as there has been no- 
body discovered with enough votes sticking to 
him. They may take breath and try it again. 
Imt I m carried to the rear. I’m "doou now." 
You will excuse my saying quite so much 
concerning myself, but somehow I have become 
more interested in myself, than m any one else 
lately. I understand that candidates are apt to. 
Will now give you a sober statement of the 
race for the sweepstakes—the Mayor’s Chair. 
These horses were entered for the race on the 
municipal trotting- park. The first entered was 
the Prohibition Colt raised by Xeul Dow: the 
second was the Republican Ilalf-breed well 
known ns the jockey’s favorite; and lastly the 
•Jackson Thorough-bred, showing signs of age, 
but in good condition. There was some lively 
scoring for the word "go." The Dow Colt 
threatening to become unmanageable. Pools at 
the Aldermen's rooms went off with a rush. 
Prohibition got the pole, and side bets were 
offered three to one. At the turning of the first 
quarter, the Dow backers hedged, as the colt 
made a bad break, and the old Thorough-bred 
ranged ahead and got the pole. The Half-breed 
stretched out with good deal of promise, hut it 
soon became manifest to his backers that his 
bottom had been overestimated. The Thorough- 
bred slowly and steadily widened the gap, com- 
ing in on the home stretch at a spanking old 
democratic gait, passing under the wire amid 
the applause of the spectators. But by a rule 
peculiar to the municipal track, a "distance” is 
required for an award; but as he lacked a length 
of a "distance” it was declared a dead heat. 
The next heat will lie trotted after the legal 
seven days’ notice. 
Knox * Lincoln Railroad. 
Bath, Feb. 27. By the annual report of the Directors of the Kuox and Lincoln 
Railroad for 1874, just issued, it appears that the total earnings of the road for the 
year were $161,568.93, an increase over 
1873 of $19,848.50. The net earnings over 
1873 were twenty per cent., and the in- 
crease of freight ’during the same time 
was 10,568 tons. Owing to the careful 
and efficient supervision of the Superin- 
tendent, C. A. Coombs, Esq., and the con- 
stant and faithful attention of the employes 
of the road, trains have been run with al- 
almost entire freedom from accidents, no 
person having been injured on the road 
for the year and with very small losses of 
property. 
—The first fruit of the Civil Rights Bill 
— the Portland electiou. 
Generalities. 
The Beecher trial may terminate bv the 1st of 
Tunc. 
The hunting business will he lively if Colora- 
do and New Mexico are admitted as States. 
The Chinese are perfectly satisfied that their ' 
Emperor's death was one result of the transit 
of Venus. 
A postoffiee has been established at Hurri- 
cane Island, Knox county, and George T. Crab 
tree appointed postmaster. 
A cadet named Gordon Claude has been dis- 
missed from the Annapolis naval academy be- 
cause he refused to fence with a negro. 
On opening a box of articles sent to the starr- 
ing of Kansas, a tract was found, the. title of 
which is, "The Wickedness of Gluttony." 
A Portland court has decided that bills for 
goods sold by runners cannot be collected, lie- 
cause there is a law against such sale of goods. 
The ice is piled up ten feet high in some- 
places by the sea-wall at Old Orchard, making 
it quite difficult to get upon the beach with a 
team. 
It’s a good thing that the weather is never 
cold enough to freeze the milk of human kind- 
ness, because the dairy isn't particularly well 
stocked. 
A peaceable French boy, named Alexis Pa- 
rant. lit years old, was assaulted by a crowd of 
Irish boys at Lewiston last week and fatally 
stabbed. 
Dr. E. C. Neai, for several years assistant 
physician in the Insane hospital‘in Illinois, lias 
been chosen an assistant physician in flic insane 
asylum at Augusta. 
James Murphy, Jr., the Irish giant, died in 
Baltimore, Saturday, of bronchial affection. 
Aged 33 years. He was about eight feet high 
and weighed 350 pounds. 
"Don't you know that it's four degrees bglow 
zero?" asked a Milwaukee girl as she was 
sleigh-riding with her lover. He took the hint 
and put his arm around her. 
The Kansas Legislature is discussing a bill 
appropriating $200,000 for the relief of the grass- 
hopper sufferers. It is said that several per- 
sons have recently died of starvation. 
Charles Post of Cnion, of the linn of Post w 
Cunningham, tanners, died suddenly Thursday 
week, lie had been ill with the prevailing 
cold for several day, but was about the house. 
A Covington lady startl'd a •• Matrimonial 
Intelligence Office" recently, and managed to 
marry herself to the first'mail that applied, 
which proceeding brought the institution to 
an end. 
A warrant lias been issued for the :imM of 
Huge Smith of West Buxton, for the inhuman 
treatment of his insane wife, who was found 
nearly frozen to death in a comfortless room, a 
tew days ago. 
In a jubilee ceremony in 177% two boys who 
accompanied the cross as acolytes quarrelled 
and fought one another with the golden candle- 
sticks. One of them became Pope Leo XII.. 
the other Pius VIII. 
A Reading (Pa.) girl recently married, finding 
that her husband couldn't get leave of absence, 
said she was going to have a wedding trip any- 
how. and started oft' home. There will be no 
quarreling on that bridal trip. 
Some people don’t appear to have any more 
sen*e than a bow-legged rlam. Nearly every 
water pipe and hydrant are frozen up, ami here 
some maniac sends us a sixteen-verse temper- 
ance poem. [Danbury News. 
The propeller City of Norwalk has just ar- 
rived at New York from South Norwalk, after 
a fifteen days’ struggle. The ice gave her an 
extraordinary rubbing, carrying oft* her rudder 
and breaking the blades of her wheel. 
The French Code forbids physicians to re- 
ceive legacies from deceased patients, tin- 
temptation to hasten the bequest by heroically 
“expectant'’ treatment being deemed too great 
for professional human nature. 
A Dubuque boy was rather troubled for fear 
that he would not know bis father when tin y 
both reached heaven, but hi* mother eased him. 
remarking, All you have to do i* to look for 
an angel with a red nose on him.” 
A little girl ID years of ago, daughter of an in- 
digent and widowed lady of Surry, recently re- 
ceived from a trader in that place a barrel of 
fiour and fifty cents, the same being the proceds 
of smelts caught by her in the bay. 
Serenading has ceased to be popular in Lew- 
iston, Oregon, since Recorder Vincent fined 
each member of a too melodious nocturnal 
band $5 and costs, and gave the trombone and 
the snare drum men -i\ days each as tin* chief 
offenders. 
It is said that one ot tin- twelve persons who 
secured a pass to witness tin* execution of Wag- 
ner, was Airs. Ilontvent, the principal witness 
against Wagner, and the only person escaping 
the murderer'* axe on Smuttx Nose Island on 
that eventful night. 
Irving Haynes, a bo\ thirteen years of age, 
while playing with a boy nam- d \\ hite in the 
attic of hi* mother's boarding house at < hieopee 
Falls. Saturday afternoon, was fatally shot in 
ltie head bv ilie latter, who was earek-**i\ hand- 
ling a loaded revolver. 
Airs. Lovit, of Springfield, Mass., has forced 
her husband and three grown up sons to tala- 
board at a neighbor's, a* -he finds it impossible 
to spare time for house-work while the TiPon- 
Beeelier trial is going on. She is a -low reader, 
and gets up at daylight. 
At the annual meeting of the .Maim Stock 
Breeders' Association at Waterville, Hon. s. p. 
Goodale was elected President, Knock Knight 
Secretary. L. A. Dow Treasurer, and >. II 
Tewksbury. Hannibal Belcher. Win. P. Blake 
and < A. Gilbert, Trustees. 
A Miss Lancaster of Anson, who \i-ih d Gar- 
diner Iasi week, was imacciiMoim-d toga- and 
blew’ it out at night instead of turning it otf, and 
the result was that she was made very sick, and 
would probably have lost her life if a* large ven- tilator over the door had not been open.' 
Phair, the Vermont murderer, has been -» n- 
teneed to be hung two year* from next, May. 1 he law ot the state named is peculiar, even 
cruel in capital cases. The felon mu-t, before 
execution, undergo twenty month'- impri-ou- 
ment at hard labor and four month- of soiiian 
confinement. 
Mrs. [ lontvet, w l\o came yen near being mu 
of Wagner's victim- at the Isle's of Shoals', was 
one ot the twelve who secured a pus- to witness 
his execution. Wagner's threats to kill her in 
ease be got clear for testifying against him. made her, as she says, "anxious to -ee with 
her own eyes the villain hung.” 
At Kalamazoo, Midi., the other dav. a lady followed her husband to a gambling den and 
begged linn to come home, lie refused, and 
she drew- a pistol, which began to go off aeei- 
deiitally in so many directions that everybody else tied and she broke up the gathering. 
A Kentucky woman gave birth to five children 
in one year—triplets In .lanuary and twins in 
December. Her mother bad previously given 
birth to triplets, tier sister is tile mother of three 
pairs of twins, and eaeli of hei two daughters 
lias given birth io triplets. Had family tor an 
economical man to marry into. 
The seyenteeen year locusts are to make 
raid this year on fruit orchards. A Hartford 
man Juts shown the ('on rant sevt ral specimens 
that lie dug last fall from the roots of trees, 
where they had lain in a dormant state for six- 
teen years, l’he spring-time will bring forth an 
army of them, and they will make sad havoc. 
In answer to a despatch, sent, to Andrew 
Johnson by George F. Putnam, chairman of the 
Xcw Hampshire democratic State committee, 
inviting him to speak in thatStat' during the 
present political campaign, word was received 
from Washington, that lie cannot come owing 
to the extra session of the senate on the Hli <d 
.March. 
the hasteru wit- the only railroad in Massa- 
chusetts that made any considerable increase 
ill its earnings from freights last rear. Its 
freight receipts exceed by #':S7l.50.|, tlioseof the 
year before. The Boston ami .Maine, Boston 
and Lowell, Old Colony. Boston and Provi- 
dence lost, and the Boston and Album fell oil 
HP»37,5.S4. 
The present winter has disproved soim pop- 
ular fallacies; viz: that cold weather can't t 
in until the springs are tilled up; that." signs" 
of a mild winter may be relied on; that a cold 
winter is healthy: with other nonsensical 
theories. If. after this winter, any one shall 
utter either of these absurdities, "shoot him on 
the spot.” [Lewiston Journal. 
The Maine Farmer snvs that an unusually large per cent, of the deaths that have occurred 
during the past winter have been those of old 
people. The extreme cold weather of Janu ary 
and the tirst half of February has been \ en- 
try, mg to invalids, and especially to those -ut- 
h ling with pulmonary diseases. There can be 
no doubt that the great amount of sickness that Inis prevailed is due directly to the long con- tinued, intensely cold weather of the pa-t two months. 
1 inking Schooner Wrocked. 
Poutland, March 2. The fishing schr. 
Fanny, Captain Doughty, went ashore on 
Trundy’s Reef last night, in a storm be- 
tween 8 anti 9 o’clock, where she went to 
pieces. The crew got oil' in boats and 
landed two on*Bangs’ Island and three on 
Cape Elizabeth. The schooner was owned 
by C. P. Ingraham, John Lovett and others 
of Portland. One man, Nelson Day, of 
Capo Elizabeth, was so badly frozen" that 
lie died after landing. 
A sad accident occurred on the river 
last Saturday, by which Frank and James 
Warr, aged respectively 10 and lb years 
were drowned. While they were walking 
on the ice from Ledge to Raven’s Heath the younger brother fell through an air hole. Janies in attempting to rescue, him, also broke in, and both were swept 
under the ice by the current. The body 1 of James was recovered Saturday, but the 1 
search for the body of his brother has thus 1 
far proved unavailing. ("Calais Times, i 
News of the City and County. 
Democratic Caucus. 
The Democrats of Belfast are invited to meet 
n Caucus at the Court House, on Saturday 
•.vkxinu, March (ith, at half past seven o’clock, 
or the purpose of considering the nomination 
if candidates for municipal officers, to be sii|>- 
lOi'ted at the election, March Nth. 
Per order Dem. City Com. 
It is spring now. 
Saturday last was a very lively day oil our 
itreets. 
examinations in the city schools are being 
held this week. 
Mathews liros. sash and blind factory re- 
uined work Monday. 
If you want to vote next Monday, see that 
•our name it on the list. 
March came in like a very quiet lion, but aw- 
fully frigid for a tropical beast. 
Tlie thermometer was foraging in the neigh- 
borhood of zero again Sunday night. 
Mai. Timothy Chase is sick and very low. A t 
his age, S3, it is doubtful if he recovers. 
Col. Hiram Chase is sick with lung fever 
Isaac Allard is suffering from an attack of pleu- 
risy. 
Police Court items are uncommonly scarce, 
l'lie wintry weather lias made people very vir- 
tuous. 
Hayford is getting together the brick and 
other material for hi- new building on Beaver 
street. 
The rain ot' last week badly Hooded some 
of the streets. What's the matter with the 
sewers? 
If the last Friday in February is to govern 
March, we shall hu\e a mild and pleasant 
month. 
The man who bet that the ice would leave b> 
the first of March, is afraid he has lost hi- 
liioiies. 
Finery Boardman recently ^wallow' d a pier, 
of glass while eating honey, ami i< very i!! in 
consequence. 
You may know when hampliool is in town, 
because lie always leaves Ins horse standing 
over the crossings. 
There is a man in Belfast so spare that lie i- 
followed about by dogs, who mistake him for t 
hone. 
C'apt. Sprague <ontinm> to run his packet 
between thi> city ami Mrsbom. It’-, t puim 
just now. 
A child ot' \V. s. Plummer, of Monroe, tv\. 
years of age. was severely scalded one day Iasi 
week, bv falling backwards into a tuli of watei 
There continues to he a large amount of sick- 
ness in this vicinity, and the physicians are 
overwhelmed with business. 
While the temperance excitement is invading 
other Maine cities, Belfast take, her nipper- 
regularly and isn't disturbed. 
The recent-fall of fresh water freezing upon 
the ice makes the hay as secure as ever, and 
teams have again begun to cross. 
The harbor was in excellent condition Satur- 
day for skating, and hundreds, including mauv 
ladies, improved the opportunity. 
II. II. Johnson and <'o. have re moved tin- 
goods and counters from their store, and .*re 
putting down a new hard pine door. 
Women's rights prevail at our post-office. 
Vi-s Eliza Thurlow i< regularly on duty a, 
eli-rk, and make, a very active and efficient one. 
Scarlet, fever is prevailing in this city. F.x- 
mayor Marshall lias lost a daughter bv that dis- 
ease—a remarkably interesting child of three 
years. 
On Monday the night train on the Maim- < eu- 
tral and Eastern Railroads went back to the old 
time, leaving Boston at S p. in. instead of mid- 
night. 
People upon the east side of the river have 
got out and piled up in the vicinity of the Rag 
Wharf, 'fid ranis ot wood, tor tlie- Rockland 
market. 
Among Hi freight last week Were two ear. 
corn for Pitcher and (dorham tba: came dire, t 
from Ohiea o. and one for Sw n from Minneapo 
li.. Minn. 
the receipts for passenger liavel over tli. 
Hi-UisO Po-nm-h I'li i r,-1 for 11 it- li rst two >.o mi! 
in the present year, an- $;..»> in ,-o-i-e ot 
responding time in t-7!. 
I tie eulvert built Iasi sum under i 
View ,trect is a humbug. Every rain thus iu 
tile strtet ha, heeu tlooded uel iu -om,- in 
stance entered the dwelling- on the i over si,|.- 
Rev Mr. Knowles, at the Methodist Vestry 
discus.i d tiie manhood -f the I ankee raee.iiut 
not a Word about tie- womanhood. That*, 
unfair. 
1 lie vessel, lying at t he wharves have liecn 
taking iu cargoes of hov the past week, which 
looks as though tlo-i > xpeet.-d 10 get old .,n I 
these days. 
it seems a trilli- odd to tune the pn,tinusle 
send us a monthly bill for subscriber,' po,tag. 
But w '- shall probably g.-t t ,ed to it. a, ., 
to being ski-lined. 
Iti v. <■ corgi- |*. Palmer, will deliver hi, .i 
structive and entertaining lecture. Thursdav 
evening. March till, in tin M. I hureli sin, 
jeet—•• l nappreeiated I ■ lives." 
Me ar-- indelijti-d to i.'apt. It. M ouant toi a 
package ul tin.sc delicious little tish. the an- 
chovies, which they put up so nicely in Kun p. 
These mariners know v\ hat is gmui. 
t >u Friday night the polier interfered I. 
eompelled the owner id' a pair f hungrv an. 
shivering cattle t.. take earn of them. Tin ■ 
stood attached to a sled until near midnight. 
tile Iteilust .'line 1- actorv now emplov- 
laney painter. John t ullnau. vv ho stripes the 
soles in colors, that make them look verv pret- 
ty- I 11esc are to tick!.- tin tanei, s ot s un! 
and ( utVcu, down South. 
<>n Monday. Aideu 1>. ( ha-, -lipped at tin- 
I’Ost-otBco entrance and f< II, v t--l.-iit]y striking 
ids head upon tin -tone -!■ t He was ren- 
dered insensible by die ill IVV and had to 
carried home. 
The town of W at. ij ..rt I.- d- affairs in 
very snug way. A neatly printed report hefor. 
us shows it- items of expenditure for the vest 
past, with its liahilitie- and assets. It has .01 
hand more titan item llappv \\ 
terport! 
M e notice the statement that Sheriff Norton, 
of this county, was not iuvited to witness tin 
hanging of Oionion. It is put forth apparent- 
ly. as the complaint ot an injured man : hut tie- 
really injured lUn-a were Itios-I- wlio were 
v ited and didn't see tin- sight. 
On Thursday, while Hr. Kwh. of Brook-, 
was helping to replan: a freight ear that had 
got off tin- track, tin rope ot a tackle broke 
and the block -truck him uu tin- leg, making a 
bruise which will utse him to limp lor sunn 
timn, hut fortunately breaking no hones. 
On board the train that arrived in this .it, 
0,1 li hlny evening, was a bright, sweet-fan ■( 
little girl ot ten summers, the history ot whos. 
journey l'rotn the far west has an uncommon 
interest. She i-- an iuvhan, her father, a Mi 
Hiee, formerly of Stockton, having lost his 
whole family, save this eld I. in Minnesota 
and at last died himself. 1 liis little daughtei 
was on her way to h r aunt, Mrs. Kidley ot 
Searsport. site had performed the long jotn 
ney of fourteen limtdred miles alone, having 
tor guidance and protection only a statement 
under tin- seal of a Masonic lodge, that she vv u- 
tlu: daughter of a deceased Master Mason, ih 
siring to reach Iter triends in Senrsport, Main.- 
It was better for her than a purse of gold, it 
jpened the hearts of all whom she met. I .adir- 
aired tor iter tenderly, and stalwart anil beard- 
’d men, who had a hundred times faced death 
inmoved, felt their eyes moisten as they heard 
he story of the little one committed to their 
•are. She had free passage, meals at the xta- 
ions, and at night was tucked in the snuggest 
tnd warmest corner of tin-sleeping ear. Tin 
mights of old who bore the red cross on tin 
dams -of Palestine kept not more faithfully 
heir vows titan did these modern Templars tin- 
vbligation to defend ami protect this little 
naiden. And so she journeyed across iev 
■ivers and over frozen prairies, toward the ris- 
ng sun, iter scrap of paper finding her friends 
verywhere. At Burnham Junction she was 
ommitted to Conductor Mace, whose tender 
egard for little children is proverbial, and who 
10k her to his heart and to the comforts of his 
omc, until her friends could be notified. So 
melt for “ the brethren of the mystic tie." 
,i. i*,. r ;d A* Co. have a good tiling for ean- 
\as>er». see advertisement. 
\!..m; six inches of snow tell during tie 
..mi Monday night. It was more severe | 
•it the west. 
\; ■ l i .u Ciimv. li, next Sunday <vcn- 
jvell smida} School < on- 
Hours. I »Xr 
i.-e- »•<*•,,mii ritv at 7 oYlo.-k. 
v ,. m-, \ticiition is call- 
■ < -a•'< in Washington, 
a. Miller.—C. A. Me- 
/, rti : sale some valu- 
a oi,,-.,iv.i h. 
,.i rortiand was in this 
d s«'li. Ann Eliza, of 
« •■.: \' ai r.*n < ;at k, that lies in the 
and pin a ship-keeper on 
tor seamen's wages. 
ait stereoscopic views of 
ibeni Hell'ust have been laid 
1 -rnts High street, and 
* street, in their robes of snow, 
r d icws taken from the ice m 
ie. -bound steamer Ka- 
i \Y. B. Wash- 
:>j_ with Kilgore. 
m in iiiit'd Kidler, 
tin* •■•it; To Isles- 
4 ’mix :»■ rosene. Ac., 
J* » iiv shore. 
.a■ i• >iaa-ii of the load, 
i.d: iigi'Lii r with ilo- horses. 
r s T Keller, an 
• •: "1 L A 
La.-u !:••; A 1 this cit\. 
1 >l \ < iiii < me day 
:-! n a bfii.v near » uii- 
: red on the floor play- 
1; asked the woman 
— r.a ic« She said no 
« i h .a.', -ji-! went into another 
’Halt. Seeing that 
■••eking the pistol, 
k it. when it w eiit 
hrough 1 he door by 
o -.lit. Her It li — 
.d i, v -h. had loaded it to 
d -!• Hir dame* W. 
li i.. 1 h I t-Krr. "eh et- 
ix'' Pallet*. Clerk, 
’• '.:im• s I ( raig, "u- 
N- "mar : Select- 
I. i .or. !•'. Hem- 
rvisor of 
\gent. Alev \W»od- 
di »■" town $J!».I7. 
Mr. lb. hard < rocker, a resident 
■ at the venerable age 
; twenty ehildren in 
'x\ eii ehildren,grand- 
x e;*! grandfather to fift.y- 
•_ at xi an blather to one. 
ie>• nix j><T>uns were 
;x! x ting : .Moderator, E. 
w A i ndleton ; s.*ioct- 
b •. W If. Pendleton. A. El- 
V-1 b M. Steven-; Treasurer, 
a;. and < 'olleetor. ! '. A. 
"t >• hooi>, 1' f. Ithoades. 
M' x. 17 lof, nig oilicors have been 
be n-.xiig : Elisha Alerriain, 
b .’ *uj> Wiiiein iiback. Town 
•;*li ii *J. a 'i'li .mas storer, I)a- 
> ■•- "• i• in:- :x A-ses.-or-, and Overseers 
>.‘.»s St,.,i. :. ria-asiirer: David 
". •.< ■ j!11' — \\ Cross, t <>]lector 
\ 1 rt d ". dai kson, >e\|oii. 
■HBaHHWMaanMa 
Terrible Disaster, 
> eking affair happened at the St. 
A. : 1 alia i < nr.reh. n Huane street. 
•a V last Tli.ir.'day evening. The 
wall ! a adjoining building, that had 
: the church, 
■ seven persons and 
tw< ty-live or thirty. 
■ ; .iied ongregalion of 
!■! "1 people The majority 
Ii Iren. Ail the pews 
chur< h were filled, and 
-••a: in lilt* galleries was occupied 
ind numbers of the 
dev-mt ..■ 1.1 :i•!a111- who tailed to obtain 
a- 'landing iu the main and side 
igthi scenes in tin- church 
1 the Sun says that in an 
m ;ie ■:*■ congregation upstairs 
ami •! w u were on their feet, and a panic 
■egati I u ontrolled all hearts, and the 
iii.-aui-'-. m o-rror never had a better 
demo -a- I here was a simultane- 
1 11 '. the stronger 
u among tin- weaker, and 
: ..ig t n-m under loot in their mad 
t'T sen a place 'I safety Women 
ii e*i i, i. re had been immersed 
• iigi it devotions were turned 
i oamae- by liieir fright, and pulled 
'. o i. >•■ •aen ther and at the men who 
beasts The 
roan >g I nun tin- wounded, the 
-;• w men. the deep-toned 
ig i n were mingled with the 
:h de\ .it, wh ) had given up 
ii pi. :•! st H«1 "ii the outskirts of 
■ 
g rowd, imploring mercy- at the 
1 Almighty Added to tlie.se 
ta.* appeals of the pastor and 
;i.. alli admit ]iri"'ts to their people to 
l’-ut til--ir entreaties were 
the t wo surged toward the 
th. an ng hearing the weak 
: :• hen it crush mg them under foot, 
-i u- ip" wa- as far off as ever. 
vv re t irn from their 
a la I -• a .:!•.- me a were crushed into 
\' he lower angle of the 
v< "'.'era wi mien and children were 
h". last ;r i.earlv ten minutes, suffering 
untold tortures. 
iteim lit \v as over those 
" ■ ■ a -I tiie scene of this mad and 
rgle for life saw quantities of 
'i‘ ... 'Ii kmds—hats, coats, ladies' 
■ ■ aici •! esse.-, gh yes and ribbons, 
•. ■- i iileiit- was the remarkable 
•u ■' i mi u! displayed by a woman 
the gallery, within a few feet 
of where lewall fell, and throughout the 
ten ic which followed remained 
'■••ii! in her seat until all danger was 
"vcr. It was iluring this iierce contest for 
!'• that tae majority oi the killed and 
iirn.li--: "'•eived their injuries. The 
“in-- at the, station-house where the 
lead were brought, says the Herald, beg- 
in red des'-nptiini. Crowds ol men, wo- 
iie1 children ilueked around the door 
and pr.v, d f.ir admission that they might 
friend or relative had passed 
ui rortal. Poor humanity- was put 
!• its worst tes* when a modest looking 
■ •mi" a and requested to look at the 
ii die- fin- second one shown her she 
ren gif;-.-it as her husband, and the pite- 
"iTu t A .1'di-pair Unit went out from her 
\ .ling lips made even the sturdy police 
l “nd in i heads Next came an old wo- 
mat Im her daughter. She seemed 
atfirsl raidt( ask the question, but final- 
y asked 1 1" admitted t he first sight 
that met her eyes as tin bodies were un- 
covered wa- that of her daughter. The 
jioiir old lady w as almost paralyzed with 
grief, and her prayers and lamentations 
would have moved a heart of stone. Tin 
next recognition was that of a young girl 
who lound her lather, and the scene wa: 
a repetition of the others. At the hospita 
wlit-re the wounded were taken the saim 
piteous scenes were witnessed 
Our Cranberry Isle correspondent say; 
'that the ice formed a natural bridge be- 
tw“cn Cranberry Isles and Southwest 
IIarbor and the mails were transported 
n,r several days by walking across it. W. 
•’ iTcbie. who was postmaster at Cran- 
berry Isles lor many years, remember; 
when they used to cross to “The Harbor’ 
on the ice with the mail. An old lady re- 
counts the exploits ol her father who. 
when a young man, went from Heer Island 
Maine, to < astine over the ice on skates 
at a time which as nearly a- can be made 
out, was during the war of the revolution 
She also “remembers” when it was com 
rnon to cross on the ice from Deer Isle t< 
Calf and other islands. So it seems tin 
is not the coldest weather within tne recol 
lection of the oldest inhabitants. [Press 
Captain Collins, of Buffalo, chewed to 
bacco in a street-car and upon being for 
bidden by the conductor to spit on tin 
tloor, persisted and was put off. He suc< 
for $2,000 damages, but the court righth 
sustained the company. 
The Murderers' Reprieve. 
Gordon and Wagner were not hung last 
Friday, and will not be for some time to 
come, it they ever are. The counsel for 
Wagner, Ex-Judge Tapley, and E. E. 
Pillsbury, Esq., who is opposed to capital 
punishment, succeeded in finding a Haw 
in the law, by means of which the necks, 
ot their clients were drawn out of the 
ropes that had been prepared. The point 
which they make is that the law empow- 
ering the Governor to appoint a day for 
the execution is unconstitutional, tor the 
reason that it is a judicial and not an ex- 
ecutive act—one wholly incumbent upon 
the court, and wholly within its tunetions 
as defined by the constitution. 
Application was first made to Judge 
; Peter?, who did not consider the point 
strong enough to warrant interference. 
Judge Danforth, however, was inclined 
to grant a stay ol proceedings, and upon 
information to that effect. Gov. Dingley 
granted a reprieve for thirty days. This 
matter was determined upon on Wednes- 
day night, but was not generally known 
until next morning. Every preparation 
had been made for the execution, even to 
preparing coffins. They were not inform- 
ed of the respite until 'Thursday night, in 
hopes that they might confess, but not a 
word ot the kind could be got from either. 
The special correspondent of the Lewis- 
ton Journal has the following, under date 
I of the 20th : 
Auot yesterday loreuoon Wagner and 
Gordon, from cells ltd and 1 1.1 in tlie up- 
per corridor, could hear the carpenters 
driving the last nails in the gallows a few 
rods distant. The gloomy structure is 
situated directly’ again.-t the blind back 
ol one of tlie stops, and almost upon the 
brink ol tin; great yawning [tit. the now 
unused hole in the earth in which the con- 
victs ol former years were made to quarry 
lime-rock. It is so located that only those 
upon the platform adjacent could witness 
the execution. When Harris was hung in 
18011 there was one building, outside ol 
the prison yard, from the roof'of which a 
fair view of the gallows could he obtain* 
j .i] and this roof Was thronged with eager, 
albeit distant spectators. Hut the new 
machine lias been so placed that there can 
he no unauthorized witnesses. 
Tlie old gallows, upon which the few 
executions in the history of Maine have 
been conducted, was so weather rotted 
as to be unsafe, and tor the past few days 
mechanics have been engaged in rentod- 
ling it. It i- now a grim conglomerate of 
new planks, and beams and traps and pul- 
levs which have seen service. There is 
but one drop, ami that i* the same drop 
through which Harris and Sager and (.'ox 
and Williams were launched into eternity, 
'i'ne gallows were completed just after 
dinner yesterday, and the hammering 
then ceased, and Gordon and Wagner 
knew—or supposed that the instrument 
of death was ready for its work. 
The gallows will stand during the tv n- 
iy -eight days of (he murderers’ respite, 
awaiting tlie final decision of the supreme 
court judges Close by. almost tumbling 
over tlie brink of the lime pit. lies the 
wreck of the old and discarded gibbet. 
Wagner has never been assigned to any 
prison labor since lie was brought to 
Thomaston in September, l87f>. Gordon, 
until the past fortnight, has been em- 
ployed in the blacksmith shop, where lie 
showed himself a willing and intelligent, 
although unskilled workman. 
They have been allowed to hold no com- 
munication with any persons except, the 
prison otlieiuls. their chaplains and physi- 
cian*. and immediate relations. Of the 
latter, Wagner, of course, has none to visit 
him. 
l csteruay noon, ur. \v aiivci. prison pin- 
sician, made a special examination of their 
physical condition, lie reports Gordon in 
good bodily health, except a slight pain 
in the head, probably7 front loss of sleep 
and mental anxiety, lie complained of 
loss of appetite and general depression. 
Said that he “h;!t. bad in his mind'’ lie 
lias hail no quiet sleep tor a number ol 
day Such naps as be has caught have 
been feverish and unrclveshiiig 
Wagner, on the other hand, is quite i cheerful, lie has a line appetite, and 
sleeps soundly and to good purpose, lie 
suffers no pain except from an old rheu- 
matic affection in his lower limbs which 
is chronic, and has been one cause ol bis 
exemption Irom labor. He makes no com- 
plaints. and walks his cell very leisurely 
and with the air of a man entirely at case. 
Wagner’s faith in his salvation from the 
gallows has been the most singular and 
perplexing feature ol hi- eise. He has 
never wavered. The same story that lie 
told in the court room at Alfred lias been 
adhered to. and the same expressions of 
confidence that God would not permit him 
to die have been repeated and repeated. 
Those wlio are brought into most intimate 
contact with him, and who have the best 
opportunities to diagnose His various 
moods, believe that this faith is genuine 
and not affected, and that his reliance in 
God, although rudely expressed and ap- 
parently savoring ol’cant, is real and com- 
forting to him. 
Gordon was visited yesterday aiternoon 
by Mr. Hand and his two sons, the father 
and brothers of Mrs. Emma Gordon, the 
murdered woman. Both ot the young 
Hands were old chums ol John Gordon, 
and they earnestly urged him to confess, 
enforcing their argument with statements 
of facts which have transpired since the 
trial, and which make all the more con- 
clusive the evidence of bis guilt. Gordon 
was much affected by the interview, and 
listened ihoughtlully to all that, his old 
friends had to urge. lie nevertheless per- 
sisted in asserting his innocence, his ulti- 
matum being "You would not have me 
confess to a lie, would you?” 
Of the two men Gordon was incompar- 
ably the more impressed by the prospect 
ol approaching death. 
Maine Legislature. 
In the Senate Tuesday, the report of the con- 
ference committee cutting down the Agricul- 
tural College appropriation to $10.50(1 was 
agreed to. The General Hospital resolve was 
tabled. The House amendment to the Insane 
Hospital bill was rejected. 
In the House, tli" hill exempting from taxa- 
tion state hanks that have no circulation was 
passed. Tile bill relative to concurrent juris- 
diction of police and municipal courts wasiu- 
detii it dy postponed. The bill authorizing wo- 
men to hold the office of Justice of the Peace 
was passed to lie engrossed. Hill to prevent 
sheriffs from drawing double pay while enforc- 
ing the liquor law, passed to he engrossed. Bill 
relating to sale of real estate under license of 
Judge, of Probate was defeated. Bill continu- 
ing in force the State pension act of 1S7I passed 
to he engrossed. Resolve appropriating $14.- 
.Vm for military purposes was amended, reduc- 
ing lie amount to S'lidoO and passed. The Sen- 
ate amendments to resolves,to reimburse certain 
town war claims, which strikes out the Gov- 
ernor and State Treasurer, substituting the At- 
torney General mid Councillor Mason, were 
adopted, and the resolve passed. The Insane 
Hospital hill was amended by striking out the 
amount and providing that the new hospital 
shall not tie in Augusta. The House insisted 
on indefinitely postponing the mileage hill. 
In the Legislature Wednesday, the bill relat- 
ing to duties and fees of sheriff's and county at- 
tornevs in the enforcement of the liquor law 
passed both branches to be engrossed. The bill 
relating to womans’ suffrage and bill relating to 
poor debtors, were referred to the next Legis- 
lature. The resolve appropriating $59,0UUfoi- 
a new insane hospital was reconsidered and 
amended. The Governor is to appoint com- 
missioners to negotiate for the purchase of the 
I nited States Marino Hospital tit Portland, and 
if not successful to report a location for a new 
one. No appropriation is made. The Senate 
passed the capital punishment hill. The Senate 
non-eoncurred in the House amendment reduc- 
ing the military appropriation, and further 
amended bv increasing the amount $0000 for a 
State muster, in some retired place away from 
any city, for military instruction alone. The 
House refused to concur with the Semite. In 
convention of both branches, Hon. P. P. Bur- 
leigh was re-elected Land Agent. The act as- 
sessing a State tax, amounting to $S9l),75ff.lO, 
finally passed. Evening sessions were held at 
which a targe number of bills and resolves 
were passed, and both bodies adjourned sine 
'Ha, after the usual complimentary speeches. 
5-
As a ship held by an anchor looks as 
though it were going out with the tide, 
yet never goes, so some souls that seem 
constantly to be getting nearer to Christ 
never come, because the}' arc anchored 
and held by some secret sin. 
Air. Nayllc, of Toronto, was knocked down 1 by mistake for another man, recently. He hopes 
they’ll hit the right Navlle on the head, next 
time. 
The Loss of The Vicksburg. 
New York, Feb. 27. The loss ol the 
steamer Vicksburg near Fire Island, came 
near being attended, by the sacrifice of 
the lives of all on board. After the strik- 
ing she was forced upon the sand and the 
seas broke completely over her, the ice 
and water opening her seams, the captain 
and crew, to prevent being washed over- 
board, lashed themselves to a portion of 
the ringing ol the mainmast, her foremast 
having gone overboard. One sea which broke”)ver the vessel as high as the mast 
head swept the cook away and he was 
drowned before his loss was known to his 
companions. It was impossible to make 
any signal ol distress, for the signal ap- 
paratus which was stored in the deck- 
house was washed overboard soon alter 
the first shock. 
All night the crew and passengers re- 
mained in the rigging, enduring the most 
fearful torture, but fortunately the v iud 
moderated towards morning and the tem- 
perature became warmer; at break ot day 
the wrecked ship was observed by the men 
oi the life-saving station No. 21, on Fire 
Island Beach, Bowen Islip and Sayvilie, 
and a boat was at or.ee sent to offer rescue 
to the people seen clinging, to the shrouds 
and rigging; two trips were made and all 
hands safely landed and furnished with re- 
storatives and dry clothing. As morning 
advanced the sea subsided and another 
voyage was made to the. wreck and some 
little baggage was gotten out. 
The vessel then began to go rapidly to 
pieces, and all hopes of saving anything 
except what was washed ashore was 
aoanuoneu. me cargo as musiy cuuou 
and rosin. A large number of bales of 
the former are constantly coming ashore 
and will be saved, but the rosin and other 
articles will be totally lost. 
The Captain and ten ot the officers and 
crew remain on the Beach to look alter 
the salvage. The remainder consisting of 
Id men and tiie purser came on to Mew 
Vork yesterday afternoon. With this 
party were ,s passengers whose names 
could not he ascertained. 'J he whole 
party were poorly clad and had no effects 
but what they carried on their backs. One 
man had a bad cut on his face, received in 
the capsizing ot tiie ice boat on which the 
voyage was made from Tire island to 
Saj ville All were more or less bruised 
and showed unmistakable signs of rough 
usage'they had undergone. The remain- 
der of the passengers are now safely 
housed at the hotel at Say ville. The Vicks- 
burg is owned here and valued at $75,000. 
Cargo valued at $150,000. 
The Death of Edward Spangler. 
Edward Spangler died at the residence 
of Dr. Samuel A. Mudd, near Bryantown, 
in Charles county, Md., on Sunday night 
last. Spangler was arrested with Ilerold, 
Atzerott, Payne, O'Laughlin, Arnold, Dr. 
Mudd liliv! Mrs. Surrett, and tried by Mili- 
tary commission lor the assassination con- 
spiracy, which resulted in the murder ot 
President Lincoln in April, 1865. Booth, 
the loader of the conspiracy, was killed in 
an attempt to capture him : llaroid, Atze- 
rott, Payne and Mrs. Surratt were hanged 
in the yard of the old penitentiary build- 
ing'on the 7th of July, 1865; Dr. Mudd, 
Arnold and O'Laughlin were sentenced to 
the Dry Tortugas lor life, and Spangler to 
six years’ imprisonment and labor at the 
same place. O'Laughlin died at the Dry 
Tortugus during a yellow fever epidemic, 
and about the close ot Prest. Johnson’s 
administration Mudd, Spangler and Arnold 
were pardoned, the petition for the clem- 
ency of the President being signed by the 
officers and men stationed at the Dry Tor- 
tugas, a number of whom wore attended 
by Dr. Mudd and nursed by the other 
prisoners mentioned through the fever. 
Dr. Mudd, on returning to Maryland, 
took up his residence on his farm, where- 
ho has continued to reside, Sam Arnold, 
returned to Baltimore, as did Spangler 
The latter, about two years ago, went to 
live with Dr. Mudd, between whom and 
Spangler great friendship existed. 
Spangler was a native of Pennsylvania, 
but learned his trade of carpenter in Bal- 
timore, where he worked tor many years 
under Mr. (litlord, who on taking the posi- 
tion of stage carpenter at Ford’s theatre, 
employed Spangler as an assistant. Span- 
gler was rather a stout built man, and was 
about 55 \ ears old when lie died. It wan a! 
legod that he took pharge of Booth's horse 
on the night of assassination,but turned the 
animal over to “Peanut .John” to hold, 
and also that he had arranged with Booth 
to have a way kept open in the theatre tor 
him to escape. 
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A highly interesting discover}' lias been 
made by the house committee on elec- 
tions. The committee have investigated 
the election returns of 1872 from every 
count y of Arkansas, and for the first time 
tiie result of that election is officially de- 
termined. It has been commonly suppos- 
ed that Mr. Brooks was elected and count- 
ed out, but tlie committee find that Mr. 
Baxter had a majority ol 712 votes. This 
finding completely upsets the foundation 
of Gen. Grant's new raid against the Gar- 
land government. The new evidence 
makes it also very probable that two of 
the members of the house lrom that state, 
llodges and Snyder, who were seated by 
the committee, were never elected. 
Bkkc iieu in tiie Pl'U'it. Mr. Beecher 
was unusually melancholy Sunday morn- 
ing while in the Plymouth pulpit. The 
church was filled to overflowing; a multi- 
tude of men and women, many of them 
strangers who had come along distance, 
stood out in the biting cold, jostling 
against each other in a vain endeavor to 
gain admission. On the front of the 
platform, close to the little reading desk, 
wore Egyptian lilies, camellias, peonies 
and vines ol passion flowers beautifully 
arranged. Many of the congregation com- 
plained that the church was not properly 
heated. Men turned up their overcoat 
collars and shrugged their shoulders, 
while many women shivered. When Mr. 
Beecher entered through the little door 
back of his chair attention was directed 
to him and tiie chilly temperature was 
lorgotten. It took nearly all ot Mr. Beech- 
er’s strength to slide the little door back 
after lie had reached the platform. He 
wore three coats. One ot them he took 
off and tossed into his chair. Then lie 
took his seat and turned his eyes toward 
the gallery. 1 Us lace was clouded aud- 
ios mind was evidently much disturbed. 
Many persons in the front pews who had 
an opportunity closely to view the pastor's 
countenance were startled. While reading 
a chapter from the Bible and while de!i\- 
ering his sermon he frequently blundered 
on words and then looked around in a 
puzzled way, acting as though about to 
apologize. Occasionally his voice trembled 
and those who sat nearest him feared that 
he would break down. Several times he 
gained the mastery over his grief, and, 
warming up to his text, spoke out clear 
and strong. It was plain to everybody, 
notwithstanding these few bursts of elo- 
quence, that the pastor’s thoughts were 
elsewhere, and that the great trial through 
which lie is passing is severely affecting 
him. 
At ten o’clock Tuesday night fire was 
discovered in the big boarding-house run 
by M. J. Achorn, on Hurricane Island, and 
owned by the Hurricane Granite Com- 
pany. It spread with great rapidity 
through the tinder boxes with only board 
partitions to separate the rooms. The 
boarders were obliged to escape for their 
lives, with scarcely time to dress, losing 
all their clothing, etc. The girls working 
in the house saved nothing, hardly taking 
a dress. Various sums of money were 
lost by the men—from $10 to $150 each, 
llonriek’s house, next in order, burned to 
the ground, with scarcely anything saved. I he lire was checked at the next house 
owned by Mr. Donohue, whose loss is cov- 
ered by insurance: his furniture, &c., was 
thrown out and stove up badly. The men 
formed a line to the water and worked 
like heroes, and great credit is due them 
for their untiring efforts and orderly con- 
duct. M. J. Achorn’s loss is estimated at 
$1,400 besides his wife’s and children’s 
clothing; insured (or $800, Ilenrick's loss 
not estimated. 
There was but very litllo air stirring, or 
the whole nine large houses would have 
been burned. One man had his head cut, 
and another in jumping from his window, 
cut his wrist. Donohue’s loss was $ 1,500 ; 
insured. $1,000 
The testimony tor Beecher’s defence 
opened on Tuesday. Mr. Ovington was 
the first witness, and he didn't shed much 
light. The next was Mr. Holmes, of Win- 
sted, Conn,, who thought lie once saw Til- 
ton in a peculiar lix. This is what he said 
about it:— 
I was President of the Young Men’s < liristian 
Association in Jstitt and 1S70. 1 remember Til- 
ton's lecturing there in December. I met him 
at the station, and took him to the Bcarsdloy 
House. Tic was accompanied bv a lady'77 or 
2S years of age. 
[Laughter from the counsel for t ho prosecu- 
tion, in which the audience joined.] 
I called on Tilton in the evening and knock- 
ed on his door twice. There was no reply. 1 
knocked a third time and then was going awav 
when a lady opened the door, the same lady 
who accompanied him. She said that Tilton 
was lying down: I saw hint lying on the back 
side of the bed and the clothes were turned 
down. He had nothing on hut his shirt. pants, 
and stockings. The lady's hair was dishevell- 
ed. Tilton said that the lady had been reading 
him to sleep: there was no appearance of the 
school-girl in this person. She was a full-grown 
woman. 
The cross-examination was brief, the witness 
stating that he called at Tilton's request, who 
wanted to be shown the church where he was 
to lecture. He said there was no apparent at- 
tempt at concealment bv either Tilton or the 
lady. 
It. is difficult to see what this has to do 
with the question of Beecher’s guilt. The 
two principals seem to have taken brushes 
and gone at each other, to see who can do 
the most blacking. Tilton says to Beecher, 
“You are an adulterer." Beecher responds 
—“You’re another!’’ This, let it be re- 
membered, is the nineteenth century—and 
this dirty business springs from the bosom 
of the leading Christian church of tHo 
country ! No wonder that Moulton de- 
sired to be known as a heathen. 
A Colorado letter describes a thrilling 
episode uf border life of recent occurrence 
near Helena. During the past year, there 
had sprung up in that vicinity two secret 
organizations ostensibly for the purposes 
of protection and for the punishment of 
crime. One band, headed by Elijah 
Gibbs, called themselves "The Regula- 
tors," while the other party claimed the 
name of "Vigilantes.” A most bitter hos- 
tility sprang up between them, which 
linally culminated in an attack on the 
house ot Gibbs by the Vigilantes. Gibbs 
was aroused at midnight by the cry. "Get 
up and come out. We want you,” said 
the leader. "We will give you ten min- 
utes to get out of the house. If you are 
not quick about it we will burn your house 
and all.” Gibbs appeared lor a vigorous 
defence. First, the attacking party at- 
tempted to set lire to the house by piling 
hay and wood against the door. Sam 
Roone had struck a match, and was in Lite 
act ot lighting the lire when Gibbs took 
aim at him witlyi revolver through a chink 
in the shutters and sent a ball through hi 
right breast. Roone foil back, exclaim- ! 
ing, "Roys, lie's got me.” Some one cried 
out: “Charge the door.” Gibbs tired two 
more shots, in quick succession, hitting 
Messrs. Reed and Kane. Roth men 
dropped, and as they fell, the gun of one 
of them, in striking the ground, was dis- 
charged, and the whole load of fifty-four 
buckshot riddled the body of David (' 
Roone, killing him instantly. Gibbs to! 
lowed up this with a sally from the door, 
and the whole party tied in consternation, 
followed bv a bullet from the settler's ri- 
fle, which struck one of the Vigilantes in 
the side, knocking his revolver lrom its 
scabbard. The whole hand were arrested 
next morning and were given twelve len- 
to leave the country. 
A Washington correspondent gives the 
following account of the tactics by which 
the Democrats endeavored to defeat the 
Force Rill, and kept the House from a > ole 
upon it during a night session— 
The all-night session was consumed in 
getting round and round in a vicious cir- 
cle. from which the.proceedings started. 
When the question' whether the House 
shall now consider the bill (the caucus 
Force bill) came to lie voted on, the Dem- 
ocrats refrained from voting, and as the 
Republicans could not keep in the hall :i 
full lnrec from their rank.-:, uio vto 
would show the absence of a quorum, and 
then there would be a call of the House 
with all the tcdiuiis process, c-te •enneet- 
ed with it. When these were all gotten 
through with, and further proceedings un- 
derthe call wen- dispensed with, the House 
would cuim back to the real question ot 
consideration ol the bill, and again the 
Democrats would refrain lrom voting and 
gain in the apparent absence ol a quorum. 
Another call of the House would be en- 
tered on, and so1 on back to the point of 
beginning. 
With all this, and notwithstanding the 
disgust o' the leaders of the mu\ement at 
being thus thwarted in spite ot the neu~ 
rule prohibiting dilatory motions, there 
was no exhibition of ill temper or bad feel- 
ing on either side ot the House. Mr But- 
ler, of Massachusetts, who was grand mar- 
shal of tne Republican array, partook of 
supper at his desk peacefully, while the 
roll was being called. Mr. Cessna, of j 
Pennsylvania, acting, in the meantime, as 
Butler's chief aid in rallying those who 
were inclined to waver, and sir ■ngtliening 
the spirits of those who scouted ihe idea of 
yielding. The opposition force was skilful- 
ly and quietly led by Mr. Randall, ol'Penn- 
sylvania, who was ready on all occasions to 
take advantage of every weak point in the 
parliamentary armor of his antagonists, 
and he was ably seconded by Mr. Speer, 
ot Pennsylvania. The Speaker occupied 
the chair throughout the session, deciding 
promptly and with his usual clearness of 
reasoning the many dillieult points con- 
stantly arising, his decisions generally 
’giving more satisfaction to the Democrats 
than to the Republican side of the House, 
Iyiit.il Hobbcr Caught. 
Ausr-tTA, March 1. Lewis E. Morton, 
Assistant Postmaster at Pittsfield. was 
brought before Commissioner Brad bun- 
to-day, by Special Agent Bigelow, charg- 
ed with robbing the mails. lie made a 
full confession of ids crimes to Agent Bige- 
low, and acknowledged that he had stolen 
four or live hundred dollars more or less. 
He was bound over in the sum ef SB.OOU 
to the next term of the District Court in 
Portland. Morton is a young man about 
do years of age. and a native of llallowc!!, 
where his relatives reside. He lias hither- 
to sustained a good reputation 
Preparations for the centennial are pr. 
grossing. Ex-Governor Bigler of Penn- 
sylvania speaks with confidence and en- 
thusiasm of tlie work that has thus far 
been done on the exhibition buildings. The 
governor reproaches New York with 
being laggard, not having done as much 
as Idaho, lie states that Germany and 
other foreign countries show especial in- 
terest in the celebration. 
11 is now pretty generally admilnd that 
American steels are about equal to any foreign 
steels, and American uleul-i are conl'e—rd to Is 
ahead of all others in the civilized world. 
Among the witnesses before the Alaba- 
ma outrage committee was a likely look- 
ing negro lad. He testified to intimida- 
tion, shot guns, bovvie knives, etc. The 
chairman, Coburn, (llad.), rather cultiva- 
ted this witness, and elicited a great many 
bloody items by leading questions. We 
give the final: 
When Coburn had finished, J.ullrell 
(Deni.) asked the witness, “How old are 
you ?” 
“Reckon I'se about 20, boss,” said the 
witness. 
“How long have you been voting,” -mid 
Luttrell. 
“Ever since Gen. Grant was first elect- 
ed,” was the reply. 
And yet lie complained of intimidation. 
For all Female Complaints, 
in young or old, married or single, at the dawn 
of womanhood or the change of life, Dr. 
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription manifests suen a 
positively remedial in lluence as to call forth the 
ioudest praise from all who use it. 
Mr. John A. Kimzky, druggist, of Knob 
Muster, Mo., writes as follows: 
“Dr. Pierce, liulfalo.'N. A'.. Dear Sir—Your 
medicines sell better than anv other J keep, and 
give universal satisfaction. ‘The people are es- 
pecially delighted with your Favorite Prescrip- 
tion, and it seeiis to be a favorite among all 
that have ever used it.” it is sold by druggists 
and dealers In medicines. 
Pills, Potions ami Pungencies. 
Why is kissing like a sewing machine? Be- 
cause it seems good. 
Use Ailamsouis Botanic * otigli Balsam for all 
diseases of the timed and lungs. Warranted. 
•15 and 75 ets. lu-r bottle. 
‘"Wlmt is |uiide my son?" asked a father, 
twiddling his gjiiil headed cane. “It's walking 
with a cane when volt ain't lain ." replied Un- 
intelligent lad. 
It i- remarkable that the a- tivo ingredient of 
Fell ows' iiy pophosphites are alkaloids trom 
trees which attain to verrv great ages, taken in 
connection with the tact licit ’his preparation 
will inerease tlih lnngcvitv of the human family 
is a somewhat singular coincidence. 
Two rival belles meeting a! a fa-liionahle par- 
ty, one said to the otic r: "How well you look 
under the candle light 1" "How verrv charming 
you are in the dark!" retorted the oilier. 
}) ti i> CiiKnnv Bai.savi. The memory of Dr. 
Wistar is embalmed in tin- heart of thousands 
whom Ids lhtimiii '>/ Wild (Itn'i 'j has cured of 
coughs, colds, consumption, or some other form 
of Pulmonary disease. 50 ets and .§1 a bottle, 
large bottles much the cheaper. 
"What you been a doin' ?*’ asked a hoy of his playmate whom he saw coming out of the house with tears in his eyes. “I've been chasin’ a 
birch-rod round nr. father." was the snarling re- 
ply. 
A rEia-T.LT Colt ar gives a finish to a gentle- mun'.N full dress. II is ditlieult to obtain, un- 
less you purchase the Elmwood. Warwick or 
Rutland Collars. They are sold throughout 
-\ew England by all dealers in gentlemen's fur- 
nishing goods. 
HER EDIT ARY CO N S l M PTIOX BY FFLED. 
Because there is an inherited tendency to con- 
sumption it does not follow that the heir to this 
>ad legacy jt'ij-1 < 1 i«* of the disease. The early 
symptoms of danger are marked—a rough be- 
ing tirst and mo*: promieiit. M-et this tirst in- 
dication of peril ■.viih Half's Hoxfyof Horf- 
hotM» am* Tak, and in three days ii will have 
Mnished, and with it ali cause of apprehension. 
^*o matter how delicate the lungs mav be, or how strong the predisposition to consumption, 
a speedy cure is absolutely certain. 
TTkf.'s Tourri-Acin: Profs—-run* in one 
minute. 
stop Unit cough ! No one who ha- ever u-ed 
Ur. Morris syrup of Tar Wild ( hern and 
Hoarhound will be without it. As a remedy 
tor ail throat and lung diseases, euro for ( roup and preventive ot consumption it lias no equal. Relieves hoarseness, and take* away ali tin* did re -" ol whooping cough. Contain" no opium and is pleasant to the taste. Trial bottles ]<) 
ePUF-\\ M < >. IN >OR Si 'son Si * 1«• agents for Belfast. Alfrf.i* IIoopkr, agent, for Sears- 
!"U*t: A. d. •!<u.’ixFV. ageir, foi Orland. .John 
U Bfukins a Co., Portland, G-ueral Agents. 
Morris A Hmri am:. 
Ivrld Philadelphia. Proprietor*. 
SPEOIAL~ NO TIOE s! 
IMPORTANT TO TRAVELERS' 
When you \ i-il or leave tin* City of XI.W YORK, 
annoyance ami expense of carriage hire ami 
*top at the SABOI IIOI'KL. oj.- 
I'g'iie the GR AX I > T. VIP \ I. hi.la jt has over 
''.egantly tin nished room* and is Iit r• <1 *• p at an 
•.\| i-a.--.' of $000,00(1. I.h vator, .-team and all inoil- 
a improvements, h’lvuj.rr, Plan. 1 lie 66 a:.s- 
fi1 11 Ht A .vr». Hunch Counter and Wine Rooms 
are 'applied wiih theb**t tin- markets can tarnish. 
I lie cu-•*/ii<‘ is unsurpassed. Rooms tor a single per- 
'"ti, !..«>■> and sF' per day; rich suites for families 
proportionately low, so that visitors to the eitv and 
1 ra\ el (M's ean live more luxurious! v, for It s~ money 
,.t t lie < R A XT t N I< >X, t han at am ot her lirst-class 
dot el in the city. Stages and Car's pas* the Hotel 
every minute for all parts of the ( itv. G. F. & W 
D. GARRISON, Managers. lyis-plO 
TOE CffiFtSSms bFaTiilTALID, 
I r' v i. 1511 !■: > a* a w auxino and for the benefit of 
\*’i Mia \\r> * * 111;!; who *n II from X la R- 
v<d L>FBI LITY. IMS'* o| MANHOOD, et« ., 
supplying the me<ms S' !r rare. Written by one 
w ho aired hiniselt after undergoing considerable 
quackery, and sent live on rei.viving a post paid di- 
rected nvelope. 
Sufferers are invited to address the author. 
X Yl II A MIL MAYFAIR. 
Gmolesp T. O. Box 1.>;. Brooklyn, X. Y. j 
CONSUMPTIVES. TAKE NOTICE. 
T-very moment of delay makes umr euro more 
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice 
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor cl 
Hr. Seheiiek's Pulmonic Syrup, a* a cure for con* 
sumption, far exceeds all that < in be brought to 
support tie- pretension? of any other medicine. 
Hr. schenck’s Almanac, containing tin- certitientes 
of many persons of tin highest respectability, who 
have been restored toheahh. after beinn pronoun d 
incurable by physicianf <d acki.*.\\ i*•«i_. d ability. 
•"I'lienekF Pulmoide Syrup ai on- has emu.-d main, as 
these evidences w,dl sli>»w t• .i thceur*- is often’pro- 
moted hy tin- enipioym- at id two ■ r11<-r remedit"- 
which Hr. Sch« nek pro- ides l*.r tim purpo*. flies*- 
additional rono-di*'- up-Sehcnck'- "» ;i W< ed Tonic 
ai.d Mandraki: Pill-. Bv the timely use of these 
m dicine-, according to direction-. Hr Seheuck c« r- 
Fitie* that most any caof Can umption may be 
cured. 
I* Soil* nek will he at the C’linry flou-se. Bo*;on, 
on tin following Wednesdays, hom d to a o'clock 
dan. Ftrh ami ..'7rh, ! < b. huh and "Mli.and .unrch 
Of h :n,. | •> Ir 11 ’••n-ntraf i. free t»* fie* a t (a rough xamimition f the Jung*, w it J, ,.- R, piioim to;*, till- price is 
1’1' ; profe--don:,!] V* prim- ami of- 
t 'O ( oi’11« and Ai.di >;r*--i Philadelphia, 
• very Monday, wiii-r*' aii Lm-i* ,/t advic. mu.-. I 
a'iili < --i d. 
iwm*bmmwneenn* jwkwhm 
BELFAST PRILL CURRENT. 
("ornrted I'd l:!y for the Journal. 
Belfast. Wednesda' Feb 17, HIT. 
F1‘-ur, s’.» " ‘adajn Round 1 log, lUttFJ 
( ‘''.n *i 'Gaunt leur Salt Pork, $*,*aavO 
h*;-*• 'd* > l.-aaOu Mutton p* ; lb.. do 
B>''. 71 JoaOu Lamb per lb., ualU 
C"iui, l.uUiiOO'J'urkey per lh., lOaUO 
Burl'" M.uon ( hick*m per lh., I Jalt* 
a. er lb., IOhH 
.ees* p< | 
Outs, la-vj Hay per ton. $F-'alG Potato* ?, i'iUuOO Lime, (0 I 
•• iib\\\ ed Wool, 0 
Looking »p|T t'»u50: P :iwashed :tj.OO 
BiiU. r, JUaOO Pulled W*>*-1, F; 
Thee'.. 17alX,J! ides, r.iOf 
<>! Skin 1-aid, h*al. Siieeji .skin *, ,-l.uO.i ; 
l** F. r.ilo Hard \\ „.,d, Van a.Fn 
Baldw in AI 1 ; .si 00 *of't Wood. 
Veal, ai'dirv Polio* ic, F ., 
Hry < ■ 1. ~a!1 >t raw $<.'«•;.*• 
caK.^.-aKr.-* ■*■-*>*’ c^.- ■o.-wi’ ■ nwta'rou- 
MARRIEJ >. 
In id" klaiiil 1 L11. Mr Prank J.< lough and 
Mi Jeii.de 1.. ]-. Mgf-. bo! h .1* Koeklaiid. 
in K’o. kpnri. I'V',. !.51h Mr. .1 W. Hurra’ and 
-Mi" Ib'ita 1 i o -, .till df annl-!!. 
m Ellswori n, I- el). I-;! Mi. Han". I F; ,.f 
Ellsworth, and Hi" I i«n we i.. I V i::. ,\ 
straiferd. \. If. 
Ill < e Iiiidsl,i-c') ■'■•til. M !•. Samuel I’. Ilovev 
and As:- Alar. !•. Gord-m >>f Suhivaii. 
■:<aui*ju-jxxz:zi‘ irrwm m iirHaariiiiiiiiMii.ii m ■atan* 
I >1 BIB 
O’siftnir o'o Ury.,i,J ,'j, j)ui(, \;nn, anti Aye 
mu <t l>'p<t>tly'or. j 
In thi.- city, I'd !■. '-‘nii. Ivate daughter oi’ Win. 
C. and Jen- Mar-hall, aged .'• ••sir- and 5 month.'. 
in this city, l- !i. l.oiiis. -on ot Jam. W. 
W".)il, aged ;; years* 
ii. Brook-, Fell. '.Sth. Alfred .1. !!«»;•< ,\•. 11 
years, 7 tuont hs and I da 
In IlalFs Corner, Be mout. 1 !t.h, < .eorgi J. 
Watson, aged 1- years and mom a-. 
la V rrhport, F’ h. H'lih, I.'o-am 1. a.. !. ng. d .-i 
year- and > months. 
I si W aido, Feb. J i til, Daniel AU. -■ -t Jane G. 
and Fn.'inda Anderson. ag« i b month- and 2 da\ a 
In Belmont, Feb. '27th. Kben A., sou of Hiram 
l*eiree. aged 21 v< ars and o month?. 
In Monroe. Fein l>th, Sable Furl is, aged -7 year- 
In I alermo. !• el.. | h, M r-. Eliza Soul< aged M yrs, 
10 months and Hi davs. 
In Thoiiiosion, Feb. 12th, Dea. A-a Perkin.-, aged 
7<> years and 10 month.-. 
In i homastoi.. F< Ii Mill. Mrs. Name, wife of 
James .Mad.-on Blackiugbm, aged 00 years. 
In St. George, Feb. nt t harles Brown, aged 2- 
years. 
Ill St. George. Feb. lit!:, s-arah W. Hart, aged 20 
years and s month-. 
In St. Georg.*, Feb. Robert 1.1 well, aged 73 
year.-, 7 mouths and da’ 
In Fnion, l b. 18th, >' harles \\ po.-t, aged -10 
vears, mouths end bl da\ 
lu Ellsworth. Feb. 2; i. .o i a Alaiiomand b- 
years. 11 month and 2 da; 
lu Lamoiiic, Fob. 17th, Mr. Henry Knowles, aged 
05 years. 
In Mr. Desert, Fell. 2n;ii. Edward Brinton, son of 
Jo.-iah and Eliza Smith, aged 5 years and 5 month-. 
In Wes• Keaton, I ■. 5th, Mrs. Mary, wife ot 
Thomas .McFarland, aged 71 years and 14 days. 
In Newburyport, .Ala".. March Nt. Mary p wife 
of Francis F. Collin and daughter of the late Harry, 
and Betsy C. Iluzeltitm of M arsmoni, Me., aged K 
years c. mont hs. 
Citizens’ Caucus 
The lcgitl voters ot the city of Bcllaa, 
without regard to party, are requested to 
meet at 
HiLYFORD HALL 
—O \ — 
Friday E»e.,March 6, at7p.m,. 
For (lie purpose of nominating a candi- 
date for Mayor. And the legal voters ot 
Wards 1, 2 and 3 are also requested to 
meet, immediately- alter the nomination 
ot Mayor, to nominate candidates lor 
Ward officers. Per Order. 
Belfast, March 1S7.V 
Farm, for* Sale. 
IN Washington, near Union, con- taining 7 acres <»t good laud, 
well divided into tillage, pasture, 
meadow, and lumber land. It con- 
tains 320 fruit trees, 275 of them 
grafted, of different ages, and raised on the place; 
200 of them set out within six years; cuts thirty 
ton? of hay, twenty-five of it by mowing machine. 
Buildings convenient and part new, on which $500 
has recently been expended. Well watered in pas- 
ture, and never failing well for house and barn, un- 
der cover. This is not a run down farm, but is under 
good cultivation. Price $1800. if sold wiihin two 
months. Will sell some mill property with it if de- 
sired. Call and sec or address, 
GEO. A. MILLER. 
Washington, Me., March 4, 1875. 0w55‘ 
Freedom Notice. 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT I, F. A. PAT- terson of Waldo, in consideration of a certain 
sum paid me by my minor son, Henry E. Patterson, 
L have given him the remainder of his time to trade 
and trausact business the same as though lie was 
one and twenty, and shall pay no debts of his con- 
tracting nor claim any of his earnings afier this date. F. A. PATTERSON'. 
Witness, Gk.ougf. W. McKennky. 
Waldo, .June 7, 1S74. 3w3£>. 
Blooded Stock for Sale. 
attention of the Fanners of Wal 
* 0,111 O' and others, who wish i.» 
'HJ&ayMU inn .rove their Stock, is called to in', 
-M-4L valuable collection ol Full Blood IP re 
ford’s, which I will dispose of. 
A. m< kenm;\ 
Monroe, Feb. 20, is?.!. ;>\V:;.y 
Co u sr la a Col «l «. 
Bronchitis, More 
Throat, Iittluon/a. 
Croup. Whoopins 
Cn uirh. Hoarsene.u 
JLivc»r Complaint, 
Pains or Soreness 
in the Client or Miile. 
Blooding: at the 
Lung's, and every affec- 
tion of the t into A T, 
LUNGS and CIIE>T, are 
speedily and permanent- 
ly cured by the use of 1 Mi. 
Wi.star’s Balsam of Wild Cheeky, which dot- 
not dry up a cough and leave the cause behind, as i- 
tlie case with most remedies, but loosens it, cleanses 
the lungs and allays irritation, thus removing the 
cause of the complaint 
CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED 
by a timeljf resort to this standard remedy, a3 is 
proved by hundreds of testimonials it has received. 
None genuine uules- signed “J. BCTTS” on the 
wrapper. 
50 cts. end si a bottle large bottles much tin- | cheaper. 
•SETH W. FOWLE 5: SONS, Proprietors Boston, 
Mass. Sold by dealers generally. lyhGeow 
ASSIGNEE’S SALE 
-O F- 
Personal Property. 
BV \ irtuo of an “order concerning Sale of Proper- 1 tv by Assignee,” from the District Court ol the j 
l nit'"l States for the District of Maine, in the mat- 
ter of .Joseph 11. Vickt ry, Bankrupt, in Bankruptcy, 
I shall sell at Public Auction, in tlie store at ! n.\ 
Corner, Maine, recently occupied by said Joseph I 
Vickery, a* u trader and merchant, oil 1 11 l BSD v 'i 
the Wh dav of March next, at one o'clock P. M., 
said Joseph B. Vickery’* stock of Good* and Mer- 
chandise, in said store, consisting ot Flour, Mola*- 
ses, l eas, Coffee, Spices, Crockery Wan llats an i 
Caps, Boots ami Shoes. Dress, Cotton, and Wooieu 
Goods, and Threads, &c., &c. Nails, Glass, Slue, el- 
Forks, and .“scales, and such other article s of liter 
chaudise as is usually k- pt for sale in a ••ountr- 1 
store. T» mis of sale cash. 
H. L. MITCIiELL, Assignee. 
Bangor, Feb. 2R, l.>75. 
N. B. I will make a liJ>oral discount and give 
time to any party desiring to enter into busine--. 
and purchase the whole of the al>ove stock. :iw-V. 
I will send 12 Flowering Plants for Ore Dollar 
(choice from 100 sorts), by MAIL OK E> PRESS. 
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 
describing all th.- Plants & Seeds. 
M„i Mailed n r 10 eta. cad: \ddre93 
W. E. !50WDITCU,li45 Warren at-, Boston, Mass* 
\w :..j 
A marvel of Cheapness & Beauty, 
A new und sumptuous work, illu-irated with m ur’v 
200 elegant engraving*. beautifully exicutrd. aft. 
tlie famous BIDA DESIGNS’. tr-*b ir on th. 
engraver Jir'iiuVnniour (ot Dusaeldort., pnn,*-ii 
superb super-calendered paper, with illuminated 
titles, &c., and bound with ex-pii-i:.- ta ie and < i“- 
gance. 
EDITED IIY 
EDWARD EGGLESTOM, D. D. 
The lirst work by subscription from this popular 
author i-one that tin- Bk>> ('anya.vseks it. Am: 
I< a will it pro'tii to "J/*/•. Let Them apply i*>r 
terms and territory r<> J. 3. EQ5LD & Co-. 
IlromlieldStrct, Boston. :’w'r.* 
FOR LOSS OF APPETITE 
rV 5 f ionic! 
o TT-i 
iO 
BITTERS! 
; 1 ; 
/■.'i'A7i} norn / n auras ter: 
For all lln.iiof Di*i-:a~i.In n; : L«»-.s 
*f AITi.ti : Jai nic. l. and ever;. froubb- c:iu*«-.i 
by a disordered Stomach Liur. 
Carefully prej ared from tin original id •; !- 
WM O. POOR & SON, 
Johnson Block. 
WIn r«- ; <;a .-an tnnl a LAB(.F. Gori, ; 
Drugs, Medicines. Trusses, &c. 
f 
* 
Pulleys, Shafting, Saw Arbors, Jack 
and Bagon Screws, &c., 
H. 11.-- JTAXD \ M* UAl'I. l'O OKfitl! 
lie .Jo 
Patterns For and Castings 
Of every description furnished when di*sii< d. 
X. 1*.— Bolt curing and X it tapping l»v muelduer; 
u specialty. 
Bolt cud- ora 1-4 inch : o 1 1 inch uiciu i\« t'iji- 
ui;lied at low price-. 
('outrafts for building nm- him ry solicit• d. 
The following second-hand 
Machinery for sale cheap : 
I Stationary Engine*, 1 \m. with m 
governor, upright tubular boiler, -team gmo le-ai*. r 
and pump compo se. 
1 Upright, Portablo Engine, -v-, 
aud Healer. 
1 Irregular Moulder, v. hh nth < t -in! i 
nation collars, cutters and counter smuts c ,, 
1 Wood Ei a the, b» ft. 1 ‘im-h -• .• a 
ranged to turn 7 lout circle a: mb 
F. A. HOWARD. Propr. 
Silt'i’ -.Matle-W'- Bros.’ steam Mill, < or d<;- 
and Miller Sts., Belfast, Me. 
A. D. FRENCH* GO., 
Having formed a Copartner- 
ship, would respectfully inform 
their friends, and the public gen- 
erally, that they will continue 
to carry on the 
Stove and Tin \\ are 
Business at A, D. FRKNCIFS 
old stand, No. 20 Church street. 
We shall ke^p constantly on hand 
a hirst Rate Stock of 
STOVES! 
Till Ware, Sinks, 
Sheet Lead, Lead 
Pipe. Sheet Zink, 
&e., &e., tfcc. 
Furnace "Work and Plumbing 
made a specialty. 
fggp-Remember the place, No. 
20 Church St., near the Court 
House, 
A. H. FRENCH. 
0. W. FRENCH. 
All persons indebted to A. D. 
French are requested to call and 
settle their accounts. 
Agents Wanted. 
QAA AGENTS WANTED. *75 to $100 /SVFVrR month to male or female. Article de- 
sired by every family. Steady employment given. 
Address, with stamp, I. S. KOGBKS & Go., 
3w20* Box 102 Sear sport, Me. 
5875. 1875. 
HAMBURGS! 
wm\mm\ 
Geo.W.Burkett & Co. 
Have this day received over 
8S €300.00 
Wort!i oi IT VMBURG3 of the very LATEST Styles 
and improved patterns, selling a» 
LOWER PRICES 
Than have oyer been quoted before. We have j 
placed them upon our counters for inspection 
and call attention of the public to their 
P It I e j: s 
HAMBITECS! 
int'-nd by LOW 1*!U< LS to makf a ill'll 
-•'•a‘•••'n linly by Hamburg- 
♦ o 
Summer Press ^ambries! 
1 ■" 1 j l-i « |■ r yard. 
Linen Bosoms 
! /* TJXF.X BOSOMS RFC FTVF.n 
! rst\9 JUf&£;9 Selling from 17 t > 50 cts. each. 
| -** 
Bleached Cottons! 
f 
!u •: t!--r make an « fiecfuui ami I.ATU«I:. 
\ IT. <h •;r II VAIBT I’dS, \vr have been 
induced to mark down to a VERT LOW 
mu 11ti of pr ,;.t, our entile k <•! 
<' n r t o x s 
I 
Beo. W. Burkett Y Co., 
Hayford Block, Belfast, Mo- 
i 
ORGANS! 
I 
ORGANS? 
ORGANS! 
«,» 
Don't Faii to Gaii Upon 
\\i> i:\AMINF. ! Ill; < I i.i.BUA I id 
SMALL & KNIGHT 
ORGANS! 
fhcv ure built from t ue !u ite*-i tl a * h• nm-r 
tlioroue.i nianue: onl » generally ; but 
they posse- -• all 11: < | ■ < i i* t‘ I om A ; *• I» 
»ig ... 1 i i Ii a ii l l>'" a I ■ ::: w!ti> h con-*o •. ii>i- 
i.As- ■* him and where* r ;h- 1 o e !••••- 
introduced. Hiw have, I.*.- their merit am*. won 
their way hit.. :h»- adieu a; h u ami <h e of I* 
p< opn-. 
I very I list rum Ul -old hy'll-is iub\ v -. •: :r > 1 old 
-ati.-la lion guarau*er<l to 'be pur-be.-< 
tin* tuning ami r< pairing -fan Urvan a' be 
done hy a |c ro.ii, hat by '•"M-tanr a;,.t 
m-ui.-n with < ngnim. understands tl.em mm .*. 
<iu-1‘ij utly we'bait lutvea M ni.i: t'r* m the m 
tory i'it us regularly and k< on our org.-ai- in 
n \t a.id KLfA 
( -urn and « Kamim tim-v Organ- for urself and 
•* con\iucnl t lui: tin vain \- i.uoi* tnd invtM.i: 
han any you ever saw, ami if you want one we are 
bound i\« m.i.!. a we let m o.\ tone:, u? in 
P*'*’1"*- lyv-JO 
M. V WOODCOCK & SON. 
Ifavi* You Seen It'? 
jmisj jiirs! 
It y ou Iiavn’t don’t fail toeall at onct and the 
Lane’s Patent Coffee Roaster ! 
and try some of their Fresh Roamed 
COFFEE! 
It is so much nicer than < otleo. that has been 
Roasted for months, as we have been oblig- 
ed to sell heretofore. 
We now K< ».\5> f in Small Quantities and 1M.AST 
<»i I lh\. thereby saving all tin strength of the 
< otter* which we give our customers the 
advantage of 
\Y also have a Good Stock of 
CHOICE FLOURS 
which wi: sell 
CHEAP FOR CASH! 
We sell no SLICKS but what arc warranted to he 
> 1 UlC 1 LY LL LIE, and our TC1 A V lls Good us 
can he found in the market. I Ltt J 
Among the many articles which wo keep may be 
found Molasses ot various grades. Syrups, He* I, 
Lurk. Lard. Fish, Shorts and Feed Corn, Corn Meal, 
Rve Meal, Wheat Meal, Oni Meal, Graham Flour. 
Buckwheat Flour, Crushed Wheat, Hominy, itc, 
£3=*Remember tlie place, 
ELLIS & GINN. 
J'.IU' 26 Church Street. 
MEAT MARKET 
GROCERY 
1 
STORE! 
Till. I 
X I>EII SIGN ED have purchased the stock 
and trade of the Meat and Grocery Store for- 
merly occupied by SAN HORN & SiAPLES iu Tele- 
graph building, corner of Main and High streets 
ah* re they will keep every thing in the meat and 
vegetable line that the season allords. Also gro- 
ceries of all kinds. 
A Team will deliver all articles 
purchased of us at any part of the City 
free of Charge. 
We invite our old friends to call. 
CALVIN J. GRAY. N. F. PATTERSON 
Belfast, Aug. 20th, 1874.—tf7 
H. L. LOR D 
— HAS 
JUST RECEIVED 
A FRESH SUITEY < >' MM 
OVERCOATINGS 
-A N !) 
SUITINGS! 
WHICH HE WILE MANILA* YJ RI 
To Order ! 
—IN THE- 
LATEST STYLES! 
Belfast. Nov IT. 1x74 1.' 
A. E. MATHEWS 
i.a n,«»r* in i. i ii:m i 
FIELD & MATHEW 
has B«>n,it r or ? 
A BLODGETT & CO. 
STOCK OF FlTiMTl KF 
70 MAIN STREE': 
A in I i- making large additions 
will sell at the h-we.-t 
W.UAI T GOOD'. 
—>1'' II A- 
I'llAMUEl! it- /•. 1 /. / </// > 
TAliLEs maiidi.i. ,1 
iia rn:i:i:<. \vn i / \ 
I Mi DESKS. IV"Hh l: 
• ni'l. l.UOK l.\ '■ i. LA •> '/■ 
E.\'IE.\sl<>\ 'I A I,! / 
.1 SIDE D' >A E i 
ASM AND PAINTED SET 1 
I'nNMAN II. V <>\ I! \ \ i 
ALL KINDS OF 
BEDSTEADS.BUREAUS. L: 
Also a. nice i-sortm*. v d 
mi Beds. Mattresses ad IX,. 
1 would .-all «j.e-'ial a*o nt. »n ir r 
CASKETS & 
l*o thu«e wh > W.i\ a 
them all grades, tr-nn t:.- a 
j.o-siMv be -■ I ■ ,i 
K< »f\\ »i s I» 
f -ALSO- 
! Metalir Burial < 'asr> ! 
V.me [ altiTlt- a- ... Ill I 
.mvhiiw- 
my m:\rt 'rnrn rnr r; ^ 3 
‘t 1; TO Main Street. Bolla-.: 
A. B. MATHtWS 
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC 
My Entire Stor k to oe Ai ■ 
Civen Jkwav 1 
1 f 11 « A < 1 .r:' ■■ 
very liberal j.atr »11 ag* I'.w r.-• \ 
but 1 must leav. ui. ..ts-l n.. 
closed out b\ the b d.r- I A •. 
I hese \vh*i • VI.: dr: t 
•. ariety t.. a ;r-.,u. 
All in want, it a 
Carpets. OH Cloth Vi.-.. ■ 
Shades. Cloths. Clath.ng i 
, Furnislim^ Good 
Will find ;• •: 1; ■ 
< Al l 1 iiiinio 
Bella.'t, 1* ■. .. 
•• Kelp Those Wao id to 
Themselves.' 
00KERT V. HAllt 
Ha', ing reo-nth j n d d 
s n i-:i:sia M k. 
assertment d 
|8T( > V KH 
»t it' 'I !KUl *.U t \ 
liu Wr. I...U1! M -v 
"lilt* WVoMIMi >H>\; 
1 Mi.;. II -I.. in!: 
a..t ... 
JOB W OBI. 
•: .-..1 <i‘ -'T-i u ;• 
I *«" 1’ <>!‘‘ ■.' 1 
'tU* 1 » U Ware v. ill •••■ ! 1 
1 
it-r * I = a h. i!:i n ... 1 !•. .<■. 
1 m-I n< ui»: at i li« ii h t I 
R. F. CLARK 
li.u'a.u,' ; -ill. :i 
■*> ♦- 
H AM BURGS! 
| 
—* €- 
A NEW STOCK Just Rece:. 
od and Soiling f:om $ 
to $1.00 Per Yard. 
B. F. WELLS. 
I SILVER PLATED 
iDiiiiiiir and Ton knht 
— 
| r.\ adlliti oi ! !: 1 •! ~! I: >t i 
1 from Si.- mauutaciur. :t > i\ 
Plated Table Knive 
Also a full liin of 
Ih-'i Makers II. ,i > 1 I.\ I. I 
i N Iv'iiEl. >11.\ F.K toundateoi. 
CALVIN HERVEY. Ptien., Ro 
DR. JOHN HOMER, 
Physician and Surgeon. Late ii 
Boston. 
Kooms at the AMERICAN HOi 
BELFAST, ME. 
N l;. (' a r \ n nir. ^1 •' 1 
i, \>l>, with III"'. 1" ,-iiliar 
v\ v \ 
ih:i;n, will receive N’* 1 v: A 
Elkctkh it' >' l in all it-, Pn 
v aluable agent b in.ti. ate.l, 
ei.-lle "ill :-i I'AIII.Nr- .It t:.-; 
are unable t.» rail at hi t'".iu 
OKI-1* I Hnl U'.- I rom o \ M 
From !'• M. until .> I*. M mid .: 
V. M. 
Plow Handles! Plow Beams! 
I am prepared to furm.-h at note 
of Handle that may b*- want, d, 11 ni 
I onnecticut Oak; workmanship, tir-r 
ished in any quantity, at bottom price-. 
FKEl> A I'Wd>ol>, Winter]- v‘ 
tfH (ien'l Ag’t Higganui Mr'. 
For Sale. 
THE well know n 
Seh OYi i: 
man, in good rd- (A;y ^ 
STarsport, Feb. 20, 187->. tt l 
Pocket-Book Lost. 
I" osT on Friday, 
Feb. 19th, in or near the v' r 
of Frank Lancaster, Main >trcet. Bella-r. 
Pocket-Book containing a sum of money and paj. r- 
The tinder will confer a favor, and be -uitabD r. 
warded by leaving the same at the Journal « 
TIMOTHY PLIMMKK 
Monroe, Feb. 19, Is?'.. twdr 
Avis. 
! Iiai w itched vou long, Am— 
Watched you so. 
I have found your secret out: 
And i know 
i rit liic 1‘esii *ss ribboned things 
U here .in slope •'!'shoulder springs. 
Are but undeveloped wings 
That will grow. 
Win 0 you enter in u room 
It is stirred 
With the wayward, Hashing light 
>t' a bird : 
An 1 you speak and bring with you 
I. at and sun-ray. bud and blue, 
And the wiud-hr itii and the dew, 
At a word. 
\\ hen you left me only now, 
In that furred. 
I’ll lied an I leathered Polish lre.->. 
I wa spurred 
.111-1 to eateh you. oil, nn sweet, 
IP. tile bodice trim and neat, 
.lu-: to feci your heart a-b^at. 
Like a bird. 
Yet alas, love's light you deign 
Hut to wear 
\s th,- dew upon the plumes. 
And vou care 
Not a wit for rest or bush ; 
Hut the leaves, the lyric gush. 
And tin- wing power ami the rush 
Of the air. 
so 1 dare not woo you, sweet. 
For a day. 
Lest I love you in a Hash, 
As i may. 
Oil tell you tender things 
Y 'U would shake your sudden wing— 
A mi would start from him who sings, 
And away. 
It Never Pays. 
J; le ver }i:iv> to fret ami growl 
\\'ii«*n lortuno seems our foe : 
The better bre<l will push alieatf 
Ami strike tin- braver blow. 
For luck is work. 
Ami those who shirk 
eild not lament their doom, 
hut yield the play, 
A nd elear tin* way 
1 but belli r nn ii 11ane room. 
1! novel* j .ay- to wr *ek tin* health 
n drm Lring alter gain. 
\ n■ i In- I- >oid who thinks that gold 
I'- heajiest bought with paoi. 
An humble lot, 
A cosv eot, 
If a t.-mpteil even kings, 
For station high. 
Thai wealth will bu\, 
S"! oft f-onteiitmeut brings. 
If never pays! a blunt refrain 
Well worthy o! a song, 
l-'-ir age and youth must learn this truth, 
i lia! it.>tliiliir pays that's wrong. 
'i lie good and pure 
A I.,lie sure 
I',. In ina prolonged sued >s. 
While what is right 
in 1 !< avciiA sigtil 
I ulw a\ s sure to bless. 
Brasser's Son Claudus. 
Air. Brasser, who lives on Ninth Ave- 
nue, ha> a son about twelve years old 
named Claudius, and the other evening 
tais boy received permission to allow a 
neighbor's b"V t stay all night with him. 
The oh! people sleep down stairs in the 
sitting room, and the two boys were put 
in a room directly above. When they 
went to bed Claudius had the clothes line 
under ids coat, and the neighbor's boy had 
a mask in his pocket. They didn't kneel 
down and say their prayers like good boys 
and then jump into bed and tell bear sto- 
ries, but as soor. as the door was locked 
the Brasser boy remarked: 
•‘You'll see more tun around here to- 
night than would lie on a ten acre lot!" 
t rom a closet they brought out a cast 
otr suit ol Brasser's clothes, stuffed them 
with whatever ame handy, tied the mask 
and an old straw hat on for a head arid 
while one boy was carefully raising the 
window the other was tying the clothes 
line around the "man.” The image was 
i v. ered down in trout of the sitting room 
window, lifted up and down once or twice, 
and old Brasser was heard to leap out of 
bed with a great jar. He was just begin- 
ning to doze when lie heard sounds under 
his window, olid his wife suggested that 
it was a cow in the yard, lie got up, 
pulled the curtain away, and as lie beheld 
a man standing there he shouted out: 
‘•(•rent bottles', but it's a robber!” and 
lie jumped into bed. 
"Theodorius Brasser, are you a fool?” 
s -reamed the wile as lie monopolized all 
the bed clothes to cover up his head. 
•Be ijuiet, you old jade, you’.” he whis- 
pered : ‘perhaps lie’ll go away !” 
I >, of you call im* a j tide !” she replied, 
reaching over and trying to find his hair. 
(lil up and git the gun and blow his head 
oil”” 
> 711 N MU l'.' 1 L. 
lit. up, ou old aval'll,'' she snapped, 
‘•I'l; l-ine;' I vi! with you mother day if 
ou don't do it!" 
Brasser turned up the lamp, sat up ill 
lied, and cried out, 
■‘Is that you. boys?'’ 
■■M rev on me git up !” yelled the wife 
as the straw man was knocked against the 
window. 
•I ll lbnw Ids head oil'as clean as milk 1" 
-a d lirasser in a haul voice as he got up. 
lb struck tic stove three or lour times, 
upset a chair, and reached behind the foot 
,.f idle •ied and drew out an old army mus- 
ket 
Now, then, In! li'ood !" lie continued, 
ns lie ad’ aiiccd to the wind iw and lilted 
the curtain. 
'1 he man was tk—re, face close to the 
glass, and hi had such a malignant ex- 
pi e-sion oi countenance that Brasser junip- 
,d hack \\ ith a cry of alarm. 
•Kill Inin ! Shoot him down, you old 
ii lodie-hcad !" screamed the wile, 
‘■1 w i 1 — by thunder! I will!" replied 
Brasser. and lie blazed away, and tore out 
nearly all the lower sash. 
file hoy s up stairs uttered a yell and a 
groan, and Brasser jumped for the win- 
dow to seo il the man was down. He 
wasn’t. He stood right there, and he 
made a leap at Brasser. 
“Ilfs coining in!—periled !—boys!—- 
ini’ perliee roared the old man. 
lhe tattered curtain permitted Mrs. 
Brasser to catch sight of a man jumping 
ii]> and down, and she yelled : 
•Theodorius, fi» going to faint!’’ 
“Faint and be darned ! Boys!—perliee!” 
lie replied, wolioping the sheet iron stove 
with the poker. 
“Don’t you dare talk that way to me!” 
shrieked the old woman, recovering from 
her desire to taint. 
■ ■ Bo-ieece ! Po-leeee !” now came from 
the boys up stairs, and while one contin- 
ued to shout the other drew the man up. 
tore him limb from limb and secreted the 
pieces. 
Sever d neighbors were aroused, an ofli- 
cer came up trom the station, and a search 
of the premises were made. Not so much 
as a track in the snow was found, and the 
ollicer put on an injured look and said to 
Mr. Brasser: 
“A guilty eonseienee needs no accu- 
ser.” 
“That's -o!’’ chorused the indignant 
neighbor- as they departed. 
“As Mr. Brasser hung a ijuilt before the 
shattered window lie remarked to his 
wife. 
“Now see what an old cundurango you 
made of yourself!” 
“Don’t fling any insults at ntc, or I’ll 
choke the attenuated lite. out ol you!” she 
replied. 
And the boys kicked around on the bed, 
chucked each other in the riOs and cried. 
“I’d rather be a boy than be Presi- 
dent''’ [Detroit Free Press. 
A Somnambulist Walks Off a Train. 
A boy six years old hail a narrow escape 
Iron) death on Tuesday' last With his 
mother and brother he was going by rail- road Iron) Milwaukee to Minneapolis, and 
as the train approached Weaver, fell asleep. After the train had lelt the station, arid 
was moving at the rate of twenty miles 
per hour, lie arose from his seat, passed 
on to the platlorin, and stepped from the 
train. His mother noticed him as he pass- 
ed out, but at tlie time thought nothing ot it 
and gave herself no uneasiness. Sup- 
posing he had gone into the next car, she 
afterward began a search lor him, but he 
was not to be found. Conductor Phelps 
was notified, and after the train had been 
searched, he caused it to be slowly backed 
to the station without finding the child, 
the mother and the son were left and the 
train proceeded. The mother suffered the 
greatest agony of mind, which was only 
relieved several hours afterward by seeing 
her son come walking up the track. He 
stated that he knew nothing of his fall, but 
awoke, nearly frozen, lying on his side on 
ice and snow. He arose and wandered 
from the track, but afterward followed it 
back to the station. 
Another Hermit Found. 
The subjoined tale of a new specimen of 
the hermit class appeal'd in the New York 
llerald: 
Some hunters, looking for rabbits in a 
piece of woods near the northern part ot 
Jamaica, in the town of Newton, about a 
week ago, were suddenly startled by hear- 
ing a strange noise immediately under 
their feet, and immediately afterward a 
bare-headed man rose literally out ot the 
earth only a few feet away. The hunters 
being much frightened at the strange ap- 
parition, took to their heels, and did not 
slacken their pace until they reached 
Middle Village, where they informed 
Officer Hunting of the occurrence and re- 
turned with him to the spot, under the 
natural belief that they had discovered a 
robber’s den, and with the expectation 
that they would find in it deposits of 
stolen goods, in which, however, they 
were disappointed. un reacmng me 
place they found a square hole in the 
ground, about the size of an ordinary 
roof scuttle, descending through which 
they found an aperture dug in the earth, 
I about ten by five feet in area and five teet 
high. The man whom the hunters had 
I seen was there, and proved to be a stout- 
j built ttennan, who, however, could hardly 
| speak Kngiish sufficiently to render him- 
1 sett intelligible. Nothing was lound in- 
dicating that tlie man was leading an 
unlawful file, and iiis own explanation 
was that he lived there rather than go to 
tlie poor-house, anti for three years had 
spent his winters in tiiis underground 
abode, although in the summer time he 
worked lor tlie neighboring lanners. The 
only light in the place was from tlie en- 
trance, and lint dimly revealed the pecu- 
liarities of tiiis singular abode. The walls 
were ot earth, and the roof was formed 
by laying timbers across and covering 
them with earth and leaves. On one side 
was a U w bunk, covered with dirty bed- 
! clothes, and at the far end rose an impro- 
vised stove of brick, in which a fire was 
burning and on the hearth was a pan ot 
some kind of food. When tlie trap was 
shut not a ray of light could penetrate the 
hole, and the only means ot ventilation 
was through the stove and pipe. Subse- 
| quent investigations, made with tlie aid 
I of au interpreter, prove that tlie man's 
; name is Chrisdori Koerner, ami that six 
years ago he was a German soldier. 
When lie first came to tiiis country he 
made iiis winter residence in another 
piece of woods in Jamaica township; 
1 but. finding the place a resort for chicken 
| thieves, and tearing implication with them. 
I lie four years ago dug the hole for iiis pres- 
I ent residence, and lias occupied it every 
winter since, preferring it to tlie county 
poorliouse, ot which, it appears, he had 
one winter’s experience, tie has worked 
in the summer for a Mr. Backus and other 
tanners, and in this respect iiis story is 
confirmed. Iiis habit lias been to go out 
evenings to make his little purchases of 
provisions. Although he is contented 
with Iiis present mode ot living, it is 
probable that tlie obtrusive curiosity of 
visitors will soon drive him to some 
o tlier. 
The Era of Torpedoes. 
The Tull Mall Gazette says: “We have 
the advantage, just now, of watching the 
development of the torpedo in two perfect- 
ly opposite directions. Indeed, the Prus- 
sian and Austrian governments never dit- 
to re tl more decidedly in their treatment of 
any subject than in this; and whatever is 
being done elsewhere in the use of the 
torpedo—we confine the word expressly 
here to the aggressive movable weapon 
as distinct from the fixed submarine mine 
—is but a variety of the two practices 
carried on in the Baltic and Adriatic. In 
the former sea, as most of our readers are 
generally aware, the German navy is de- 
\ eloping a perfect flotilla of small torpedo 
vessels. These are intended to carry the 
weapon on some sort of boom to the ene- 
my's side, exactly as the iate Captain 
< ushing attacked and destroyed the Albe- 
marle in bis famous exploit. The means 
of propulsion here is the screw steamer 
itself, i’be objections are, of course, that 
the small vessels prepared, which are in- 
tended not to lie easily seen by the fleet, 
they would attack, are so light and low as 
to he easily disabled and unfit to face a 
heavy open sea. Moreover there are ob- 
\ ions mechanical difficulties in the manage- 
ment of the tremendous engine at the ex- 
tremity of a long outrigger or boom, and 
in preserving the torpedo boat itself from 
coming within the radius of explosion, 
and thus letting the engineer lie ‘hoist 
with his own petard.1 Yet the German 
naval officers are confident in their pro- 
posed method as the right one to follow ; 
and the latest reports from Trieste confirm 
the opinion that the opposing principle of 
propelling the torpedo under water by its 
own action—that of the -fish' torpedo, in 
short—is inherently defective. The Aus- 
trian officers have found the deviation of 
the original Whitehead torpedo out of its 
course, from currents and other disturbing 
forces, to be so considerable that they re- 
cently have tried to improve it by making 
it lunger and finer, and have reduced its 
diameter to fifteen inches, the length be- 
coming nearly twenty feet, of which the 
charge occupies nearly the first four 
Greater speed and accuracy are thus gained 
no doubt; hut the loss to the destructive 
power ol this submarine weapon is so con- 
siberable that it iswery doubtful whether 
an ironclad struck by it would be seriously 
hurt. The conditions of the problem ol 
firing a long range shot under water seem 
in lad to have been hitherto found insolu- 
ble.” 
Iloitiani.k, Must lloitmitLi.. The story 
of the family ol Richard Daniels of Lyme, 
whose children were so frozen last week, 
after fleeing from the house, which had 
taken lire, is more terrible than was at 
first reported. The lather, it seems, is a 
most brutal fellow, and the reason why the children did not call on the neighbors 
lor help was because he had denounced 
the most terrible threats against them it 
they ever called for assistance from the 
neighbors, lie made these threats anew 
when he came home on Saturday night, 
and found that they had been forced to 
beg. He had even punished them for tak- 
ing food from the neighbors. The girl, 
13 years old, found dead and naked, had 
chemise on when she left the house, but it 
bad been torn off by the others to keep 
them warm. The boy found on Mr. Coult's 
steps had been there front midnight till 7 
in tiie morning with nothing on but shirt 
and pants. The most terrible part of the 
story is that in the arms ot one ot the girls 
saved was her child, 12 months old, and 
the girl’s father proves to be also its father. 
Daniels has cleared out, but the officers 
are after him. [Springfield, (Mass) Re- 
publican, Keb. 9. 
The new ship llarmonia, is now ready 
for sea, at New bury port. We take the 
following notice from the Newburvport 
Herald: 
Her particular dimensions are 208 and 2-10 
feet long, 40 and 1-10 wide, 24 and 3-10 deep, with a desirable proportion of height between 
decks. She registers 1497 and 1-100 tons meas- 
urement, Her frame is of New Hampshire oak, and her ceiling and planking of southern pine. She has the hrst class and a star for eleven 
wars, hails from Boston, though a majoritv of the ownership is retained bv the builder. Th 
other owners are Charles Q. Hill and heirs of 
Charles Hill of Boston, and her commander, 
Capt. L. B. Small of Stockton. Maine, ( apt. Small has seen long service as a shipmaster, 
having been in the employ of the Hills, father 
and son. for nearly twenty years, his last com- 
mand being that of the Winged Hunter, built 
at Newbury port, and in which lie made several 
remarkably quick passages. It may he remark- 
ed here that the builder of these ships has suc- 
ceeded ii his more recent models in combining 
two very desirable points, alike gratifying to 
the shipmaster and to the shipowners,—and 
those are sjieed and good carrying capacity. 
Capt. Small is well known here and elsewhere, 
as a successful shipmaster, and it is safe to pre- 
dict that in the present command ot suelt a 
noble vessel, so thoroughly appointed, he will 
improve upon his former excellent record. 
A captive eagl* was set Iree at a picnic held at Woodbridge, San Joaquin county, California, May 8, 18G0. Before he took 
his night, a little tin box containing sev- enty-five scraps of paper, on which were 
written the names of the persons present, 
was tied to his leg. The box, with its 
contents, was picked up a few days a<ro 
on the plains below Jackson Valley. 
° 
“I thought’t was queer he didn’t holler out the last time 1 hit him,” said Mrs. Huse of Alabama, to the jury who were trying her’for the murder oi her husband, 
Of all the evils to public liberty', war is 
perhaps the most to be dreaded, because 
it comprises and develops tbe genius ol 
every other. War is the parent of armies; 
from these proceed debts and taxes; and 
armies and debts and taxes are the known 
instruments for bringing the many under 
the dominion of Hie lew [Madison. 
Why is a pretty girl like a locomotive engine : 
Because site scuds oil'the sparks, transports the 
mails, has a train following her, and passes over 
the plain! 
®cto ^tiocrtiscmcnts. 
FEL LOW ?T YP OP H0 SPiUT E S, 
THE MENTAL RENOVATOR. 
THE ASSISTANT TO THE TOILING STUDENT, 
IT RELIEVES THE 
PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN HEART, 
AND GIVES 
BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN 
OF THE HARRASSEB MAX OF BUSINESS. 
TP" 5“ A The choicest in the world —Iinport- | |« n ^  ers prices—Largest company in Ameri | Rn Hl#ca-staple article—pleases everybody 
—Trade continually increasing — Agents wanted 
everywhere—best inducements—don’t waste turn— 
send for Circular to Robert W ki.ls, 4:* \ esey St., 
N. Y., P. O. Box 1287. 
ec P ACI4 and the N. Y. Saturday Journal, vJ UMO11 the Great Literary \\ eekly of Amercia 
for one year I or the Regular Subscription Price, $3, 
un, Postage Paid. Names entered Impartially a* V I A. ■received, and Five Dollars Cash sent at once 
to every fifth subscriber. Clubs of five (at $-‘i each) 
may retain the $5 J This is our “chrome”—a Cash 
premium of $5 to every fifth subscriber' The firm 
name is a sufficient guaranty of fairness and fulfill- 
ment. Send money order or registered letter to 
BEADLE & ADAMS, Publishers, *.»8 William street, 
New York. 
A1)V EllTIMIlVCii: Cheiap: Good Syste- matic. All persons who contemplate making 
contracts with newspapers fur the insertion of ad- 
vertisements, should send 2.» cent* to Geo. P. 
Rjiwr.i.i. & Co., 4! Park How, New York, for their 
PAMPI1 LET-lfiU»K {ninety-seventh •dition), con- 
taining lists of ovcr2UU0 newspapers and estim: t«-s, 
showing the cost. Advertisements taken lor lead 
ing papers in many.States at a tremendous reduction 
from publishers’rates. Gki mi: book, 
Vo Charges for obtaining 
TOTl^mPPA^)g Patents unless successful. 1.N ViJ^N iUJtlO Pamphlet/ree. C. A..Shaw, 
110 Tremont Street, Boston. 
A WEEK to Agents to sell an article 
I tJ saleable as flour. Profits immense. Pack- 
age free. Address BLT KEYE 31’F'G CO-. Marion, 
Ohio. 
AGENTS WANTED^?- 
Address, GENERAL AGENT, Garland. .Maine. 
Y a month to agents everywhere. Ad- 
H / dress EXCELSIOR 3I F:G CO., Buch- 
anan, Mich. 
FT1 
T sample bottle of Aihinifuin'M 
JCw£i Jj Hoianic Riiham at all drug- 
gists. Pleasaht, and an unfailing remedy for 
Asthma, Coughs, Colds, Lung Complaints, &e. 
Large bottles, do cts. Dr. F. W. KINSMAN, Pio- 
prietor, Augusta, Maine. $5,000 for a case it will 
not cure! Try it. SOLD by all Druggists. 
QE O C90 per day at home. Terms free. Address QsJ j- yuU fcsTinson & Co., Portland, Me. 
bhb A WEEK guaranteed to 3Iale and 
U7 ^^B ^^BFemale Agents, in their locality. 
B B Costs NOTHING to try it. Partic- 
B B ulars Free. P. O. VICKERY, Au- 
gusta, Me. 
VTOST EXTRAORIHIARY Terms of 
i?JL Advertising are offered for Newspapers in the 
State of MAINE ! Send for list of papers and sche- 
dule of rates. Address GEO. P. ROWELL & CO., 
Advertising Agents, No. 41 Park Row, New York. 
Rei kk to Editor of this Paper. 
ORCANS! 
One Word is Sufficient for the wise i 
DON’T buy a little third rate Organ, when you can get one of WOOD’S or MASON & HAM- 
LIN’S lor LESS MON K V. 
tf Don’t buy of parties that know nothing about 
selecting an Organ. 
Don’t buy of parties that cannot Tune and Re- 
pair an Orvran. The BEST and CHEAPEST 
ORGANS can be bought of 
W. C. TUTTLE 
f»mos24. High Street* Belfast. 
Help! Help! Help! 
O Tsr 
Vests, Boys’’ Suitstfc Pants! 
("'I OOD \ K> T Makers can get PLENTY of Wo it k JF at our stoke in Belfast, and those living 
near -Monroe can get w ork from our SToltE at Mo.n- 
KoL. 
Loon, Boys’ Slit Makers, and Pant Finish- 
eks will Find a plenty of work at our Store in Bel- 
fast. We have began work in our Machine Room 
where we shall manufacture Boys Slits, (.'oats 
and Pants, and want a large number of (Jiris. 
POTE & QUIMBY. 
Belfast, Dec. 9, l£74. 23tf 
APPLES! 
JUST RECEIVED 
F. A. FOLLETT’S 
lOO Bbls. 
Sl’I.ENDlI) NEW YOKE 
APPLES. 
Now is your time to Buy Good 
Fruit Cheap. 
ALSO, A LAROL LOT OF ( HOICK 
Confectionery and Cigars! 
Wholesale and Retail, at prices that will 
defy competition. 
REMEMBER THE PLACE, 
F. A. FOLLETT, 
80 Main Street. 
AT MOODY’S 
The Best Selected Stock of 
* IN THE CITY. 
This being a new line of goods and an 
addition to my always large stock of 
Patent Medicines, 
Drugs, Fancy Goods, k! 
1 have taken particular pains to make such a s«- 
lection as will be desirable, ornamental and 
useful to the purchaser. My stock con- 
sists in part of an elegant line of 
Vases ami Toilet Sets, 
Russia Leather Wallets. 
Dolls, Cutlery, Perfumery of 
nil kinds, Children’s Ten 
Setts, Toilet Soap, 
Brushes, &e. 
I ll*1 most interesting feature of all is the very low 
price at which I am oll'ering my goods. We*shall 
be pleased to show our Hoods to all who w ish to 
examine. Please call. 
R. H. MOODY, 
Corner of Main and High Sts., Belfast, Me. 
BANKRUPT NOTICE. 
In the District Court of the United States 
lor the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy. In the 
matter of Joseph B. Vickery, Bankrupt. 
District of Maine, ss. At Bangor, the eleventh 
day of February, A. D. 1875. The undersigned here- 
by gives notice of his appointment as Assignee of 
Joseoh B. Vickery, of Troy, in the County of Waldo and 8tate of Maine, within said District, who has 
been adjudged a Bankrupt upon his own petition by 
the DiNtrlct Court of said District, tiled 18th Decem- 
ber, 1874. 
11. L. MmCIIFJX, Assignee, 
•»w34 Bangor, Me. 
New Firm! 
-. 
rEMIE subscribers having become* successors to .1. 
JL II. AN A DIJ X, by the purchase of his stock of 
Tin, and Iron Ware &c. 
Together with the Tools and Machinery, are now 
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALL the old custo- 
mers, and AS MANY NEW ONES as are pleased to 
give us a call, with all kinds of goods in our line, 
wit h as 
GOOD AN ARTICLE 
-AND AT AS- 
LOW FIGURES 
As any House in the State. 
ALL KINDS OF 
JOB WORK 
DONE TO ORDER. SUCH AS 
Repairing STOVES, TIN & IRON WARE, LEAD 
PIPE & PUMPS, with neatness and dispatch. 
Tin Roofing Made a Speciality! 
WALLIN & MLR RILL 
(.. E. \Y \PI.IN. M \Y. MI.RRII I 
P. S. ,1. R. \\ adlin will he lhnnd a! the old stand 
for a short tine where all tho-e who ha un>et- 
tied accounts will please •all and settle the same. 
(irnos.JS Per Order .• 15. NY ADLIN. 
Knitting1 Cotton 
AM. M'MUKUS. 
Mss White or Uoloml 
AT 
B. F. WELLS. 
THIS I KNOW! 
-THAT AT — 
S. L l WEIUE’S 
NO 5, Phoenix Row, 
C:in lie l'omnl all the 
DRY GOODS 
Advertised in this paper, at as low 
and even lower prices. 
’CALL BEFORE PURCHASING ! 
VOtf 
IMMENSE SALE 
OF 
is y i in; 
MAXI'i'AC T I'UKUS 
TO COXSl'.MKKS, 
AT COST OF PRODUCTION. 
Cor. Washington St. Kxtonsion 
AND 
11 ay market Square, Boston, 
Owing to tin general depression of the Wholesale 
Trade, we have act niuulated a heavy stock, consist- 
ing of 
CHAMBER, 
PARLOR, 
Aud o'her i iq»i <'la.-s 
FURNITURE, 
W hich vt* take this method to dispose of. 
#3“Those di siring FLTtMTT'lti; will find it great- 
ly to their advantage to inspect these-goods before 
making a purcln se.— !{mos2I 
II e m oval ! 
1ST SW 
LIVERY STABLE! 
I *T\ Henry- Duubar, Jr., htts bought th*‘. Mable foi inerly occupied by 1 red Kim- 
f ball, on Washington Mreet, near I’erkins 
^ * Brothers’ Carriage Shop, where he has 
op< ned a livery stable, stocked with 
First-Class Horses, New Carriages, 
Harnesses, &c. 
1 earns furnished for all occasions and at all times. 
(i<*ou and capable driv ers furnished when required, 
live me a cull and trv inv teams. 
,, H. DUNBAR, Jr. Belfast, July 2Sth, l&M.-tU 
Eyes for the Blind! 
I am constantly adding to my stock of 
SPECTACLES & EYEGLASSES! 
Making it 'me of the largest ami must complete to be loaudlii tins section of the state My (jinxes ...... 
selected with cine, and adapted to all ages and ditions of the eyes. 
11 O O A I. (IljA ScSl^S ! 
Which enable a person to see the finest print .,,,.1 objects at a distance with the same spectacle*. 
(ilasses of all kinds fitted to old bows. ..... call and y-cu cannot fail to be suited. tfds 
CALVIN HERVEY, Phenix Row. 
Farmers & Mechanics 
ATTENTION ! 
A\ri: iia\'i; .11 sr rk< i.i\ i.o a larch i\. voice of While Charcoal Rig Iron, raicuialcd expressly for 
Sled Shoes and Fittings. 
Shoes made from thi-■ brand of iron are intinitelv superior to those made of pot metal, and co*t ,,u 
more. 
We have a large list of patterns and as wo cast from three to four linn s per week, can till orders 
upon short notice and low prices. 
tfiCLcuN e oi tiers at 
A. C. BURGESS’. Main St. 
Office of Coinpanv, 10 lMnenix Row, or at ti,,. 
Works, Head of 1 ide. 
UK I, FAST FOUNDRY CO. 
Work! Work! Work! 
100 GOOD EXPERIENCED 
VEST MAKERS! 
Can find steady employment at 
S. 3D. DODGE'S 
VEST FACTORY AT RROOKS. 
Rrooks, Jan. 14, 1*7:V tl 
Avenue Road, eight acres of splendid land, cuts six 
tons of hay, a young Orchard of choice fruit just 
commencing to bear. Story and half house, Ell and 
Barn, all in good repair; also, Carriage and Black- 
smith Shop, plenty of work for two men, to be sold 
tit a bargain. Large discount for cash. For further 
particulars enquire of W. W. DOW, at .1. L. Ilayen- 
er’s, corner of Cedar and Franklin sts. Belfast, Me. 
Sw33* 
For Sale* 
TIAHE Subscriber offers for sale 
JL his house and store combined 
on Church Street, second building 
from the Court House. The build- 
ing is 21 by 34 feet, two stories, 
w ith seven rooms above for family and a good store 
and one room below—all in good repair. Apply on 
the premise to DAVjD DURGIN. 
Belfast, Feb. 4, 1875. tf31 
‘MEADOW KING MOWER,' 
1875. 
rpHIS favorite Mower is again offered tothe furm- JL. ers of Maine and the Provinces, for the coming 
season. Four y*ars of uninterrupted success is sut- 
ticient evidence of merit. In localities where no 
agencies are established, correspondence is solicited 
from responsible parties. 
FRED ATWOOD, Gen’l Agent. 
X B. Address Senate Chamber, during session 
of the Legislature. 3mos30 
Epilepsy or Fits! 
A SURE CURE for this distressing complaint is 
now made known in a Treatise (of 45 octavo pages) 
.m Foreign and Native Herbal Preparations, pub- 
lished by Dr. O. Phelps Blown. The prescription 
was discovered by him in such a providential man- 
ner that he cannot conscientiously refuse to make 
it known, as it has cured everybody who has used 
it for Fits, never having failed in a single case. The 
ingredients may be obtained from any druggist. A 
copy >ent free to all applicants by mail. Address 
1)r. ». Phelps Brown, 21 Grand Street, .Jersey 
City, X. .J. 4w32 
THOUSANDS SAVED. 
From the brink of the grave; health and strength 
given to those deemed incurable, by using the fa- 
mous Buazillian Plant, • iscovered by Dr. Evans 
of the Nhvv. Radically cures, Dyspepsia, Liver 
and Kidney complaints, Nervous Debility, 
Epilepsy, Lost Vitality, and Weaknesses trom 
excesses in Alcohol, Tobacco, Opium, and other 
causes weakening the Brain and Nervous Sys- 
i.m. Send stamp for circular, Empire Pharma- 
rentical Co. 737 Broadway, A'. }. Iy33 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
HAVE REMOVED to thoir new Banking Room in Custom House .Square, are prepared to re 
coive deposits, placing the same on interest on tin* 
first days of June, July, August and September, and 
December, January, February and March. Interest 
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June 
and December. 
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and 
Legal Holidays,) from lJ to 1J A. M., and •* to 4 1*. M. 
Saturdays Bank closes at 1J, noon. 
John H. Quimby, Treas. ASA FAFXCE, Prest. 
Belfast, June Sth 1S74. tf 
FOWLE’S 
Pile and Humor Cure. 
THE ONLY MEDICINE that is warranted a per. 
eet cure for all the worst forms of Piles, Leprosy, 
Scrofula, Ring-Worm, Salt Rheum, Cancer, 
Catarrh, Neuralgia, Rheumatism. Asthma, 
Dyspepsia, Kidneys, and all diseasee of the Skin 
and Blood. Entirely vegetable. Sent by express, 
and money returned in all cases of failure. 12. I). 
FOWLE, Chemist, 71 Prince Street, Boston. Sold 
everywhere. £1 a bottle. Send lor Circular. 
:'»mosl2eow. 
They Do Say it Beats the World. 
35000 Gold for a Better Article 
An Unfailing Remedy for 
j Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma 
i Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness of 
the Throat, Chest, and Lungs, 
And all Diseases leading to Consumption. 
It i-i prepared from Vegetable Extracts and Burks, 
•’f wuiulerntl healing properties. uiul thu H>iL«nn< i-> 
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen and 
others, testimonials from whom 1 can furnish with- 
out number. 
LARGE BOTTLE, 35 CENTS. 
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant to take. See 
that the mime of F. W. Kinsman is blown in the 
glass. 
^-Sample Bottle and Circular Free.^# 
F. W. HlIinANi, Proprietor. 
14i Water Street, Augusta, Me, 
Full sale by AI.I. DRUGGISTS. lyeowll. 
PROBATE NOTICES. 
—-— 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on tlie second Tuesday ol 
| February, A. D., 1S75. 
JOHN G. HASKELL, Administrator of the Ks tate of Marv R. Haskell late of Searsmont, in 
said < ounty of Waldo,deceased, having presented his 
final account of Administration on said estate for 
allowance. 
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol 
this order to be published three weeks successively in 
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at 
Belfast, within and for said County, on tin* second 
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before 
noon, and show cause, if any they have-, why the 
same should not be allowed. 
ASA TilUPLOUGH, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest—1U P. Field. Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of 
February, A. D. lt>7/>. 
31'L1A A. MLXRoF!, Administratrix of the Es- tate of Sarah T Munroe, late of Eincolnville, 
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having present 
id her tirst account of Administration on said estate, 
together with her private claim for allowance. 
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy of thi. "t 
tier to be published three weeks successively in the 
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,that they may 
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, 
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday 
of March next, at ten of the clock before noon, 
and show cause, if any they have, why the same 
should not be allowed. 
ASA THCRLOIGH, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—B. I*. Field. Register. 
At a Probate Court ln-ld at Belfast,wit bin and for 
the County of Waldo, on tin: second 1 uesday ol 
February, A. 1>. ItCb. 
OR/ILL A HARDING, formerly Hadley, Guar- dian of Ada May Gilchrist, minor heir of 
George Gilchrist, late of-in said County 
ot Waldo, deceased, having presented her tirst and 
final account of Guardianship for allowance. 
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to 
he published three weeks successively in the Repub- 
lican Journal printed at Belfast, that they may ap- 
pear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast, within 
and for said County, «»n the second luesday ot 
.March next, at ten ot the clock before noon, ami 
show cause, if any they have, why the same should 
not be allowed. 
ASA THURLOLGII, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol 
Februarv, A. D., l87o. 
I3LK.MEI.IA F. WETHHRBEE, widow of Lewis M. Wetherbee, late of Belmont in said Countv 
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for 
an allowance from the personal estate of said de- 
ceased. 
Ordered, That the said Permelia give notice 
to all persons inti rested by causing a copy of this 
order *o be published three weeks successively in the 
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they 
imiv appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast, 
wit hin and for said County, «n the second Tuesday of 
March next, at ten ot the clock before noon, and 
show cause, it any they have, why the prayer of 
*uid petition should not he granted. 
ASA THURLOrGH, Judge. 
A true copv. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 
At 11 Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the Comity of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot 
February, A. I). la;u. 
VIOLA JONHS, widow of Cushing Jones, late of Palermo in said County of Waldo, deceased, 
having presented a petition for an allowance from 
tin* personal estate of said deceased. 
Ordered, Tliut the said Viola give notice in all 
persons Interested by earning a copy of this order to 
In- published throe weeks successively in flic Republi- 
can Journal, printed at llelfast, tliut they may up- 
pear at a Probate ourt, to be held at Belfast, within 
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of 
March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 
show cause, if any they have, why the said petition should not be granted. 
ASA TIU ULOLtiir, Judge. 
\ true copy, Attest ■—B. P. Fiei.d, Register. 
rpHK subscriber hereby gives public notice to all 1 concerned tliut lie lias been duly appointed and 
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the 
estate of 
FUR IS Kit YOUNG, late of Palermo, 
ill the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond 
as the law directs ; lie therefore requests all persons 
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make 
immediate payment, nnd those who have any de. 
lminds thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement 
to hint. FREDERICK YOUNG. 
T1IE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concerned, tliaf she has been dulv appointed and 
taken upon herself tiie trust of Administratrix 
with the will annexed of the estate of 
JOHN WEST, late of Belfast, 
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond 
as the law directs; she therefore requests all per- 
sons who are iudebted to said deceased’s estate to 
make immediate payment, uad those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit tlie same for settlement 
to her. HARRIET WEST. 
Pocket-Book Lost. 
IOST on Friday, Feb. 10th, in or near the Store J of Frank Lancaster, Main Street, Belfast, a 
Pocket-Book containing a sum of money and papers. 
The tinder will confer a favor, and be suitably re- 
warded by leaving the same at the Journal Office. 
TIMOTHY PLUMMER. 
Monroe, Feb. 10, 1875. 3\v31* 
Agents Wanted. 
QAA AGEXTS WANTED. $75 to $100 
month to male or female. Article de- 
sired by every family, steady em)»loyment given. 
Address, with stamp, I. S. ROGERS & Uo., 
3wg9* Box lOg Searsport, Me. 
G. E. JOiiNSOS, 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELl’AST. 
Office formerly occupied by K. K. Boyle. 
GEO. E. WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
fiARADEX BLOCK. Belfast, Me, 
49TA11 business entrusted to him will rec«ftve 
rompt attention. 
M. LHAfiOON, 
D ENTIST! 
Office in Gordon Block, Main St. 
SEARSPORT, ME. 
Special attention paid to extracting 
teeth. Artificial Teeth Manufactured. 
Teeth filled in the best manner. 
lrylO. 
DENTIST HY! 
DR. G-. P. LOMBARD, 
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE. 
May still be found at the old stand of 
Dr. Moore, corner of < luirch and 
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in 
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE! 
by which the process is rendered much less painful 
and tedious than bv the old methods. I eth insert- 
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons prefer. 
He has the country right for the use of 
Dp. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates. 
Particular attention given to making and inserting 
artificial teeth. tl'46 
ESTABROOK & ^ V\m, 
(Late WILDER & ESTABROOK,; 
7 Commercial Nl„ (Old Mtand), Iftoston. 
ACIIXTS FOR 
El Principe de Cialfn 
^ j^£y 
„o.:“lpa.. ) CIGARS. 
Also, for the celebrated O V ALA ■»«>« < I- 
(hAHM, Put up in Tin Boxes. 4w32 
Arlington House 
Cor. Causeway and Canal Sts. BOSTON. 
Entirely new and furnished with all modern 
improvements. < lerks in attendance at all 
hours. Its nearness to the Lowell, Mu-t- 
ern, Fitchburg and Boston and Maine R. 
R. Depots, offers special advantages to 
those arriving late at night or taking early 
morning trains. Board $2 f»U a day. 
S. II, DUMAS, Proprietor. 
Late of Phenix Hotel, Concord, N. 11., and Pro- 
prietor Boar’s Head Hotel, Mumpton Beach. 3m31 
PHENIX HOUSE ! 
The subscriber, having recently assumed 
[proprietorship of the above well known 
House, and made extensive improvements 
in the same, informs the public that he is 
.now ready for business. The old friends of 
the house will find increased comforts, and new ones 
will be welcome to as good fare as can be had any- 
where. 
fhe stable has shared tin- general improvement, 
and with experienced and careful hostlers no pains 
will he spared in taking care of hor.-i- -. 
He has some fine LIVERY STOCK, for the accom 
modatioi. of those desiring good teams. 
R. H. MITCHELL. 
Belfast, Dec. 23, 1 >74.—<>inos2(J* 
HERRIMAN, WARMiNGTON & CO 
SHIPWIGIIT3, SHIPSMITHS, 
Mast. Spar and Blockmakers. 
JOINERS, &<•. 
OFFICE : 9 Waterloo Koad. U j y g |; p „ (, | 
WORKS : Barton s 
This firm confidently assure the masters ami own- 
ers of ships that they have the best of facilities for 
executing every branch of slopworks, for both wood- 
en and iron snips, in a manner guaranteed to five 
satisfaction.—tf 1 
Notice l 
SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK ! 
DEPOSITS received on terms us liberal :i ml l'avor- orable t<> depositors as any sav ings Hank in 
the State, and dividend declared on same tin- tir>t 
of May and Novemln r. < Mice hours from to l” V 
M. and 1 to 4 1*. M. 
.1 AS. G 1*I:N I»I. I Id >\, President. 
(’HAS. F. GORDON, Treasurer. Ginosle. 
MISS BEECHER'S 
HAIR OR WHISKER DYE, 
For Hair anil Whis- 
kers. Changes light 
or gray hair t<> a jet. 
Mack, dark hrown, or 
auburn color It con- 
tains no Sulphui or 
Lead, or other dt let*- 
lions ingredient, it 
requires but a single 
application to tic 
kits purpose .and w.e-n 
fing is required aft v 
k(l> eing. as in the < a -• 
)of other dyes. It 1 ■ 
itwo separate artie.es 
ft as are most hair 
dyes), but a single 
ei mibinat ion and ex 
perienee.l wholesale 
drneiris.ts. who have 
Handled all the various dyes, pronounce !t thi: p.kst 
single preparation for changing the color of the hair Which has ever been brought to their notice. 
PRICE 50 CENTS. Satisfaction guaranteed in every 
case, or the inotiev refunded. Prepared oid\ h\ \v 
THOMPSON. Rockland. Me. Sold bv all ih-aier,. 
ARABIAN 
OINTMENT 
CURES 
SCRATCHES 
AND OTHER ILI.S OF 
HORSE-FLESH! 
AND SOUKS ON A 1.1. 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
jftf*Witiu'.ss tlu* mimes of ini.-n wh« notify to its extraordinary merits % 
A. Hayford, Esq., Ex-May«»r, in.], \j, 
Israel Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent. 
Harrison Haytoid, Farmer, 
1* M. Moody, Horse Trainer, 
.S. .J. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stub’e Rockland 
Eben W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No s.-ursporl, •* 
Robert G. Ames, Teamster, *« 
J. W. Black, Deputy Sheriff, *• 
.1 M. Hale & Co., Stage Props., Eil.-wurth, 
'V. L. Cleaves, Prop ot Liv. Stable stui ki-m, 
AND MANY OTHEItS. 
Prepared By EME11V SAM El!. Pro’p. 
SEARSPORT, ME. 
RICHARD M. MOODY. 
Druggist and Apothecary Geoeral Arent, 
aniosl^ Bri.i asst, Mi; 
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT* 
R H. EDDY 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
Fur Inventions, Trade Marks or Designs, 
No. 76 State St.,opposite Kilby St.,Boston 
AATKlt an extensive practice of upwards of :to years,continues to secure Kutents iu the United 
States; also in Urcat Uritnin, Kranee, and other f,,r 
e;gn countries. Caveats, JSpeciticatioiis, AH*d*ru merits, and all papers for Kutents executed on reason able terms, with despatch. Hesenrches made to de. 
tcriniue tile validity and utility of Kutents of luven tions, and legal and other advice rendered iu 'ill matters touching the same. Copies of the claims „t 
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar t signments recorded in Washington 
Agency in the United States possesses superitr facdilies for obtaining Patents or aseertainimi the patentability oj inventions. J 
All necessity of a journey to Washington to nro 
he" saved In! cunors1.11' "TO*™ 
TESTIMONIALS. 
“I regard Mr. Eddy as oneof the most capable and successful practitioners with whom I have had of. 
neial intercourse. CHARLES MASON, 
Com’s’r of Patents.” 
‘‘I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that 
they cannotemploy a man more competent and trust. 
worthy and more capable of putting their applica- tions in a form to secure for them an early and favor- able consideration at the Patent Office. 
EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.” 
“Mr. R. H. Eddy has made forme over THIRTY 
applications for Patents, having been successful in almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great 
talent and ability on his part leads met o recommend 
all inventors to apply to him to procure their pa- 
tents, as they may be sure of having the most faith- 
ful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very reasonable charges. JOHN TAGGART.” 
Boston, Jan 1 1»75. lyrv.*7. 
THE NEW YORK 
UNIVERSITY liiEDICINES 
Have cured uot on paper, but positively cured in the 
New England States and Canada, 
within three years, 
! Over 2000 cases of Rheumatism. 
WOO Catarrh. 
1000 Deafness and Eye Di.-eases. 
1000 Pulmonary Consumption. 
2000 Female Diseases. 
2000 Piles. 
WoO Spermatorrhoea. 
10,000 Private Diseases. 
3000 Scrofula. 
2000 Salt ltheum. 
looO Dropsy. 
500 Southern Fever. 
1000 Kidney Diseases. 
luoo 4i Neuralgia. 
300 Dyspepsia. 
It will reach all cases that are curable. 
It has cured thousands after their physicians had 
given them up. It has cured more chronic cases 
than all other medicines and doctors combined. It 
is not a patent medicine, but prepared by the mo-t 
skillful physicians in the world. Hundreds of c« r- 
titicates of cures of citizens of Portland aud vicinity- 
can be had. Also, a book free, explaining disease-, 
with the necessary remedies by writing to 
DR. PELEG STAPLES, 250 C<*iGRix> Sirri f. 
Fortrann, Maink, 
General Agent for the New England Mat- .u.-i 
Dominion. 
Cases can be treated by letter Advice ire. 
Agents wanted in every town. 
Staples’ Compound Tur Ointment cures Pile- in 
hours, cures chilblains, chapped hands, sore lip- 
sore nose; good for all Mnds of sores. Price au ot-. 
per package. 1'lie money will b<- refunded where it 
fails to give satisfaction. 
1 lie University Medicines cure diseases that phy- 
icians cannot cure and consequently pronounce them 
incurable. Catarrh (.the inotiier ol consumption, 
Acrolula, Suit Jilu-uiu, and many other ui-ea-i 
liitiierto considered incurable, readily yield unde; 
treatment ul tin- University .Medicine.-. .>omeoti!s 
greatest cun-.- ale ui a nature that will not peuuii 
certificates to be made public. >ucli as .^perinaiur- 
rliu-a, the greatest uestrov er ot huinuuity on tin lace 
ot the globe, llovv many bewail the lo-- of precious 
vitality without having the b ast idea of the cau-e. 
1 heir manhood is daily vanishing, and they are glid- 
ing into a stage ot hopeless decay. Its victim.' a < 
among all ages, sexes and stations, it is dragging 
millions yearly to insanity and premature gruv«.-. 
Motheis be carelul whom you h r yuur cnilun n ,i 
sociate and sleep with, b-st tin viper commence the 
work of destruction before you ore aware ol its dean 
ly sting. 'lou cannot exercise to*, much care to 
guard against this horrid evil. Ihere iS not one 
laiuily in ten exempt from it. Any one can have a 
book treating on tne malady by enclosing a stump 
and sending to me lor it. t ictitious names can be 
used if preferable. 1 have cured -'bub cases of this 
life and soul destroying malady within three years 
in the New England .States and Canada. 1 have in- 
variably found that the foundation ol destruction 
was laid before the victim was old enough to know 
ul its evils. Do not let false modesty stand in the 
way ot treatment before tin constitution is ruined. 
The blood is the life, and all chronic disease.- come 
from impure blood, either hereditary or contracted, 
t hen how worse than useless it is t< attempt a cure 
without removing the cause, by purifying tne blood. 
If females aiflicted with disease peculiar to their sex, 
will understand this natural law, they will never 
subject themselves to the use of the speculum or to 
crustic or drastic injections. An ulcer should be 
treated by keeping the parts clean and cutting oil'the 
fountain head of the disease by puriiyiug the blood, 
and it cannot be cured in any other way. 11 any 
ladies ultticted with this disease w ill address me by 
letter or personally, 1 will put them in u way to treat 
themselves successfully, three bottles ot the Ex 
tract of ancer Plant will purify the blood more 
than all the apothecaries and patent medicines in 
existence. 
For the want of room I can present but compara- 
tively lew certificates. Any one wanting more tes- 
timony can have it by sending tor circular and book. 
Kill that Mother of Consumption by curing your 
Catarrh, which, with the light treatment is as cura- 
ble as any other disease, the opinion of ail the doc- 
tors in the world to the contrary notwithstanding. 
In addition to hundreds ot testimonials of cures, tin 
following is from oneol the oldest and most reliable 
citizens ol Portland. 
f or two years my health has been failing, and af 
ter try ing the different remedies and doctors w ithout 
benefit, three weeks ago 1 called at the University 
Branch, Congress stru t, fin Doctui told m* 
that Catarrh was the chiel cause of my trouble.-, and 
he could cure me. My limbs were stilt* and bloated, 
my eyes and-throat sore, and my head felt as if i hud 
a saw mill in it. I could not have believed that 
three weeks could have wrought such a change in 
me I am now free from the above troubles. I 
would say to those that are afflicted, give the inedi 
cine a trial and not be scared by the cry of humbug. 
1 received more benefit from it in one week than 1 
ever did from all the doctors and apothecary medi 
cine, m my life. 
CilAKI.HS >A\YY Ell, Commission Merchant, 
Aug. 1, 1*7:1. ITi Commercial Street, Portland. 
This i> 10 eertify that I have used remedies pur 
chased of Dr. IVleg Maple- ->f this city Ibrihe ia-t 
six years in the Island oi Cuba, and in all cases with 
the best result s, curing in every case w here the eim- 
dies employed by the regular Physicians were use 
less and of no avail, i am satisfied that his medi- 
cines are far superior !<> any other class of medicines 
whatever. 1 have been troubled myself with a noise 
in my left ear for a number of years, which has he* n 
very troublesome at times, and have been perfectly 
cured by Dr. Staples remedies. 
JOHN M.*KLDKN, Kngiueer ami Machini-t 
lii fViH tu Mr. < .in.-.ai l-.Min at tin I'ortluud < >mi 
puny'- Work-. 
From birth I have been atlected with Salt Kheum. 
After employing several physicians, 1 called on l>r. 
staples ami cured. Three years have elapsed and 1 
have seen no return «d the sy mptom- since. 
JOHN If. \\ I (IN 
Di:. S api.i;- lnun- sir This is to certify tlm’ I 
have suffered with Scrofula on my leg for the hist 
light years. I hav e used almost all kind-«d' mediein< 
1 could think of and employed our best physicim 
all to no benefit. The doctors said they could do no 
more. 1 got discouraged and thought 1 never Demid 
get cured, hut at la.-t 1 heard ot your l uiver-.tv 
Medicine. I.a.-t Fall I sent to you and got it,and aft1 
using only lour bottles of the Cancer Plant, with i 
May Apple Pills and lar Ointment to go with it, 
I now consider myself entirely cured. I think tie 
medicine is all that it is recommended to be and Ho- 
liest ever before the public. 1 would advis*'all ut 
fering w iti; Scrofula to use the l ni\ ersity Mediciio 
Any om- wishing any turther pnot of the benefit 
that 1 have received from your medicine 1 Demid be 
happy to ausw r all questions. 
Yours respectfullv, 
M I is. DSAN < AIM lb 
Pdm hill Fells, Maine, March cD, 1>; i. 
1 «■!! year.- ago 1 found my.-eli greatly anno; 1 wiih t atarrh. For seven years it gievv worse and finally unfitted me for business. Its ravages extend 
> u to my lungs so that 1 was continually coughing and raising from a half pint to a pint of consul ,p 
five matter daily. 1 was emaciated, mv appetite 
gone, and my physicians told me they could do no 
nuur forme. 1 considered my case about hop. when I heard of some of the wonderful cures ot the 
l niversitv Medicines. 1 called at the branch office 
:md the doctor told me my case was not hopeless. Mini I went under his treatment and in three weeks 
I was a well man. My vigor and strength speedily 
returned, and in three months I had gained titty 
pounds in weight. Three years have elapsed and 1 
have not had the least touehofthedi-ea.se since. 
Any one doubting this statemeht can addne-s n,. at 
my residence 1!'.» Congress street. Portland, Maim- 
Nov. 10. \ M. .MOIP .AN. 
Some ten months ago 1 contracted the Southern 
fever fever and ague), in >outh Carolina. Alter 
D ying several physicians and getting no better I w a- 
i.bilged to give up my vessel and stopped some tinn 
; in Philadelphia to doctor, ail to no benefit. I then 
| came to Portland and put myself under treatment < f 
Dr. Staples, m FS hours my di-ease was broken up. In one week I was as well as ever. 
f APT. If. F. DAVIS, 1\liightsville, t F 
1 bis is to certify that my little girl, ii' .• years old, 
u d" ntliieted with scrolula swellings on the neck, and inllammation Oothalma of the eye, and nearly blind. Site could not bear the light without great pain. Mie has been under treatment of the Univer- 
sity Medicines about two months and the hunches 
ba\ e all vanished and her eves are as well as eve. 
AK 1 III K \. URFLA 
N“v- •'>, b-r:'.. Small Point. Maim 
b or twenty years 1 have suffered with Ser* fu!a 
tiiid Salt Rheum. AIv lo ad, back and legs were <•*>. ‘‘fed with scaliness of the skin. Have paid out hun- dreds of dollars to first class physicians without 
benefit. About four years ago, i put myself under 
treatment « f the University Medicines and was cured 
ui one month, and there has been no eruption since 
ML PH UN MUNsLA Saiimaker, 
No. ?, Commercial Wharf, hou-e r. • liesnut >1 
Portland, No» lo, 
— 
l or several years 1 have been troubled with ('« 
turrh and Scrolula. About two mouths ago, mv heatl was a continual rack of pain. My throat unit lungs so badly effected tha. I could scarcely breathe, with a continual cough. My limbs bndlv swollen. 
My right knee was twice as large as the left one. | 
could scarcely move or bear any weight on it. Mv 
physicians said they could not help me. In this con- dition, (without expecting a cun-', but hopitm for 
temporary relief. I employed L>r. Staples. In less than is hours sitter upj lying the Acupuncturalur, I could breath ami walk with perfect eao and 1 am now perfectly free from the above mentioned trouble*. Ml" KA I IK Mill < umbeiiarnl Mills. Mar. atli. lf>7l. 
l or lil'ty years 1 have been troubled w ith Scrofula. Slum.- liitt-.-ll years ago, a tearful ulcer broki- »i;i 
k'; .1 bn-f months ago it had extended from the 
ankle joint marly to the km-.. I could not move 
without pain. In this condition I coinnienred taking the I diversity Medicines. At fir^t it drove out a 
leurtul humor all over me. In a few day s the liinnm 
began to subside, and the ulcer is now healed and 1 
feel like a new being. 
FLIZABLTH CIIAMBUPLAIN. 
For two years I have been afllirU d with gastrites 
Kheumafism and heart disease. Four months ago I 
called on Dr. Staples. I now consider mvself well 
Kennebuuk Me. I). WHICH KKl{. 
About 4 years ago my daughter 0 years old was suffering from the effects of Lung and Pleurisy r<-v«>r Slie was so emaciated and feeble w e had but little 
hopes of her recovery. The Doctors could give no 
encouragement. I applied to Dr. Staples Under his treatment she soon begun to improve ln a few- months she was able to Ku to school and has sin." been perfectly well. 1 know the treatment “"rli,V' No( k'sI- I' "* TH(,LMbKK 
Nov. -jr., l>;4. 
^ b Lawrence st. Portland. 
R. H, MOODY, Agt. for Belfast. 
WILLARD M, GRIFFIN, Agt, fur StockLn. 
3mos26 
MAIXE ( EXTRAL R. R. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS. 
ON AND A1 1 Kit Monday. \... Iriiu'W leave Bellast tor Bo ton. Portland, \tigi. -;a a » 
intermediate stations* a. M. and v. :.o p 
Kor Dan\ille Junction, la wi>ton and >kuwh*g:n 
* M. 
D« xter, Bangor and >t. Johns, .op v 
Trains at e due at Belfast 1.' '[ and: p >f 
L. K. 1JN< OLA, >u[ 
SauionSs 1 ii(l<‘j>pixl<‘iit Line 
— I O u— 
KATAH 1)1 X. 
Ti" < 
WM. R. ROIX 
Will leave Belfast Boston 1 Mui. 
und Thursday a- V M 
Keturnhifr will leave Boston 
Friday at G 1-2 1*. M. 
FARE TO BOSTON, S* 50 
LOWELJL. 3 65 
All freight nin-'* he accompanied > Hi I u 
in duplicate. All freight t ill- must he paid 
deli ei v of g. u)d 
■1 wnf'. ,\.m 
BelfU't, Dec ", i 
i 
.- Will run until furite-r 
tiee on and utter Moudu. 
) ■* Dec. 1 tth us follow s I.. -,. 
iczz:—nrtBro« k-v « .w 
\| 
I day, I'llt-r -day and I ida; at .\ I 
51 S I I It * I !% «. 
I.e:|\ Belt:!-' 1 k 
Thty-stlay at I ■ p M., ami \' dr > 
urdtiy at A U ■ on o 1. 
Bouts, touching -.• « .-tie- .. J 
(‘onnecting at Bn ■ k--.il •* -• -. !•'» 
I ville and >edgwick on W• dm -d ■ ,? 
I d .M 
Freight Taken at Fair Rates 
Tifki-h »lil lir *,11!!i ;» v. ■ :• >,i; > 
hii'li In Stairr. 
FARE: 
Sedgwick Slug* foB: 
Brooksvilli- t.« B- :■.. 
Castine 
Islesboro 
< ’astine to I -li'hori 
Brooksvilli 
Stag.-- leavi < Sedgwick 
Brook'\ ille oji Moml:i; and I i.ur-d 
M., connect dig : lining h u i* i. It —»..11 1: 
ing same da; trom Brook'1* ill* at 4 i W 
stage len\e- -M-dgwuck a \\ 
at •.» A. M ret in sing?: mi 
j riving at'Sedgwick ai.oii’ 1 P \1 Deer J»le and so-.gwick i-- V. 1 
days and Tlmrsda;' l.a\• 
Belfast and return M-.lgi 
same day. 
stage leave- Dm if II- •• ;.a\ 
Stage leavi s W, J. >a l’- i: t \ v 
«A v 
W. W. CASTLE. Age-at. Belfast 
Bellas;, I.I V : l.-M. n 
CORNETALTOS, BAR! 
TONES, BASSES. 
And all nth' Ban 1 1 it-1 ;h 
Violins, Violas, Violoncellos. Dent 
Basse9, and all Orcli--'rai ir.d I. 
Splendid Large Music Boxes. 
Price* from j 
D HI MS AND I 11 J.' !■ u *i I 
M l I A IIS for l.uitur pi 1 ; a mu 
instruments in cumin, n 1 
import * d or maiiutac. ured, and «d j. ;i -ouat pr* 
Also all t hings needed to ri 
struments, \ iolin and t.uitar i i-. ■- .mi ... Mi 
Merchandi-. 1 or al*- l.v. 
J.V. HAIM & • «* 
(>pp. ( ourt 11 ousi- i,(. ; -t i;.. 
! 
.. 
THE GREAT CAUSE 
HUMAN MISERY. 
I Just Published, in a V# ■/.</ in. 
.4 Li'i fun* on tSae taninv TrcMiiiirni 
ami HCailM-al a 
■'l'» nnatorrli«j i. ,mhir» li ,\ i. 
Kmis.Mons, Iinput.-ury■. \.’r. .1.- I *. a hi 
pt*di incuts t Marringi* <**-n» ra’lv ,! 
Kpilfp'V, ami Kit.'; Mi,;, n t.<! ! ".. :,j i ,i. 
i■ i:ni'.U! i .1. ! i:w i p 
tlior of tin < irrrii Kook 
Mie vvorl'l-rnioui t! ua'licr. in '1 ,,ir 
turf, limir., prow? vj ti> 
tin avltll at ll' • | u a •' v !f 11 
milly iiiov .t w 11 In ■.' 11 •; t. 
K»-rnus surgir.tl 
rings, or « oniiah j>*.iutinir a :n 
once c rtain ami !’••.-* ui. a 
no tualti" \\ !; it hi- 
soil' clirapl\. pri\ at. •. 
Jt-/.* 
and thonsntn!< 
M‘Ut. Ullllrl -• al. 
•Iri-ss, on rn-ri*• t..| 
AiMr<*-s tin- I’lihli- 
OHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO., 
I £7 Km««-r t. >«*» 1 «»i U 
!• « »'• I'. X 4 **M* 
; MANHOOD. WOMANHOOD AND 
NERVOUS DISEASES. 
A. Book for Every Man. 
Jl > r puhl’mlittii In till 1*. iIhm.1v M. •; .. I a now •••litimi nf :i,i •'r:.,-a:• -i m• :. ...., K 
tni. a si i.i I'Ki-i;i;\ a ri' >\. n 
ii'11 'i*. 1 •»-r. how r. ga;in I an ; .w j 
rati :n,.l run ..| I I 
I full '• \ hrmiat i;n J >, j. \ j .. 
rlma, or s riuinal i ■ i,.„ ■..i ., ,u o ... ,, 
J N-rv on- a:nl I’li' !*•!.; M 
t.loornv I .m I,...,in M- ut.-, | 1». j, rt •. 
l.m-rgy, Haggnnl 1 ;t:hn;n ■ • ; 
iin.l I- .Mriuori, Imp >.;,t, \ p 
ami all ili-ra-i ari.-inx j: ..in i.. ;... 
«»r the imlisrrriioim .,t %, .■, 
It is, iml.M il, a !• k 1 
niMillr-agril mm in par* in, |;tr <■ j ... 
hnmtifnl Krruch ilotli. i!h -f p 
.4 Ho«l* fur £>«•»' M onnni. 
K.mitlril, >I;\ I Af Hi) vsinl.t \ 1 \\ 
AM) II i;i: HIM. \>l ... !i 
sialoyiettiht an / P<H, .. 
front l/iftin- >i /.* (ii : ... ,, .. 
til'll] Krritrh Ci*11 !i. \\ i; 1. 
li>r pro ailing .i- .• 
A (tool, tin I m'i Mmi.Ii 
I lit Peal, "i v 1 listihit- ha ado ( 
new book tr-uting *\elu \ | : \ \ 
Ml \ i'Al. I>1>1 
royai octavo j age-, tu u 
bound iu Mibstnnt iul nn- ] — 
1 it Iter oi the k ..ui 
part of the world.-J' -■ j ..-• •!l;e paid, 
receipt of pi t-. « u .... h -k ■ i.t ,, 
dress at tin -aim t.me i» ; .. ,. j,. 
is oil-red over .• n, r •. ...... ,,- 
ablest and I. -t pi .ut ■: i .. mo , ..p;.;. ■ m<. 
science and literature n --.1 ita1 ,mp..r; 
to ail, lor till!) c I bar* i> a. myh to pay tor tua.l. 
It should be bm ne in mind mat ih» -«• -r at M* i 
Works are pub,!-iied : IVabudy 
I ustii ui «*. an lioa,,: i,i iin.i 
large tuuds lor the .-ole purpo-- of doing 
1 h< m are, lieyond all compari-m, t,.• n... 
ordinary works on ]*iiy siology ver publish* d. 1 i, 
is nothing whn'i-ver that the Mnr.i, ,i,,r ,s 
either st.t cat either re.piii- urwh-ht- know bo* 
"hat is fully explained, an! man;, matter- off,, 
most important and in, -;mg character are n,Tt.. 
duced, to which no allusion ow n can b« found .a ,, 
other works iu our language. ,\il tie A- ,- /;,. 
ere .>• of the author, who-' Apern u. 1,su,.j1 
ably lie’, er before I-11 to th- lot -d an n,; n, f 
in full. No person should be .without these ml 
hi- book- 1 he pres- throughout th.- c.untry 
clergy and the medicalfacwlt\ ymia' bigi.A 
these extraordinary and u.-efid •> a; 
fastidious may read the,. 
Address the IV \i:«» > 
T Ilultinch <t. o, posit, j’, .. n 11• .« r. vi 
N l> l lie author and •»»-ti; -iai ,, 
consulted oil ;,! I tlie I v < i, d < I. ■ it|, d 
disease.- requiring u bt \ n ,, 
-kQUININE HAIR TONIC 
y s(,/< tt I month incre.i-. 1 .bmb 
that of the pre. i- .• I 1 ,. 
^ lowing 
y ph :t-« -o aii.v 
r It % 1 01 1 ^ a r i.. 
falling out of r h, ,r 
nttoi.m 
eradu-ah .!.i ! 
h Root o, 
■an.I ,.liable. 
■ioiii.im: 
water. 
1* OOI.IU: u ill n.»t *. 1, »r th. 
I hair. 
L niioi.iu: 
Pa popularity whirl, ha. never twfor, 
been e,,ualhal io air o,h, preparation 
rmuninend*.! ,..r ti,«- ..am. pm-i,,.., 
a All who have used 11 are willing , ■ vouch for it s ability to perform all titul 
r claimed for a. It is without doubt 
the best llair Ore —lug e\, mm .1 l,rep„re,l la 
L.EVI TOWER. JR., BOSTON. 
Sold Ever,where. 50 Cents a Bottle. 
As a guarantee of the nliubilltv of HVViH.IM 
we are permitted to use th,. of l, la > II Mi'll 
Ol.S, M. !>.. who has used it iu his familv with e\ 
eeialiuely beuelieial results, and is perfectly uoiuaint edwitlt its composition, lie unhesitatingly reeom mends it to his patients, and declares it fr,.,. iron, 
any injurious substance. 
sure CTm, • 
KIDDER’S PA8TILLE8.^:r^™- 
VBHHHHHHHHBHHIlf luirieno* u, juast- 
